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About this Book
Microsoft Word 2000 explained has been written to help
users to get to grips wi-.h this Microsoft word processor. desk

top and Internet publishing package in the fastest possible
time. No previous knowledge is assumed, but the book does
not describe how to install and use Microsoft Windows. If you

need to know more about Windows, then may we suggest
you select an appropriate level book for your needs from the
'Books Available' list - the books are loosely graduated in

complexity with the less demanding One step at a time
series, to the more detailed Explained series. They are all
published by BERNARD BABANI (publishing) Ltd.

The package improves on previous Word capabijities.
such as:

The Office Assistant

-

the online, natural language

interface which assists you with the task in hand.

Command Bars - the enhanced user interface.

Multilingual Features - the support for editing and
viewing of documents in more than 80 languages.

Automatic Language Detection

-

the English ( J.S.)

version of Wod 2000 comes with proofing tools for
English. Spanish and French.
IntelliSense
work.

-

the features which help you with your

Microsoft Word 2000 is an exciting new package that will
you with the new millennium challenges and
opportunities, both personal and business. It offers new tools

help

that use Web technology to provide enhanced workcroup
productivity and the ability to access and publish information
on the Internet (including the 'effortless' design of your Web
site). Unlike previous versions of the package where you had
to go through the ecit-export-update cycle of Internet or
Intranet publishing, Microsoft has made Word 2000
documents browser -readable when you save them as Web

pages. Such Web pages are then fully functional Word
documents which makes publishing them a live activity.

Microsoft Word 2000 explained

This book introduces Word with sufficient de -.ail to get you
working, then discusses how to share information with other
people. No prior knowledge of this package's capabilities is
assumed.

The book was written with the busy persor in mind. It is
not necessary to learn all there is to know atout a subject,
when reading a few selected pages can usually do the same
thing quite adequately. With the help of this book, it is hoped
that you will be able to come to terms with Microsoft Word
and get the most out of your computer in terms of efficiency,
productivity and enjoyment, and that you will be able to do it
in the shortest, most effective and informative way.

If you would like to purchase a Companion Disc for any of the listed books

by the same author(s), apart from the ones marked with an asterisk,
containing the file/program listings which appear in them. then fill in the
form at the back of the book and send it to Phil Oliver at the stipulated
address.
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Package Overview
Microsoft's Word 2000 fcr Windows 95/98 or higher is a best
selling Windows word processor and is fully integrated with
all other Microsoft Office 2000 applications. This version of
Word, like its predecessor, has particularly strong leanings
towards desk top publishing which offers fully editaole
WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) modes that can
be viewed in various zoom levels, including full page. Couple

this with the ability to include and manipulate full colour
graphics and you can see the enormous power of the
program. You will find using Word 2000 to be both intuitive
and easy and you will soon be producing the type of word
processed output you would not have dreamt possible.

Word 2000, in common with all other Vcrosoft Office 2000
applications, makes use of what is known as IntelliSense,
which anticipates what you want to do and produces the
correct result. For example, AutoCorrect and AutoFormat
can, when active, correct common spelling mistakes and
format documents automatically. Other Wizards can help you

with everyday tasks and/or make complex tasks easier to
manage.

Word uses Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) to mcve

and share information seamlessly between Office 2000
applications. For example, you can drag information from
one application to another, or you can link information from
one application into another. Similarly, Hyperlinks can be
used from any of the Office 2000 applications to access other
Office documents, files on an internal cr external Web or
FTP (File Transfer Protocol) site, or HTML (Hypertext
Markup Language) files. Hyperlinks help you use your
documents with the Internet.
Finally, writing macrcs in Visual Basic gives you a powerful
development platform with which to create custom solutions.
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Hardware and Software Requirements
If Microsoft Word 2000 is already installed on your computer,

you can safely skip this and the following section of this
chapter.

To install and use Word 2000, which comes as part of
Microsoft Office 2000, you need an IBM-compatible PC
equipped with Intel's Pentium processor. Microsoft suggests

a 75 MHz processor for the installation of the Standard
edition of Office 2000 which includes Outlook, Word, Excel,
and PowerPoint. In addition, you need the following:

Windows 95/98 (or higher), or Windows NT as the
operating system.

Random access memory (RAM) required is:

For Windows 9x or higher, 16 MB plus 4 MB for each
running application.

For Windows NT, 32 MB plus 4 MB for each running
application.

Hard disc space required for the Standard edition of
Office 2000 is 189 MB.
CD-ROM drive.

Video adapter: VGA or higher resolution. If you are
embedding colour pictures, you will need a 256 -colour
video adapter.

Pointing device: Microsoft Mouse or compatible.
to run the above mentioned Office 2000
applications, including Word 2000, with reasonable sized
documents, you will need a 100 MHz Pentium PC with at
least 32 MB of RAM. To run Microsoft Office 2000 from a

Realistically,

network, you must also have a network compatible with your
Windows operating environment, such as Microsoft's
Windows 95/98 or higher, Windows NT, LAN Manager, etc.
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Finally, if you are connected to the Internet, you can take
advantage of Word's advanced editing and formatt:ng

features when working with e-mail messages. To use Word
as your e-mail editor, you must have Microsoft Outlook or
Microsoft Exchange installed on your computer and in that
program have Word 2000 selected as your e-mail editor.

Installing Microsoft Office 2000
Installing Office 2000 en your computer's hard disc is made
very easy using the SETJP program, which even configures
it automatically to take advantage of the computer's
hardware. One of SETUP's functions is to convert
compressed Office files from the CD-ROM, prior to copying
them onto your hard disc.
Note: If you are using a virus detection utility, disable it
before running SETUP, as it might conflict with it.

To install Microsoft Office,
CD drive and close it. The auto -start program on the CD will
start the SETUP program automatically. If that does not
work, click the Start button, and select the Run command
which opens the Run dialogue box, shown below.
Next, type in the Open box:

G:\setup

as

as shown here.

Type the name of a prog am toldet dncurnent of Interne
tesoutce and Vindows r. l open 0 at you

In our case we
used the CD-ROM

3en

3

I

the G: drive;
yours could be
different. Clicking
the OK button,
in

starts the installation of Microsoft Office 2000.

tom.

SETUP

displays the first of several screens.

We suggest that you follow the instructions displayed on
the screen. SETUP goes through the following procedure:

3
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Prompts you to type your name and the name of your
organisation (optional).
Prompts you to type in the Product Key.

Asks you to accept the licence agreement.

Prompts you to supply the path to the directory where
you want to install Word, and then checks your system
and the available hard disc space.
Searches your system's discs for othe- installed Office
components and asks you whether an older version of
Word should be removed or not.

Follow the SETUP instructions on the screen, until the
istallation of Microsoft Office program files is completed. The
SETUP program will modify your system files automatically
so that you can start Word easily by creating and displaying a

new entry in the Start, Programs cascade menu. During
installation, the Office Shortcut Bar is collated and added to
the Windows Start Up program so that it will be displayed
automatically on your screen whenever you start your PC.
New Office Document
Open Office Document

sb

Windows Update
Programs
Favorites

aocuments

iettings

`10 Eind

kiek
Bkin-

st Log 011 Nod
1E11

Shyt Down_

In addition, Office 2000 adds to the
Start menu the two entries shown

at the top of the adjacent screen
dump; the New Ofice Document,
and the Open Office Document.
The first allows you to select in a
displayed dialogue box the tab
containing the type of document you

want to work w th, such as letters &
faxes, memos, or presentations, to
mention but a few. Double-clicking

the type of document or template
you want. automatically loads the

appropriate application. The second
entry allows you to work with
existing documents. Opening a
document, first starts the application originally used to create
it. then opens the document.

4
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Adding or Removing Office Applications
To add or remove an Office application, left -click the Start
button at the bottom left corner of the screen, point to
Settings, then click the Control Panel option on t -e
Windows pop-up menu, as shown below.
F.'rogam#
Fhvontes

j 2ocurnorts

End
9 as

# _LI eiirterc

jackbar & Start Menu

Bun

Jj Folds Optsont

st Log Off Noel

Shgli Down.

LI &I've Desktop
146 Widows Update..

Star

This opens the Control Panel dialogue box. Next, doub e click the Add/Remove Programs icon,
iMAdcVFIernove Picgams

shown here to the left,
dialogue
box
below.

to

open he
he

Click

Install/Uninstall tab and select the Microsoft Office 200
program, and then click the Add/Remove button.

"4

The lalenwp waneun too aierta/suly reared by
'.lore, I MM.) & pap am a to madly u rdslcd
compomfts seiecli ban the fal and 40
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This requires you insert the Office 2000 CD into your CD
drive, which causes SETUP
Maintenance Mode dialogue box:

to display the following

Repair Office

Sf TUP

Restore rrur ter,OSOrt ,:thf E 21.00 Prenetro nstallatan to is

Maintenance Mode

atonal state

Add or Remove 7:eatures
Change ertrch feat,. es are lost .1Ied rx rem, Spt.C1h,
features.

Remove Office
Delete ficrosoft Office :OW Pt waurn from ties ccevuter.

deli)

Cared._

Selecting the Add or Remove Features opens up the

r

dialogue box to the left
in which you can select

Mcrosoft *Sad Ms **Moms

romosoft Cad t.Ofroloon
Microvolt PcomrPoint 1. Wes*.
Moos.* Outlook tor Waldo,.
Man:daft Amos for Wallows

Microsoft frontPop for Wet.
Onto Tools
Cormortors and Mors

Office

which

applica-

tions and features you
want installed.

R.

Note

the

additional

buttons on the above
screen. Use the Repair
Office button to reinstall

C.1.101011-

the

41/4! pry am, otos adavOnal remelt rod t.vok.

whole

of

Office

2000, or to find and fix
S om

tAitiromi Feet.,
Mete

I

sot*

Noe Mk *etc

any errors
in
your
original
installation.

Finally, you can use the

Remove Office button to uninstall all of the Office 2000
applications.
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Major Word Features
Some of the major features Microsoft Word 2000 contains,
include the ability to:

Employ the Off,ce Assistant which uses IntelliSense
natural -language :ethnology. It anticipates the kind of
help you need and suggests Help topics appropriate to
the work you are doing at the time. Further, you can
have the Assistant offer to start a Wizard when you
start certain tasks, such as creating a letter.
Drag and drop when editing text, tables, and graphics
in a document and across windows - this is more
convenient than cutting and pasting.

Use shortcut menus relevant to the type of work you
are carrying out at the time, to help speed your work.

Create documents that have different formatting,
multiple columns, and a variety of page layouts.

Add comments and annotations to a document without
changing the original text.

Create a glossary of text and graphics which can be
inserted in any part of a document.

Insert footnotes in any part of a document's page with
automatic numbering.
AutoCorrect which fixes common typing errors as you
work, and AutoText which speeds up the insertion of
frequently used text, tables, lists, and graphics, into
your document.
Correct your spelling with an extensive spell checker you can even add special words to it.
Check a document's grammar and style and customise
the latter to suit your needs.

Look up the meaning of words and find synonyms
using the thesaurus.

7
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Create tables in a document automatically, which can
contain text, numbers, pictures and objects - formatting
can be applied to the whole, or individual parts.

Use the Draw Table tool which allows you to create
and customise tables in a similar way to using a pen
and paper.

Use the Eraser tool which allows you to easily remove
any cell, row, or column partition to merge two adjacent
cells in a table.

Use a set of drawing and graphics tools in Office Art,
which gives you all
manipulating pictures.

the

flexibility

required

for

Add pictures created

in another application to a
document, scale them proportionally, or crop them to

your requirements.

Wrap text around irregular objects of any shape or
size, and the ability to rotate text in a table cell so that it
appears vertical.

Create objects, such as graphs, charts and equations,
which can be modified, edited, moved and/or copied.

Insert a frame around a paragraph, picture or object,
then move the frame and its contents, or change its
size.

Use the Bullets and Numbering command which can
easily add bullets and numbers to multiple -level lists.

Use the Heading Numbering command which can
create numbered headings with built-in heading styles.

Use AutoCaption which helps you to quickly add
captions and create cross-references to captions,
headings, tables, and other items.

View documents

a variety of ways, preview a
document before printing, print a document or
print/view information about a document.

8
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Maximise the text area on your screen by hiding
menus, toolbars, and rulers.

Use automated printing of envelopes, provided the
printer's envelope feeder has been installed.

Transparently import existing files produced by most
versions

of

Microsoft

and

WordPerfect

word

processors, as well as worksheets and databases
produced in Excel, Lotus 1-2-3, and dBase formats.

Link and embed information or objects (OLE) created
in other Windows applications into a Word document

Use the optional user's help to ease the changeover
from WordPerfect to Word.
Network the program so users can share information

Automatically format a document as you type. Typing
three or more consecutive hyphens (-) and pressing
<Enter> creates a thin line border, while typing three or
more consecutive equal signs (=-) and pressing
<Enter> creates a double -line border.

Automatically apply a built-in heading style to text as
you type. Typing a line of text and pressing <Enter>
twice, causes Word to apply Heading 1 style to the
text, while starting a line with a tab, results in Heading
2 style.

Automatically

change

ordinary

numbers and fractions you type it to
make them easier to read, as shown

1st
2nd

2'4

112

1/2

here.

Automatically create numbered or bulleted lists. For
example, starting a list with a number (or letter)
followed by a period (.), causes Word to insert a
number (or letter) bullet in front of each line in the list.
Typing an asterisk followed by a space or tab, results
in a bulleted list similar to the ones we are using here.
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Automatically correct text and replace a

number of key presses with particular
symbols, as shown to the right.

Open or find documents by simply
clicking the Open option on the File
menu.

See the contents of documents without
opening them. To preview a document,
select it, click the View button and choose the Preview
option.

Manage your files from within
dialogue
box.
a
document

Open
the
Right -clicking

opens a shortcut menu, shown
here,

to

appropriate
functions.

you
with
help
house -keeping

Orno knolOrio
013.1 al Cony

gudk

A°°`°&
Seeyl To

Cy
cop,
Gook

Check your spelling while you
type. If

a word is not in the

I

1.celcut

Qeisto
%TOMO

dictionary, Word marks it with a
wavy red line. To select from a list of spelling choices,
right -click the marked word.

Choose from three built-in families of templates;
contemporary, elegant, and professional. Choosing
one of these, can help you create a consistent look for
your document.

Mark text with a highlighter, so that
it is easier to emphasise important
parts of a message. To mark text,
select it and click the Highlight

button, shown here, and select the

colour you want to use from the
displayed list.

Use the AutoSummarize feature which can analyse
your document statistically and linguistically to provide
a summary of the key points in it.
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Use the Letter Wizard dialogue box which allows you to

choose letter elements to make it easy to build your
letter. Word can remember to whom you have sent a
letter and stores all related information, such as
addresses, etc., in a list. To send a letter to a previous
recipient, all you have to do is select the name of the
person from a list, and Word automatically fills in the
rest of the information.

Use the natural -language Grammar Checker which
flags mistakes
suggestions.

and

provides

you

with

effective

Employ an extensive set of features applicable to the
Web, including the use of Hyperlinks which are used to
link to any Microsoft Office, HTML, or other file on any
internal or external Web site or file server. Clicking a
Hyperlink causes a jump to its destination.

Design a Web page with the help of the Web Page
Wizard which provides customised Web templates that

you can easily modify to your needs - you can add
pictures and music to a Web page as well as to a
Word document.

Integrate seamlessly with Exchange and Outlook to
use Word as your standard e-mail editor.

Maintain a working history of a document by using the
Versioning feature. This allows you to see exactly who

did what to a document and when. All Versioning
information is kept with the document, so that you don't
have to store and track multiple copies of a document.

Use revision marks so that intended changes can be
seen easily - such changes can then be accepted or
rejected by another user.

Consolidate all changes and comments from different
reviewers of a given document. Reviewers can modify
separate copies of the same document, but you can
merge all their comments and changes into the original
in one easy step.

11
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New Features in Word
Word 2000 has many new features over and above those
found in previous versions of the program. These include:

The use of the AutoCorrect exceptions list to prevent
unwanted spelling corrections.

The ability to maintain a separate list of AutoCorrect
entries for each language used. Word will switch to the
appropriate list based on the language formatting in the
document.

The use of the Click and Type facility to quickly insert
text, graphics, tables, or other items by double-clicking
in a blank area of a document when in a Web or Print
Layout View.

The use of the new Office Clipboard to collect objects
from all of your programs, including your Web browser,
and paste them where and when you need them. You
can store up to 12 objects on the Office Clipboard.
The ability to check the spelling and grammar of text in

another language, provided you have installed the
spelling and grammar tools for that language. If the
selected language is then enabled in Word for editing,
it will be automatically detected in your documents and
the correct spelling and grammar tools will be used.

The ability to hyphenate documents correctly in the
language being used at the time.

The ability to create nested tables - tables inside other
tables. You can click and drag to draw a nested table
just as you would any table.
The ability to adjust any row's height directly in a table

by dragging the row border up or down, just as you
adjust column widths.

The ability to change the size of the entire table while
maintaining the same row and column proportions.
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The use of the mouse to move your table to another
position on the page.

The ability to alicn text both vertically and horizontally
from convenient alignment toolbar buttons. If your text
is oriented vertically, the buttons automatically adjust to
give you the correct. alignment.

The use of the Web Folders feature to manage your
files stored on a Web server. You can access Web
Folders through Windows Explorer or through any
Microsoft Office program.

The use of a wiza-d which provides customised Web

templates that you can easily modify to meet your
needs.

The use of frames to create an crganised Web site
that allows you to communicate more information to
your audience.

The ability to use a Web Layout View, without leav ng
Word, to see how your Web pages will look in a Web
browser.

The use of built-in themes which contain unified design
elements and colour schemes for background images,
bullets, fonts, horizontal lines, and other document
elements to create consistent -looking Web pages.

The ability to add a picture to a Web page, just as you
do with a Word document. Such objects can be edited
even after you save your document as a Web page.

The provision of a built-in set of colourful graphical
images which cal be used as bullets on Web pages to
make information more noticeable.

The extension of the built-in borders and shoeing
functionality in Word to provide Web -specific colourful
horizontal lines that can be includec on Web pages.
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WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) support for
authoring Web pages with commonly used tags, such
as tables, fonts, and background sound.

The ability to create scripts and HTML-based client
solutions within any Office program by using the Visual
Studio development environment. There is full browser
support for debugging, and script anchors can be used
in Office documents.

The ability to e-mail a copy of a document directly from
Microsoft Word. In effect, the document is the e-mail
message so you can edit it directly, without having to
open or save an attachment. Messages from Word are

in HTML format, so your recipents won't require
special software to view the message.

Most of these new and old features of Word 2000 will be
examined in the following chapters of this book. Whenever
possible, we introduce practical examples that you are
encouraged to type in and use to illustrate particular points,
and then save on disc for future use.
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Using the Office Assistant
is a central source of application
information. No matter which Office 2000 application you are
using, the Assistant is there to help you.

The Office Assistant

To find out how it works, start one of the Office
applications (we have used Word), then click the
relevant Office Assistant button, shown here, with
the left mouse button,

type the word help in
1 -What would you like to do'

the

'What

displayed

wouti you like to do?'
box, shown to the left,

help

tions

search

and left -click the Search
button.

A list of help topics is then displayed,

as shown to the right. To see more
topics, left -click the small triangle at
the bottom of the list with the caption
'See more', to display additional topics,
as shown below.

What would you like to do?
Get Help for the Microsoft
Script Edkor in Word

About editor al resources in
Help

Display bps and messages
through the Office Assist ark

Get Help for Visual Basic 'or
Applications In Word

What

would you like to do'

See previous...

Wow to obtain the Microsoft
Office 2000Pirsual Basic
Programmer's Guide

ways to get assistance while
you work

Have Mkrosoft Word move the
Office Assistant and is below

Troubleshoot the Office
Assistant

None of the above, look for
more help on the Web
help

cittilxis

`search

To find out how
you can use the
Office
Assistant, click
the 'Ways to
get assistance

Get Help without the Office
Assistant

V' See more...

cutions

search

while you work'
option which causes the display of the
screen shown on the next page. From
this latter screen you can find out all
there is to know about the Office
Assistant.

The very same screen can be
displayed from all Office applications, with only the title of the
window and the 'Finding out what's new in ...' hypertext link,
changing to reflect the application in use.
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Ways to get assistance while you work
This topic provides reference information about:
Asking for Hein from the Office Assistant
Getting Help from the Helo menu
Gettina Helo from the Office Uodate Web site
Finding out what's new in Word 2000

More information

Asking for Help from the Office Assistant
When you have a question about a Microsoft Office program, ycu can ask the
Office Assistant. For example, to get Help about how to create t table, type

How do I create a table in the Assistant.

If the correct topic doesn't appear in the Assistant balloon, click None of the

above, look for more help on the Web at the bottom cf the list of topics.
You will get suggestions on how to phrase a question to the Offi:e Assistant
or how to narrow your search by using keywords. If you still cal't find the
information you want, you can send feedback to improve fiture versions of
Help and be automatically connected to the Microsoft Office Update Web site
to search for help there.

Note the Web browser type buttons at the top of the screen.
These allow you to carry out the following functions:
Show - click this button to display the help screen tabs

which allow you to access Help's Contents, Answer
Wizard, and Index.

4=

Back - if more than one help screen has been opened,
click this button to go back to the previously opened help
screen.

Forward - if you have moved back to a previous help
screen, click this button to move forward through opened
help screens.

a
gi.

Print - click this button to print the contents of the current
help screen.

Options - click this button to open up a menu of options
which control all of the above facilities p us the ability to
select the Internet Options dialogue box.
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Customising the Office Assistant
You can customise the Office Assistant to a great degree.
Not only can you change the way it responds to your
enquiries, but you can also switch it off once you have
mastered a particular Office application.

To see the default options
settings of the Office Assistant,
activate it, left -click on it, and
left -click the Options button on
the displayed box, shown here.

Doing this, causes the following dialogue box to be
displayed on your screen:

P lie the (4 fice Assistant
17 Respond to FL key

P Help with tezerds

ri7 Make socnds

lalsPlisy dents

r Search fa

Clove when in the way

P Guess Help toms

cectriect sod programming help when

Ocf3fArring

Show tips about

'

r; USS19 features more effectively

r Only shoe Nigh pricvky tips

P USf og the mouse more eFectively

E Show the lip of the Day at startup

r Keyboard shortcuts

Reset my bps

I

cancel

As you can see, it is possible to choose from several options.

To change the shape of your Office
Assistant (there are eight shapes to
choose from - see next page), either
left -click the Gallery tab of the above
dialogue box, or rigti-click the Office
Assistant and select the Choose

Assistant option from the displayed
menu, as shown here
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Either action displays the following dialogue box in which you
can select your preferred Assistant shape by left -clicking the
Next button.
Office Assistant

spy kptiorts I
You can scroll through the deferent assistants by using the <Back and Next> buttons. When you
me finished selectng you assistant, cid. the OK button.

7

therk

H

Opp(

Name:

Though nott-ing more than a thin metal nitre, Omit
vid help find what you need and k.--.ep t al together.

The shapes of the available Assistants are as follows:

's
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Clippit

The Dot

Fl

The Genius

Office Logo

Mother Nature

Links

Rocky
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The Word Environment
Word is started in Windows either by clicKing the Start button
then selecting Programs and clicking on the
MI'Microsoft Word' icon on the cascade menu,
clicking the Word icon, or the 'Open Office

Document' icon on the Office Shortcut Bar, o. by
Aclicking and double-clicking on a Word document
file. In the latter case the document will be loaded
into Word at the same time.

If you have used a previous version of Word it might be a

good idea to use The Office Assistant and search for
what's new. Selecting the 'What's new in Microsoft Word
2000?' option (pointed to below), displays a further list of
options which you might like to view.

What would you lice to do?
Ways to get assistance while
you work

What's new in Microsoft
Word 2000?

Key information for
upgraders and new users

What's new with working
with others?

What happered to frames?
'V See more...

Option

Search

__
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The Word Screen
The opening 'blank' screen of Word 2000 is shown below. It
is perhaps worth spending some time looking at the various

parts that make up this screen. Word follows the usual
Microsoft Windows conventions and if you are familiar with
these you can skip through this section. Otherwise a few
minutes might be well spent here.
Applwailon Command Button

Window/Application Close Button
Monti Bar

Restore Button\
Minimise Button

4rev
IP PI
ID

ar

10d. Tit* WM.,

tom

n

/

Vertical Scroll Bar

SI¢tus Bar

Horuontal Scroll Bar

icroll Arrows

The window as shown takes up the full screen area available.
If you click on the application restore button, you can make

Word show in a smaller window. This can be useful when
you are running several applications at the same time and
you want to transfer between them with the mcuse.

Note that in this case, the Word window displays an empty
document with the title 'Document -1', and has a solid 'Title
bar', indicating that it is the active application window.
Although multiple windows can be displayed simultaneously,
you can only enter data into the active window (which will
always be displayed on top). Title bars of non active windows
appear a lighter shade than that of the active oie.
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The Word screen is divided into several areas which have
the following functions:

Area

Function

Command buttons

Clicking on the command
button, (see upper -left
Word
of
the
corner
window), displays a pull -down
menu which can be used to
control the program window. It

allows you to restore, move, size,
minimise, maximise. and close the
window.

Title Bar

The bar at tt-e top of a window
displays the application
name and the name of the cur-ent
document.
which

Minimise Button

When clicked on, this
a
minimises
button
the
or
document
application to an icon on the
Windows Taskbar.

Restore Button

When

clicked

on,

this

button restores the active
window to the positioi
and size that was occupied before
it

was maximised. The restore

button is then replaced by
a Maximise button, as
shown here, which is
used to set the window to
full screen size.
Close button

The extreme top right
button that you click to
close a window.

Menu Bar

The bar below the Title bar which
allows you to choose from several
menu options.
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Clicking on a menu item displays
the pull -down menu associated
with that item.

Standard Toolbar

The bar below the Menu bar which
contains buttons that give you
mouse click access to the

functions most often used in the
program. These are
according to function.

Formatting Bar

grouped

The buttons on the Formatting Bar
allow you to change the attributes
of

a

font,

such as italic and

underline, and also to format text
in various ways. The Formatting
Bar contains three boxes; a style

box, a font box and a size box
which show which style, font and

size of characters are currently
being used. These boxes give
access to other installed styles,
fonts and character sizes.
Ruler

The area where you can see and
set tabulation points and indents.

Split Box

The area above the top
vertical scroll button which
when dragged allows you
to split the screen.

Scroll Bars

The areas on the screen that
contain scroll boxes in vertical and
horizontal bars. Clicking on these
bars allows you to control the part
of a document which is visible on
the screen.

Scroll Arrows

The arrowheads at each end of
each scroll bar at which you can
click to scroll the screen up and
down one line, or left and right
10% of the screen, at a time.
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The area on the screen in the left

Selection Bar

margin of the Word window
(marked here with a box for

convenience), where the mouse
pointer changes to an arrow that
slants to the right. Clicking the left
mouse button once selects the
current line, while clicking twice
selects the current paragraph.

The pointer used to specify the

Insertion pointer

place of text insertion.

Clicking these buttons changes

Views Buttons

screen views quickly.

The bottom line of the document

Status Bar

window
that
information.

status

displays

The Standard Toolbar
This is located below the Menu bar at the top of the Word
screen and contains command buttons. To action a
command, left -click its button with the mouse. Not only can
you control what buttons show on the various toolbars, but as

you work with Word the buttons you use most often are
displayed on them automatically.

ao ta ra

ib
11"

friCopy Selected Text

or object to Clipboard
Pr nt Current Document

E-mail Current Document
Save Current Document

Or)

r

a/.

7

Word Help
Activate Tables
and Borders Tool
Insert a Hyaerlink at
Insertico Point

Undo last Editing
or Formatting Commard
Paste Contents of Clipboard
More Bt. Cons
at Current Insertion Point

Open an Existing Document
Open a New Blank Document

The use of these Standard Toolbar buttons will be discussed
in great detail, with worked examples, in the next chapter.
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The Formatting Bar
This is located to the right of or below the Standard Toolbar,
and is divided into sections that contain command buttons,
as shown below.
Times New Roman II 10

II

Indent:own

Point sue button

Font Colour

Current point we
Font button

1

I

Character lormatt tng

'urrent tont

NornherIng

Ju.olication

(Fast& Border
More buttons

The Current font box shows the current typeface. Clicking on
the down-arrow button to the right of it allows you to change
the typeface of any selected text. The Current point size box
shows the size of selected characters which can be changed
by clicking on the down-arrow button next to it and selecting
another size from the displayed list.

Next, are three character formatting buttons which allow
you to enhance selected text by emboldening, italicising, or
underlining it. The next two buttons allow you to change the
justification of a selected paragraph, and the next four help

you set the different types of Numbering aid Indentation
options. The last two buttons allow you to add an Outside
Border to selected text or objects, and change the font colour
of selected text.

Clicking on the More Buttons area, opens up the menu
shown here with additional options for
justifying

selected

paragraphs

and

highlighting text. The first option displays
the name of the current style (Normal) in a
box. Clicking the down-arrow against this
box,

opens

up

a

menu

of

default

paragraph styles with their font sizes.
Once the Style box is opened, from then on, it appears to the
left of the Font box, replacing other formatting icons.
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The Status Bar
This is located at the bottom of the Word window and is used
to display statistics about the active document.

/1st

to top of page

Track Changes

Overtype

Record Macro
Section No.

Extend Selection

Characters from left margin

Page No.

Douhk-click to correct grammar & spelling

For example, when a document is being opened, the Status
bar displays for a short time its name and length in terms of
total number of characters. Once a document is opened, the

Status bar displays the statistics of the document at the
insertion point; here it is on Page 1, Section 1, 1 character
from the left margin.
Double-clicking the left of the status bar displays the Find
and Replace dialogue box, as shown below.
Find and Replace
Frig

I

Petalace

cio To

GQ to what

lmP

Utter page nt. mixt

Enter + and - to move relative to :he current
Vocation. Example +4 sod move leeward fm,

Prevtout

Ne-t

I

Clot.e

I

This is shown with the Go To tab selected. You can choose
which page, section line, etc., of the document to go to, or
you can use the other tabs to Find and Replace text (more
about this later).

Double-clicking the other features on the Status bar will
activate these features.
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The Menu Bar Options
Each menu bar option has associated with it a pull -down
sub -menu. To activate the menu, either press the <Alt> key,

which causes the first option of the menu (in this case the
File menu option) to be selected, then use the right and left
arrow keys to highlight any of the options in the menu, or use
the mouse to point to an option. Pressing either the <Enter>
or the left mouse button, reveals the pull -down
sub -menu of the highlighted menu option. The sub -menu of
the File option is shown below.
key,

wnQ

Documentl - Microsoft Word

11-*, ot

De- Insert
ct,i+N

Format

Tools

Tgble Window

P

It

deb

.

-

vi

Ctr1+0
have

Ctri+S

Save As.

,4

S

l

111E
E

111116:1
if
8

t

9
Also

Vorsions...

a

Page Setup...
Ctri+P
Send To

Note that in this version of Word, the drop -down sub -menu
displays only the most important options, but you have the
option to view the full sub -menu by highlighting the double
arrow -heads at the bottom of it, by either pointing to that part
of the sub -menu with the mouse or using the down-arrow
cursor key to move the highlighted bar down.
The full sub -menu of the File menu option is displayed on
the next page. However, the order of the sub -menu options in

both the short and the full version of the sub -menu could
differ from ours. This is because Word, and the other Office
2000 applications, now learn from your actions and automatically promote the items you choose from menu
extensions on to the shortened version of the sub -menu.
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D ocument 1
_de

Micro:roll Word

View

Edrt

Insert Fgrmat

2

11117119
Tools

Table

_,1 New

Ctrl+N

alr gpen

Ctr1+0

Window

Help

01 F./

'2.1

':

close
Ctr1+5

5ave
Save

Save as Web Page.

.

Versions...
Web Page Preview

Page Sets...

a

aPrint Preview

CtA+P

Punt...
Send To

Properties

ID: k
D: \

.

\ Marketing .:reattve Bnet.dot
\Classified t dverttsement Compo...

D:\...\Compebtio i Analysts.dot
4 D: \ MS -Office 2003 \

\ Lock And Key. pot

E tit
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Menu options can alsc be activated directly by pressing the
<Alt> key followed ty the underlined letter of the required
option. Thus, pressing <Alt+F>, causes the pull -down File
sub -menu to be displayed. You can use the up and down

arrow keys to move the highlighted bar up and down a
sub -menu, or the right and left arrow keys to move along the
options in the menu bar. Pressing the <Enter> key selects
the highlighted option or executes the highlighted command.
Pressing the <Esc> key once, closes the pull -down
sub -menu, while pressing the <Esc> key for a second time.
closes the menu system.
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Some of the sub -menu options can be accessed with 'quick
key' combinations from the keyboard. Such combinations are
shown on the drop -down menus, for example, <Ctrl+S> is
the quick key for the Save option in the File sub -menu. If a
sub -menu option is not available, at any time, it will display in
a grey colour. Some menu options only appear in Word when
that tool is being used, but the ones described below remain
constant.

The following is a brief description of the standard menu
options. For a more detailed description of each sub -menu
item, use the on-line Help system (to be described shortly).
File

Produces a pull -down menu of mainly file
related tasks, such as creating

a New
document, the ability to Open, or Close
files, and Save files with the same name, or
Save As a different name, or even Save as
Web Page. You can use Page Setup to set

the margins and the size cf your printed
page, Print Preview a document on screen
before committing it to paper, Print a
document and select your current printer.

You can view a specific file's Properties,
and direct documents to other users who
share resources with you, using the Send
To option. Finally, you can Exiit the program.
Above this last sub -menu option, Word also

displays the last four documents you used
so that you can open them easily.

Edit

Produces a pull -down menu which allows
you to Undo changes made, Cut, Copy and
Paste text and graphics, Find specific text
in a document, Find and Replace text, jump

to any location in a document, view and
update Links, or open a selected Object.

View

Produces a pull -down menu which contains

screen display options which allow you to
change the editing view to Normal, Web
Layout, Print Layout or Outline.
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You can further control whether to display
the Toolbars, or the Ruler, show a list of
for
windows
open
Headers/Footers,
viewing Footnotes, or Comments, display
a Full Screen and determine the scale of

the editing view by using the Zoom option.

Insert

Produces a pull -down menu which allows
you to insert Breaks to the ends of pages,
columns, or sections, add Page Numbers to

a document, or insert the Date and rme
into a document. You can also insert or
define AutoText items of frequently used
text or graphics, insert a Field (instruction)
for computed contents, or insert special
characters with Symbol. Further, you can

insert a note and activate the Comment
pane, insert a Footnote reference, place a
Caption above or below a selected object,
or

a Cross-reference. The Index and

Tables option allows you to build an index
entry, an index, or table of contents, tables,
etc. Finally, you can insert a Picture, a Text
Box, the contents of a File, or an Object
into the active document and assign a name
(Bookmark) to a section of your document,
or insert Hyperlinks to other documents

Format

Produces a pull -down menu which allows
you to alter the appearance of text, both on
the screen and when prnted. Such features
as Font, size, colour, alignment, orint
spacing, justification, and enhaicements
(bold. underlined and italic) are included.
You can change the indent and spacing of a
selected Paragraph, create bullet or

number lists and change the numbering
options for heading level styles, change the
Border and Shading of a selected
paragraph,

table

cell(s),

or

picture,

or

change the Columns format of the selected
section.
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You can also set and clear Tabs, format the

first character of a paragraph as a Drop
Cap(ital),

change

Text

Direction,

and

Change Case. You can further set the
Background colour, add a Theme, a
Frame, select options to AutoFormat a
document, browse and apply or modify
Styles, or change the fill, line, size and
position of a selected Object.

Tools

Produces a pull -down menu that gives
access to the Spelling and Grammar
checker, use the Language option to

change the Language formatting of the
selected

characters,

or

activate

the

Thesaurus and Hyphenation options. You
can also display the Word Count statistics
of the current document, and add or delete
AutoCorrect entries.

You can further Track Changes to

a

document, Merge and Protect documents,
activate Online Collaboration, prepare for
Mail Merge, or create and print Envelopes
and Labels. Finally, you can run, create,
delete or edit a Macro (a set of instructions),
Customize Word to your requirements and
change various Word Options.
Table

You can use the Draw Table or Insert

Table option of the pull -down menu to

create a table of specified rows and columns

at the insertion point. Once a table exists,
the majority of the options of the pull -down
menu become available to you. From here

you can Insert Rows, Delete, Merge and
Split Cells, Select a Row, a Column or a
Table, or insert a paragraph mark above the

current table row by using the Split Table
option.
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Further, you can select the Table
AutoFormat option to choose from a set of
pre -formatted table styles and have them
applied to your table, change the Cell

Height and Width, and toggle the table
Headings attribute on and off. Finally, you

can select a section of text and use the
Convert Text to Table option to have it
incorporated within a table, rearrange a
selection into a specified Sort order, insert a

Formula in a cell, and toggle the table
Gridlines on and off.

Window

Produces a menu to open a New Window,

and control the display of existing open
windows on the screen.

Help

Activates the help menu which you can use

to access the Microsoft Word Help, Hide

the Office Assistant, the What's This

facility, or the Office on the Web option (if
you are connected to the Internet). You can
also get help if you are a WordPerfect user,

Detect and Repair errors in Word, or use
the About Microsoft World option to open
up a dialogue box from which you can find
out information about your system, or get
information on Technical Support.

Shortcut Menus
New to this and the three previous versions of Word are
context -sensitive shortcut menus. If you click the right mouse

button on any screen, or document, a shortcut menu is
displayed with the most frequently used commands relating
to the type of work you were doing at the time.

The composite screen dump on the next page shows in
turn the shortcut menus that open when the editing area is

selected, a table is selected, or either of the Toolbars is
selected. In the first shortcut menu the Cut and Copy
commands only become effective if you select part of a
sentence before right -clicking (more about this later).
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So, whatever you are doing in Word, you have rapid access
to a menu of relevant functions by right -clicking your mouse.
Left -clicking the mouse at a menu selection will choose that
function, while right -clicking on an area outside the shortcut
menu (or pressing the <Esc> key), closes down the shortcut
menu.

Dialogue Boxes
Three periods after a sub -menu option or command, means
that a dialogue box will open when the option or command is
selected. A dialogue box is used for the insertion of additional
information, such as the name of a file or path.

To see a dialogue box, press <Alt+F>, and select the
Open option. The 'Open' dialogue box is displayed, as shown
on the next page.
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When a dialogue box opens, the easiest way to move around
it is by clicking with the mouse, otherwise the <Tab> key can

be used to move the cursor from one column in the box to
another

(<Shift+Tab>

moves

the

cursor

backwards).

Alternatively you can move directly to a desired field by
holding the <Alt> key down and pressing the underlined letter
in the field name.

Within a column of options you must use the arrow keys to

move from one to another. Having se!ected an option or
typed in information, you must press a command button such

as the Open or Cancel button, or choose from additional
options.

To select the Open button with the mouse, simply point
and click, while with the keyboard you must first press the
<Tab> key until the dotted rectangle, or focus, moves to the
required button, and then press the <Enter> key. Pressing
<Enter> at any time while a dialogue box is open, will cause
the marked items to be selected and the box to be closed.

Some dialogue boxes contain List boxes which show a
column of available choices, similar to the one at the top of
the previous screen dump which appears by pressing the
down-arrow button, as shown overleaf.
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If there are more choices than can be seen in the area
provided, use the scroll
bars to reveal them. To

My Documents

select a single item from a
List box, either double-click
the item, or use the arrow
keys to highlight the item

firsktop
My Computer
Web Folders
31/2 Floppy (A:)

(C:)
(D:)

and press <Enter>.
Other dialogue boxes
contain Option buttons with
a list of mutually exclusive
items, as shown below.

(E:)

La Removable Disk (F:)
(G:)
LB Removable Disk (H:)
My Documents

go My Briefcase
41FTP Locations

Create New
I2ocument

Add/Modify FTP Locations

-1 s

r Template

The default choice is marked with a black dot against its
name, while unavailable options are dimmed. To see the
above option buttons, use the File, New command to open
the New dialogue box.

Other dialogue boxes contain Check boxes, like the one
below, which offer a list of options you can switch on or off.
Selected options show a tick in
Search Options
Search:

IA II

A

the box against the option
name,
while
incompatible

options appear greyed out. If
you want to see the adjacent
r Use wildcards
17 Sounds like,

Find all word forms

Check boxes, use the Edit,
Find command to open the
Find
box.

and

Replace

dialogue

To cancel a dialogue box, either click the Cancel button, or
press the <Esc> key. Pressing the <Esc> key in succession,
closes one dialogue box at a time, and eventually aborts the
menu option.
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The Mouse Pointers
In

Microsoft Word,

as

with

all

other graphical based

programs, using a nncuse makes many operations both
easier and more fun to carry out.

Word 2000 makes use of the mouse pointers availabla in
Windows, some of the most common of which are illustrated
below. When Word is iritially started up the first you will see
is the hourglass, whici turns into an upward pointing ho low
arrow once the individual application screen appears on your
display. Other shapes depend on the type of work you are
doing at the time.

The hourglass which displays when you are
waiting while performing a function.

The arrow which appears when the pointer is
placed over menus, scrolling jars, and buttons.

I

The I-beam which appears in normal text areas of
the screen For additional 'Click and Type' pointer
shapes, see the table overleaf.

The 4 -headed arrow which appears when you
choose to move a table, a chart area, or a frame.
4-0

The double arrows which appear when over the
border of a window, used to drag the side and
alter the size of the window.

The Help land which appears

in

the

Help

windows, and is used to access 'hypertext' :ype
links.

Word 2000, like other Windows packages, has additional
mouse pointers which facilitate the execution of selected
commands. Some of these, shown on the next page, have
the following functions:
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The vertical pointer which appears when pointing
over a column in a table or worksheet and used to
select the column.

4

horizontal pointer which appears when
pointing at a row in a table or worksheet and used
to select the row.
The

The slanted arrow which appears when the
pointer is placed in the selection bar area of text
or a table.

The vertical split arrow which appears when
pointing over the area separating two columns
and used to size a column.

The horizontal split arrow which appears when
pointing over the area separating two rows and
used to size a row.

The cross which you drag to extend or fill a series.

The draw pointer which appears when you are
drawing freehand.

Word 2000 introduces the following Click and Type pointer
shapes which appear as you move the I-beam pointer into a
specific formatting zone: their shape indicating
formatting will apply when you double-click.
Align left

In

I

which

Align right

Centre

Left indent

Left text wrap

Right text wrap

If you don't see the Click and Type pointer shape, activate
the facility using the Tools Options command, then click the
Edit tab and check the Enable click and type box.

Word has a few additional mouse pointers to the ones
above, but their shapes are mostly self-evident.
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Using the Help Menu
Another way of getting help

in

Word (apart from using the Office
Assistant), is to use the Fl
function key to get directly to the
Context and Index help screens.

To do so, however, you will first
to switch off the Office
Assistant by right -clicking it and
Options from the
selecting
drop -down menu. This opens the following dialogue box,

have

in

which you must clear the box against Use the Office
Assistant, as shown be ow.
IIIlice Assistant

tilt On)/

17 MOW' When r,

P Met with
7.isplay alert;

r 5eatch tot both gv
tips about

F

r

,

F Guess Help topics

P Make sands
Ind no uqtarrirrang help when progarntryng

r
r

St.Cd4 high Pr 'pritY bcd
-

the Tic.

Day at startup

17.1

Reset tr., bps

I

Next time you press the Fl function key, the Office Help
screen appears as shown on the next page. You can either

view information on the screen or print

it

on paper.

Left -clicking the Index tab, displays a dialogue box with three

areas for typing, selecting and displaying information, as
shown.
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Orients I Answer YAserd PPM.

About Find f ast
This topic provides refer,

t. bye keywords

,-dorrnaton about:

What is Find Fast'
What Find Fast does automatically

Additional Minus you can do with Find as,
:. O. choose beyerols

What is Find Fast?
Find Fast is a util.
builds inde. e,

Open dial,
Microsoft
noddy,. ,

,ded w th Microsoft Office that
d t..
documents from the
f.ca program and from
onsists of several
.
, and file status.
maintain inde: files through the
ntrol Panel,
not necessary to
directly in Wirdows Explorer.
.

I

Find

work wdt, t

,1.so a

liototn to Up

17.ford)

What Find Fast does autontatitall
ow a kst of partk parts n an onlne me
ear e shortcuts to fies, folders, and W
dhow or hide theist of recently used do
Go to a specific tem orlocahon
Troubleshoot ay/Somatically stanneevng
Go to a spectic bookmark
Use the Docurnert Map

when Find Fast is installed with Office. t automatically
creates an index on each local dnve of your computer to
keep track of all of your Office documents. Find Fast
indexes are not created on removable ]rives or read-only
media, such as CD-ROM dnves. After en index is created,
is autornebcally updated, so you dont need to do
anything to take advantage of faster starching.

',Dbl.,' to top

Typing, for example, the words find fast in the first 'Type
keywords' box, causes a list of related topics to appear
automatically in the second 'Or choose key words' box.
Selecting one or more matching words from the displayed list

narrows down the selection of topics appearing in the third
'Choose a topic' box. Finally, selecting a topic from the third
display box by left -clicking it, displays information on your
selection.

If the keyword you want to choose is not visible within the
display area of the second box, use the scroll bar to get to it.

As an exercise, click the Answer Wizard tab of the Help
dialogue box and type the words 'backward compatibility' in

the 'What would you like to do' box and click the Search
button. Immediately the topic 'Results of sav'ng Word 2000
documents in other formats' appears highlighted at the top of
the list in the second text box, as shown on the next page. As
each topic in this list is selected, information about it is
automatically displayed in the adjacent text box.
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Results of saving Word 2000 documents in
other tile formats

Whit wouldyoulhe toebf
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What do you want to do?
Learn about what happens vet en sou save a Microsoft
ad 2000 document in Wort 6 0/95 format

rn about what happens vet en sou turn off features not
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un.ode support n Microsoft office
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Keys for edtne and reovna text and gra
Troubleshoot working xath a scanner or
5°01 thr duph a document

3-

-.3st awe wad to work with convw,1
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Next, left -click the first item to display all you need to know, in
this instance, about the Word 2000, 95, and 6.0 file formats.
Similar searches carried out from other Office 2000

applications will reveal what you should do if you require
backward compatibility.
It

is worth while exploring the different ways in which you

can get help with or without the Office Assistant. For
example, another way of getting
context sensitive help is to select
LLMicrosoft Word Help
FI
the 'What's This?' option from the
Show the Office Assistant
I

extended Help sub -menu,
What's This?

Shift+F

Office on the Web
WordPerfect Help...
Detect and Repair...

ebout Microsoft Word

then move the modified
mouse pointer :o an area
of the document, or onto
particular
Toolbar
a
button, or menu item, and press the
left mouse button.

Finally, click the Contents tab of the Help screen to open up
an impressive list of topics relating to the Word 2000
program. Left -clicking a selected book, displays the topics
and other books it might contain. As each topic is selected,
information about that topic appears on the adjacent screen,
as shown overleaf.
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Note the small '+' signs to the left of each book. Left -clicking
this sign, opens up the relevant book. indicated by a '-' sign.
Do spend some time here to learn, particularly what is new in
Word. Other topics can always be explored later.
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When the program is first used, all Word's features default to
those shown on page 20 (apart from showing the ruler). It is
quite possible to use Word in this mode, without changing
any main settings, but obviously it is possible to customise
the package to your needs, as we shall see later.

Entering Text
In order to illustrate some of Word's capabilities, you need to
have a short text at hand. We suggest you type the memo
below into a new document. At this stage, don't worry if the
length of the lines below differ from those on your display.

As you type in text, any time you want to force a new ,ine,

or paragraph, just press <Enter>. W file typing within a
paragraph, Word sorts out line lengths automatically (known

as 'word wrap'), without you having tc press any keys to
move to a new line.

MEMO TO PC USERS
Networked Computers
The microcomputers in the Data Processing room are a mixture of
IBM compatible PCs with Pentium processors running at various
speeds. They all have 3.5" floppy drives of I.44MB capacity, and
most also have CD-ROM drives. The PCs are connected to various
printers via a network; the Laser printers available giving best output.

The computer you are using will have at least a 3.0GB capacity hard
disc on which a number of software programs, including the latest
version of Windows, have been installed. To make life easier, the
hard disc is highly structured with each program installed in a
separate folder (directory).
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Moving Around a Document
You can move the cursor around a document with the normal
direction keys, and with the key combinations listed below.

To move

Press

Left one character
Right one character
Up one line
Down one line

Left one word
Right one word
To beginning of line
To end of line
To paragraph beginning
To paragraph end
Up one screen
Down one screen
To top of previous page
To top of next page
To beginning of file
To end of file

Ctr1+<-

Ctr1+Home
End
Ctrl+T
Ctr1+1

PgUp
PgDn
Ctrl+PgUp
Ctrl+PgDn
Ctrl+Home
Ctrl+End

To jump

to a specified page
number in a multi -page document,

Edt

in undo Pasts

amok Doc Close

Ctrl+7
Ctrl+

,010
Ctrl

Paste

Paste 5pecial..
ste as
Clear

Del

Ctrl+A

Select AN

66 EndReplace
To

42

Ctrl+F
.

Ctr I+H

Crrl+G

either double-click the left of the
status bar to display the Find and
Replace dialogue box, then click
the Go To tab, or use the Edit, Go
To command (or <Ctrl+G>), shown
here and to be explained shortly.

Obviously, you need to become
familiar with the above methods of
moving the cursor around a
document, particularly if you are
not using a mouse and you spot an
error in a document which needs to
be corrected, which is the subject
of the latter half of this chapter.
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Templates and Paragraph Styles
As we saw under the Formatting Bar section earlier, when
you start Word for the first time, the Style box contains the
word Normal. This means that all the text you have entered,
at the moment, is shown in the Normal paragraph style which
is one of the styles available in the NORMAL template. Every

document produced by Word has to use a template, and
NORMAL is the default. A template contains, both the
document page settings and a set of formatting instructions
which can be applied to text.

Changing Paragraph Styles
To change the style of a paragraph, do the following:

Place the cursor (insertion pointer) on the paragraph
in question, say the title line

Left click the Style Status button, and select the
Heading 1 style.

The selected paragraph reformats instantly in bold, and in
Anal typeface of point size 16.

With the cursor in the second line of text, select Heading 3
which reformats the line in Arial 13. Your memo should now
look presentable, as shown below.
ap, U.n.O dos Moroosoit Wood
:or ot Yaw Insert Spore, tools Islin yennow 1.10

El ,3

e
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r
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Heading 1
Heading 2
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MEMO TO PC USERS
UnIndent Body

Networked Computers
The macf0Compolear an the Gate Pro r m.4 roan ass masher* of IBM coat...LIDA PCs with Pennons
pooctros nwarang al venous speeds They II have 3 !" floppy darer of I 40AB conhardy. and most also
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Document Screen Displays
Yievf

Normal

E Web Layout
Print Layout
111 Outline
Toolbars

auler
110 2ocument Map
Header and Footer

Word provides four display views,
Normal, Web Layout, Print Layout,
and Outline, as well as the options
to view your documents in a whole
range of screen enlargements by

selecting Zoom. You control

all

these viewing options with the View
sub -menu, shown here, and when a
document is displayed you can
switch freely between them. When

first loaded the screen displays in
Print Layout view.
The

01 Full Screen

view

options

have

the

following effect, and can also be
accessed by clicking the Views
buttons on the left of the Status bar.

Normal Layout

A view that simplifies the layout of the

page so that you can type, edit and
format text quickly. In normal view,
page
boundaries,
headers and
footers,
backgrounds,
drawing

objects, and pictures that do not have

the 'In line with text' wrapping style
do not appear.

Web Layout

A view that optimises the layout of a

document to make online reading
easier. Use this layout view when you
are creating a Web page or a
document that is viewed on the

screen. In Web layout view, you can
see backgrounds, text is wrapped to
fit

the window, and graphics are

positioned just as they are in a Web
browser.
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Print Layout

3

Provides a WYSIWYG (what you see
is what you get) view of a document.
The text displays in the typefaces and
point sizes you specify, and with the
selected attributes.
This view is useful for editing headers
and footers, for adjusting margins,

and for working with columns and
drawing objects. All text boxes or
frames,

tables, graphics, headers,

footers, and footnotes appear on the
screen as they will in the final printout.
Outline Layout

a collapsible view of a
document, which enables you to see
its organisation at a glance. You can
display all the text in a file, or just the

Provides

text that uses the paragraph styles
you specify. Using this mode, allows
you

to

quickly

rearrange

large

sections of text. Some people like to
create an outline of their document
first, consisting of all the headings,
then to sort out the document
structure and finally fill in the text.

With large documents, you can create
what is known as a Master document

by starting with ar Outline View, and
then designate headings in the outline

as sub -documents. When you save
the master document, Word assigns
names to each sub -document based

on the text you use in the outline
headings. You can also convert an
existing

document

to

a

master

document and then divide

it into
sub -documents, or you can add
existing documents to a master
document to make them sub documents.
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In

a master document, you can

quickly change the top-level structure
of the document by adding, removing,
combining, splitting, renaming, and
rearranging sub -documents. You can
also create a table of contents, index,

cross-references, and headers and
footers for all of the sub -documents.
The

master document's template
applies to all the sub -documents, so
the entire document has a consistent
design. Printing a master document is
a fast way to print all the sub documents without opening them
individually. A Master document can
be thought of as a 'container' for a set
of separate files or sub -documents.
Full Screen

Selecting the View. Full Screen
command,
a
displays
clean,
uncluttered screen; the Toolbars,

Ruler, Scroll bars, and Status bar are

removed. To return to the usual
screen, click the Close
Full Screen button on cbFulscreen
the icon which appears
at the bottom of your screen when in
this mode.
Zoom

Selecting the View,
Zoom command,
displays the Zoom
dialogue box (we

only show the left
side of

it

here), in

which
you
can
change the viewing
magnification factor
from
its
default
value of 100%.
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Changing Default Options
Modifying Margins
To change the standard page margins for your entire
document from the cursor position onward, or for selected
text (more about this later), do the following:

Select the File. Page Setup command

Click the left mouse button at the Margins tab on the
displayed dialogue box, shown below.
Page Setup
dargrts I Paper 22e

I

Flare, Sexce

I

LaYout

Preview

Top:

aottom:
Left:

Pgt:
,4ter:
From edge
Header:

Footeri

rr

Mirror margins

Amkto,
Gutter position

Zpages per heet

a Left

r Typ

Vetal_

Cancel

The 'Preview' page to the right of the box shows how your
changes will look on a real page.

Changing the Default Paper Size
To change the default paper size from the size set during
installation to a different size, do the following:

Select the File, Page Setup command

Click the left mouse button at the Paper Size tab on
the displayed dialogue box
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Click the down-arrow against the Paper Size box to
reveal the list of available paper sizes

Change the page size to your new choice, and press

the Default button and confirm that you wish this
change to affect all new documents based on the
Normal template.

Letter (8 1/2x 111n)
Legal (8
x 14 In)
Executive 7 14 x 10

Check that the paper size matches that

in your printer,
otherwise you may get strange results. The orientation of the
printed page is normally Portrait (text prints across the page

width), but you could choose to change this to Landscape
which prints across the page length, as long as your printer
can print in landscape.

All changes you can make to your document from the
Page Setup dialogue box can be applied to either the whole
document or to the rest of the document starting from the
current position of the insertion pointer. To ..arry out such
changes click the down-arrow button against the Apply to
box and choose appropriately from the drop -down menu list.
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Modifying the Paper Source
Clicking on the third Page Setup tab, displays yet another
dialogue box, part of which is
st Pace:
tr

5

..Auto Select)

uto Select
Tray 1

Tray 2 (Cassette:

uto Select
Tray 1 (Multi -Purpose T

Tray 2 (Cassette)

shown here, from which you
can select the paper source.
You might have a priiter that
holds paper in trays, in which
case you might want to specify
that the first page (headed
paper

perhaps),

should

be

taken from one tray, while the
rest

of the paper should be

taken from a different tray.

Modifying the Page Layout
Clicking the last Page Setup tab displays the Layout box, part

of which is shown here. From
this dialogue box you can set
options for headers and footers,
vertical
breaks,
section

alignment and whether to add
line numbers or borders.

The default for Section Start
is 'New Page' which allows the
section to start at the top of the
next page. Pressing the down
arrow against this option, allows
you to change this choice.

In the Headers and Footers
section of the dialogue box, you can specify whether you
want one header or footer for even -numbered pages and a
different header or footer for odd -numbered pages. You can
further specify if you want a different header or footer on the
first page from the header or footer used for the rest of the
document. Word can align the top line with the 'Top' margin,
but this can be changed with the Vertical Alignment option.
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Changing Other Default Options
You can also change the default options available to you in

Word 2000. by selecting the Tools, Options command.
Using the displayed Options dialogue box below, you can,
amongst other things, do the following:

Specify the default View options. For example, you can
select whether non -printing formatting characters, such
as Tabs. Spaces, and Paragraph marks, are shown or
not.

Adjust the General Word settings, such as background
re -pagination, display of the recently used file -list, and
selection of units of measurement.

Adjust the Print settings, such as allowing background
printing, reverse print order, or choose to print
comments with documents.
Change the Save options, such as selecting to always
create a backup copy of your work.
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Tract. Changes
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Saving to a File
To save a document to disc, use either of the commands:

File, Save (or click the Save toolbar icon) which is
used when a document has previously been
saved to disc in a named file; using this
command saves your work under the existing
filename automatically without prompting you.
File, Save As command which is used when you want
to save your document with a different name from the
one you gave it already.
Using the File, Save As command (or the very first time you

use the File, Save command when a document has no
name), opens the following dialogue box:
Sew. As
SS/eget

t

IAPANY

eW Documents

Deli top

FavAr Aft

Fes nine:
SzAA as bye
See

r

I

Note that the first 255 cnaracters of the first paragraph of a
new document is highighted in the File name field box and
the program is waiting 'or you to type a new name. Any name
you type (less than 255 characters) will replace the existing

name. Filenames cannot include any of the following
keyboard characters: /, \. >, <, *, ?, ",

I,

:, or ;. Word adds the

file extension .doc automatically and uses it to identify its
documents.
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You can select a drive other

lj My Documents

than

:111aDesktop

the

one

displayed.

by

clicking the down arrow against
the Save in text box at the top

My CceoPute,

4 Web Folders

4 3'h Floppy (A:)

of the Save As dialogue box.
You can also select a folder in

(C:)
(D:)

which to save your work. If you
do not have a suitably named
folder, then you can create one

(E,)

J Removable Disk (F:)

Is)

09ptmcd01 (G:)
a Removable Disk (H: )
`.:j My Documents

using the Create New Folder

My Briefcase

button on the Save As dialogue
box, shown below.

61FTP Locations
Add/Modify FTP Locations

We used this facility to create a folder called Docs within the
My Documents folder.

To save our work currently in memory, we selected the
Docs folder in the Save in field of the Save As dialogue box,

then moved the cursor into the File name box, and typed
PC Usersl We suggest you do the same.
.

By clicking the Save as
type button at the bottom

111111111

word Document (*.doc)

Web Page (*.htm; *.html)
Document Template (*.dot)
Rich Text Format (*.rtf)
Tent Only (*.tiit)
Te t Only with Line Eireais r

of the Save As dialogue
box,

you

Document
h

can

save the
Template, or

the Text Oily parts of your
work, or you can save your

document in a variety of
other formats, including Rich Text. and Web Page (HTML).
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Selecting File Location
You can select where Word is to look automatically for ycur

document files when you first choose to open or save a
document by selecting the Tools, Options command, click
the File Locations tab of the displayed Options dialogue box,

and modify the location of the document files, as siown
below.

View

I

General

Track Charges

types:

I

Ede

I

Print

User In °matron

I

I

Save

I

Compatbity

Spelling &Gramme
Fie Locations

Location:

E 41 Documents

Cart lectures
User templates
Work eoup templates
User options
AutoPecover Pies

CA

Tools

\Applocation Date Vricrosoft
D:\MS-OFFICE zuutPCfFICE

Startup

c:k...Vicrosoft\Word STARTUP

As you can see. the default location of other types of files is
also given in the above dialogue box.
Microsoft suggests that you store documents, worksheets,
presentations, databases. and other files you are currently
working on, in the My Documents folder. This, of course, is
a matter of preference, so we leave it to you to decide. We
prefer to create sub -folders within the My Documents colder
and save files from the same application in one sub -folder.
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Document Properties
A useful feature in Word is the facility to add document
properties to every file by selecting the File, Properties
command. A Properties box, as shown below, opens for you
to type additional information about your document.
PC Userst.doc Properties
General

Summary I Statistics I Contents I Custom

Title:

It:, PC LISEP

Subject:

Author:

INoei

Manager :

Company

Itioroe

Category:
Keywords:

r

Comments.

htyperlinl.
base:

Template

Norrnel.dot

I- Save preview picture
or.

1

Cereal

In this box you can select to add a manager, company, or
category name to group files together for ease of retrieval.

To do this on a more regular basis, make sure that the
Prompt for Document Properties box in the Save Options
dialogue box (use the Tools, Options command and click
the Save tab of the Options dialogue box) is selected and
appears ticked.
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Closing a Document
There are several ways to close a document in Word. Once

you have saved it you can click

its

'X' close button, or

double-click on the Document Control button at the left end
of the menu bar; you would usually use these when you have
several files open together.
If you want to close the current document, and then open a
new one or a different one, do the following:

Choose File, Close to close the current document
(remove it from your computer's memory) before using
either

File, New (or clicking IP) to create a new file, or
File, Open (or clicking

to use an existing file.

If the document (or file) has changed since the last time it
was saved, you will be given the option to save it before it is
removed from memory.

If a document is not closed before a new document is
opened, then both documents will be held in memory, but
only one will be the current document. To find out which
documents are held in memory, look at the Taskbar, or use
the Window command to reveal the following menu options:

In this case, the th rd document in tie list is the current
document, and to make another document the current one,
either type the document number, or point at its name and
click the left mouse button.
To close a document which is not the current document,
use the Window command, make it current, and close it with
one of the above methods.
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Opening a Document
You can use the Open dialogue box in Word, shown below,
to open documents that might be located in different
locations.

-7-1

4"

C:3 Q> Li

TOC41

A
A

For example, you can open a document which might be on
your computer's hard disc, or on a network drive that you
have a connection to. To locate other drives, simply click the
Up One Level button pointed to below.

Having selected a drive, you can then select the folder within
which your document was saved, select its f lename and click

the Open button on the dialogue box. In our case, the file

PC Usersl

is

located

Documents\Docs folder.
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on

the

C:

drive,

in

the My
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It will not be long, when using Word, before you will need to
edit your document. One of the first things you will notice is
that misspelled words are unobtrusively underlined in a red

wavy line and that ungrammatical phrases are similarly
underlined in green. To demonstrate this facility, use the File,

New command (or click ) to create a new file, and type the
words `Computors are fun to usr', exactly as misspelled here.
What should appear on your screen is shown below, but with
the misspelled words underlined in a red wavy line.
Right -clicking
allows
word

the
first
to
you

correct it, as shown here.

To correct such a word,
left -click on 'Computers'.
You even have a choice

kit °Correct

MEZEIM
5peing..

Er.*

(U.S. I

of

ErOsh (U K.)

English. Next,

place

the cursor on `usr' and

,,,,aroguags

right -click once more to
display:

111
US

-s
surf
Ignore Ai
Add

This is possibly the most timesaving
enhancement in editing misspelled
words as you type. The spell and

grammar checker will be discussed later
in more detail.

Other editing could include deleting
unwanted words or adding extra text in
the document. All these operations are
carry

out.

For small

AvtoCorrect

very easy

Language

deletions, such as letters or words, the
easiest method is to use the <Del> or

5Pohog

to

<BkSp> keys.
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With the <Del> key, position the cursor on the left of the first
letter you want to delete and press <Del>. With the <BkSp>
key,

position the cursor immediately to the right of the

character to be deleted and press <BkSp>. In both cases the
rest of the line moves to the left to take up the space created
by the deleting process.

Word processing is usually carried out in the insert mode.
Any characters typed will be inserted at the cursor location
(insertion point) and the following text will be pushed to the
right, and down, to make room. To insert blank lines in your
text, place the cursor at the beginning of the line where the
blank line is needed and press <Enter>. To remove the blank
line, position the cursor on it and press <Del>.

When larger scale editing is needed you have several
alternatives. You could first 'select' the text to be altered, then
[121

e

use the Cut, Copy and Paste operations
available in the Edit sub -menu, or click on the
Toolbar button alternatives shown here.

Another method of copying or moving text is to use the 'drag
and drop' facility which requires you to highlight a word, grab
it with the left mouse button depressed, and drop it in the
required place in your text. This facility will also be discussed
shortly in some detail.

Adding Buttons to the Standard Toolbar
When you first use Word, the Cut button shown above is not
on the default Standard Toolbar. To place it there, first click

the More Buttons icon, then the Add or Remove Buttons,
.

r,

D

Ctrl+N

aar,.

Ctr$+O
Ctr1+5

Calm4EVi
err*
gdd a Remove Buttons

Ctrl+P

Punt Reim,.

5pelig end Grammar

F7

Ctr4C
Cbl+V
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and
from
the
displayed
menu
select
the
one
required, as shown

to the left. From then
on, this button will
appear
on
the
Toolbar, but may
displace
other
buttons.
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Selecting Text
The procedure in Word, as with most Windows based
applications, is first to select the text to be altered before any
operation, such as formatting or editing, can be carried out
on it. Selected text is highlighted on the screen. This car be
carried out in two main ways:

A. Using the keyboard, to select:
A block of text.

Position the cursor on the
first character to be selected

and hold down the <Shift>
key while using the arrow
keys

to

highlight

the

required text, then release
the <Shift> key.
From the present
position to the end of

Use <Shift+End>.

the line.
From

the present
cursor position to the
beginning of the line.

Use <Shift+Home>.

From

the present
cursor position to the
end of the document.

Use <Shift+Ctrl+End>.

the present
cursor position to the
the
of
beginning
document.

Use <Shift+Ctrl+Home>.

From
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B.

With the mouse, to select:
A block of text.

Press down the left mouse
button at the beginning of
the block and while holding
it pressed, drag the cursor

across the block so that
the
desired
text
is
highlighted, then release
the mouse button.

A word.

Double-click
word.

A line.

Place the mouse pointer

within

the

on the selection bar, just to
the left of the line, and click
once (for multiple lines,
after selecting the first line,
drag the pointer in the
selection bar).
A sentence.

Hold the <Ctrl> key down
and click in the sentence.

A paragraph.

Place the mouse pointer in
the selection bar and
double-click (for multiple
paragraphs, after selecting
the first paragraph, drag

the pointer in the selection
bar) or triple -click in the
paragraph.

The whole document.

Place the mouse pointer in
the selection bar, hold the
<Ctrl> key down and click
once.
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Copying Blocks of Text
Once text has been selected it can be copied to another
location in your present document, to another Word
document, or to another Windows application, via the
clipboard. As with most of the editing and formatting
operations there are several alternative ways of doirg this, as
follows:

Use the Edit, Copy command sequence from the
menu, to copy the selected text to the Windows
clipboard, moving the cursor to the start of where you
want the copied text to be placed, and using the Edit,
Paste command.
Use

the

quick

key

combinations,

<Ctrl+Ins>

(or

<Ctrl+C>) to copy and <Shift+lns> (or <Ctrl+V>) to
paste, once the text to be copied has been selected.
This does not require the menu ba- to be activated.

Use the 'Copy to clipboard' and 'Paste from clipbcard'
Standard Toolbar buttons; you can of course only use
this method with a mouse.

To ccpy the same text again to ancther
locaticn or to any open document window or

application, move the cursor to the new
locaticn and paste it there with any of these
methods. It is stored on the clipboard until it
is replaced by the rext Cut, or Copy
operation.

Selected text can be copied by holding the <Ctrl> key
depressed while dragging the mouse with
the left button held down. The drag pointer
is an arrow with an attached square - the

vertical dotted line showing the point of
insertion. The new text will insert itself where placed,
even if the overt-ike mode is in ojeration. Text copied

by this method is not placed on the clipboard, so
multiple copies are not possible as with other methods.
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Moving Blocks of Text
Selected text can be moved to any location in the same
document by either of the following:

Using the Edit, Cut, command or <Shift+Del> (or
<Ctrl+X>).
Clicking the 'Cut to clipboard' Standard
Toolbar button, shown here.

ilimig

Next, move the cursor to the required new location and use
either of the following procedures:
The Edit, Paste command.
Any other paste actions as described previously.

The moved text will be placed at the cursor location and will
force any existing text to make room for it. This operation can

be cancelled by simply pressing <Esc>. Once moved,
multiple copies of the same text can be produced by other
Paste operations.

Selected text can be moved by dragging the
mouse with the left button held down. The drag
pointer is an arrow with an attached square - the

Rz

vertical dotted line showing the point of insertion.

Deleting Blocks of Text
When text is 'cut' it is removed from the document, but
placed on the clipboard until further text is either copied or
cut. With Word any selected text can be deleted

by pressing Edit, Cut, or clicking the 'Cut to
Clipboard' Standard Toolbar icon, shown here, or
by pressing the <Del>, or <BkSp> keys. However,
using Edit, Cut, allows you to use the Edit, Paste
command, but using the <Del> or <BkSp> keys, does not.

r31
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The Undo Command
As text is lost with the delete command, you should use it
with caution, but if you do make a mistake all is not lost as

long as you act promptly. The Edit, Undo command or
<Ctrl+Z> (or <Alt+BkSo>) reverses your most recent editing
or formatting commands.

You can also use the Undo Standard Toolbar button,
shown here, to undo one of several

1:11'4U11191th
Cut
Paste
Cut
Typing
Paste

editing or formatting mistakes (press the
down arrow to the right of the button to

see a list of your recent changes, as
shown here).

Undo does not reverse any action

orce editing changes have been saved
to file. Only editing done since the last
save can be reversed.
I

Undo 1 Action

Finding and Changing Text
Word allows you to search for specifically selected text, or

character combinations. To do this use the Find or the
Replace option from the Edit command sub -menu.

Using the Find option (<Ctrl+F>), will highlight each
occurrence of the supplied text in turn so that you can carry
out some action on it, such as change its font or appearance.
Using the Replace option (<Ctrl+H>), allows you to specify

what replacement is to be automatically carried out. For
example, in a long article you may decide to replace every
occurrence of the word 'microcomputers' with the word 'PCs'.

To illustrate the Replace procedure, either select the
option from the Edit sub -menu or use the quick key
combination <Ctrl+H>. This opens the Find and Replace
dialogue box shown on the next page.
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Clicking the More

button displays the
top

half

of

the

composite screen
dump shown below.
Fold and Replace
PIN

I

ROCIIKe

CV 70

I

TI

F,ro

Search Opbons
Saatchi.

r- Motet case

r Fria eel* worrizium.
r

Liar eddcards

r 7..aLrais

r Fey' al turd tams
FM

Font

earapaph Mark

FidQ

Paragraph

jab Character

Ecicenote Mork

Tab;

Comment MLA

Gap

Any s:haracter

Manual Line Eve*

Any Dell

Manua/ Page Break

Language
Flame

Any lerrer

Noribreaking Hyphen

it;4e

Cage Character

Nonbreaking Space

Highlight

Coiymn Bt tai

ttyphen

Em Dash

Section [Weal

En Dash

White Space

Endnote Mark

Towards the bottom of the dialogue box, there are five check
boxes; the first two can be used to match the case of letters
in the search string, and/or a whole word, while the last three

can be used for wildcard, 'sounds like' or 'word forms'
matching.

The two buttons, Format and Special, situated at the
bottom of the dialogue box, let you control how the search is

carried out. The lists of available options, when either of
these buttons is pressed, are displayed above. You will of
course only see one or the other, but not both as shown here.
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You can force both the search and the replace operations to
work with exact text attributes. For example, selecting:

The Font option from the list under Format, displays a
dialogue box in which you select a font (such as Arial,
Times New Roman, etc.); a font -style (such as regular,
bold, italic, etc.); an underline option (such as single,
double,
etc.);
and special effects (such as
strike -through, superscript, subscript, etc.).

The Paragraph option, lets you control indentation,
spacing (before and after), and alignment.

The Style option, allows you to search for, or replace,
different paragraph styles. This can be useful if you
develop a new style and want to change all the text of
another style in a document to use your preferred style.

Using the Special button, you can search for, and replace,
various specified document marks, tabs, hard returns, etc.,

or a combination of both these and text, as listed in the
previous screen dump.

Below we list only two of the many key combinations of
special characters that could be typed into the Find what
and Replace with boxes when the Use wildcards box is
checked.

Type

To find or replace

Any single character within a pattern. For
example, searching for nec?, will find neck,
connect, etc.

Any string of characters. For example,
searching for c*r, will find such words as
cellar, chillier, etc., also parts of words such

as character, and combinations of words
such as connect, cellar.
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Page Breaks
The program automatically inserts a 'soft' page break in a
document when a page of typed text is full. To force a
manual, or hard page break, either type <Ctrl+Enter> or use
the Insert, Break command and select Page Break in the
dialogue box, as shown to the
left.
Break

Pressing OK places a
series of dots across the

tii4!
r c,.thumn break

page to indicate the page

r Text vrapprig break

break (this can only be seen

Sett..., break types

in Normal View), as shown
below. If you are in Print

r Next Page

contor.s

View, the second paragraph

r even Page
r Qdd page

below appears on the next
page. To delete manual page

breaks place the cursor on
the line of dots, and press the
<Del> key. In Print View, place the cursor at the beginning of
the second page and press the <BkSp> key.
Pt: Useral doc

MIcrosort Wood

tow Insert

Farrnat

to

Tglrie

o a la

Vandow

a,

bisft
111

1:7)

i1E

MEMO TO PC USERS
Networked Computers

ear -

The microcomputers in the Data Processing room are a mixture of IBM co:apish'. PC. with Pentium
processors runnIng at venous erred. They all have 3 3 floppy drives of I MME twenty: and most also
have CD-ROM drives The PC. we connected to venous punted via a networkitha Lure printets availablegivtng best output
Page Break

The computer you are ustng will have at least e 3 0013 capacity hard &sr on which a number of software
programs: Incluchrtg the latest versron of Wmdows, have been installed To make hfe easier, the had discs
tugh/y structured with each program installed In a separate folder duectoty)

Soft page breaks which are automatically entered by the
program at the end of pages, cannot be deleted.
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Using the Spell Checker
The package has a very comprehensive spell checker which
whenever it thinks it has found a misspelled word, underlines
it with a red wavy line. To correct your document, right -click
such words for alternatives.

However, the spell checker can also be used in another
way. To spell check your document, either click the
'Spelling' buttoi on the Standard Toolbar, shown

here, or use tie Tools, Spelling and Grammar
command (or F7) to open the dialogue box shown
below (if necessary, use the Tools, Language, Set
Language command, select the correct dictionary and click
the Default button).
Networked Computers
Th.

m the

processon running at ',snot

have CD ROM *Ives The
presng best map.

use,
ropes., tncludtryg the lo.
tog* oructuteel toth evh
The computer you

The airmen strata

rel the Data
100111 ate a
msetute of IBM campatsble PCs rersth Pentautet
processors rverns. ne

vat venous speeds

Word starts spell checking from the point of insertion
onwards. If you want to spell check the whole document,
move the insertion pointer to the beginning of the document
before starting. If you want to check a word or paragraph
only, highlight it first. Once Word has found a misspelled
word, you can either correct it in the Not in Dictionary box, or
select a word from the Suggestions list.

The main dictionary cannot be edited. However, the
system has the ability to add specialised and personal
dictionaries with the facility to customise and edit them. If you
are

using a personal dictionary and choose Add, the

specified word is added to that dictionary.
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Using the Thesaurus
If you are not sure of the meaning of a word, or you want to
use an alternative word in your document, then the thesaurus
is an indispensable tool. To use the thesaurus, simply place
the cursor on the word you want to look up and select Tools,

Language, Thesaurus command (or press the <Shift+F7>
key combination). As long as the word is recognised, the
following dialogue box will open.
Thesau,us: English (U K.)
Replace with aynony

Looked Up:
IVitIOUs

floorings:

1.1

of

a range ct
an assortment of
a mixture of
different
a choice of
diverse
assorted
same (AntonyTn)

Preouuf,

I

This is very powerful tool. You can see information about an
item in the Meanings list, or you can look up a synonym in
the Replace with Synonym list. To change the word in the

Looked Up text box, select an offered word in either the
Meanings or the Replace with Synonym list box, or type a
word directly into the Replace with Synonym text box, and
press the Replace button.

You can use the thesaurus like a simple dictionary by
typing any word into the Replace with Synonym box and
clicking the Look Up button. If the word is recognised, lists of
its meaning variations and synonyms will be displayed.

Pressing the Replace button will place the word into the
document.
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The Grammar Checker
The Grammar Checker provided with Word is much better
than that of previous versions of the package, but you mast
first customise it to your requirements. This will be explaired
shortly with an example.

To illustrate the use of the Grammar Checker, open 'he
PC Users1 file and at the end of it type the follow ng
sentence which we know will cause reaction from The
grammar checker.

'Use the My Computer utility which Microsoft have spent
much time and effort making as intuitive as possible.'

Next, select the Tools. Spelling and Grammar comma -id.
Once the spelling has been ckecked, the Grammar Checker
underlines the words 'utility which' with a green wavy line as
shown below.
1

2

3

4

e

7

I

io

12' .13 ..14

1. 11

Use the My Computer tth,Isty what M snosoll have spent much tune ad effort making es IntuMve es
possible

Right -clicking the wavy line opens a shortcut menu and
choosing the Grammar option displays the following:

a "Which%

Use the My Computer utility whir Microsoft have

Ignore

spent much time and effort malcmg as intuitive as
possible

1

Ignore F.ule
'2e

I

111161M1111111111111111111111111.0
Of

utity that

Qr.bons..

i

Cancel
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The Grammar Checker has picked up what is incorrect, as
expected. No other errors were flagged up in this memo.
Gone are the messages about 'Passive Verb Usage' which
was the obsession of the Grammar Checker in previous
versions of Word.
With this Grammar Checker, you have the choice of five
pre-set types of writing styles, namely 'Casual', 'Standard',
'Formal', 'Technical', and 'Custom', as shown below - use the
Tools, Options command to open the dialogue box.

Track Changes
View

I

User Information

I

Geoeral

I

Edit

I

Print

Compatiiiiity
Save

I

File Locations

Spelling &Grammar

Spelling

P Check spelling as you type
r Hide spelling error s in this document
Alyrays suggest corrections

r Suggest from main dictionary only
P Ignore words in UPPERCASE

P Ignore words with numbers
P Ignore Internet and file addresses
Custom dictionary!

FETT I

Lictionaries...

arrow
P Check gt ammar as you type

Writing style:

r Hide grammatir al er rots in the document

standar

r Ctieck grammar with spelling

r

ck C.otument

ual
andar d

I

Cancel

As you can see, you will need to spend quite some time
customising the way the grammar checker works. For
example, clicking the Settings button in the above dialogue

box (obscured by the drop -down Writing style menu),
displays the following Grammar Settings dialogue box.
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Fin

Grammar Settings
W-Kirg style(
tandard
Grammar and style gptior s:
F.equire

Comma required before last list item:

don't check

Punctuation requirec with quotes:

don't check

Spaces required between sentences:

don't checl

Grammar:

F Capitalization
F Commonly confuter_ words
17 Hyphenated and compound words
F Misused words

F Negation
r Numbers
F Passive sentences

OK

I

Cancel

I

Beset P1

I

Do spend some time with this dialogue box to find out al the
available options befcre going on.

Printing Documents
When Windows was first installed on your computer the
printers you intend to use should have been selected, and
the SETUP program should
Printers
Foe

Lcit

Add P'iriFr

1111R13

44

View

Help

HP

Lasedel
5/5M
PostScrcir

HP
Lased ei
5MP

have installed the appropriate
printer drivers. Before printing

for the first time, you would
be wise to ensure that your
is in fact properly
installed. To do this, click on
Start then select Settings
and click the Printers menu

printer

option to open the Printers
dialogue box shown to the
left.
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Here, two printer drivers have been installed; an HP LaserJet

5MP as the 'default' printer and an HP LaserJet 5/5M
PostScript. In our case these are both configured to output to
a printer via the parallel port LPT1. This refers to the socket
at the back of your PC which is connected to your printer.
LPT1 is short for Line Printer No. 1. Your selections may,
obviously, not be the same.

To see how a printer is configured (whether to print to the
parallel port or to a file), select it by clicking its icon, use the
File, Properties command and click the Details tab of the
displayed dialogue box.
Next, return to or reactivate Word and, if the document you

want to print is not in memory, either click the
Open button on the Toolbar, or use the File, Open
command, to display the Open dialogue box, as
described at the end of the previous chapter. Use
this dialogue box to locate the file (document) you

want to print, which will be found on the drive and folder
(directory) on which you saved it originally.

To print your document, do one of the following:

Click the Print icon on the Standard Toolbar,
shown here, which prints the document using
the current defaults.

Use the File, Print command which opens the 'Print'
box, shown below.

Document xoperbes
Cornrvents
Styles

AutoText ,,trees
Key assoments
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The settings in the Print dialogue box allow you to select the
number of copies, and which pages, you want printed. You
can also select to print the document, the summary
information relating to that document, comments, styles, etc.,
as shown in the drop -down list also on the previous page.

You can even charge the selected printer by clicking the
down arrow against the Printer Name box which displays the
available printers on your system.

Clicking the Properties button on the Print dialogue box,
displays the Properties dialogue box for the selected printer,

shown below, which allows you to select the paper size,
orientation needed, paper source. etc.
Setup: HP Louplat 5/91
Pape,

I Fu

Standard Panting System ars LPT I: Prop...® n

CA.My l Fort; I Devre Optrans

Q,eit&t.or,
Paper S1,7e

I

Paper

I

.dealt
ource

r' _andscape

Set custP50-- Sirir:

Restore Petaults

I

OK

I

Ceecel

I

Het.

j

The Options button on the Print dialogue box, gives you
access to some more advanced print options, such as
printing in reverse order, with or without comments, print
hidden text or field codes, etc., as shown on the next page.
Clicking the OK button on these various multilevel dialogue
boxes, causes Word to accept your selections and return you
to the previous level dialogue box, until the Print dialogue box

is reached. Selecting OK on this first level dialogue box,
sends print output from Word to your selection, either the
printer connected to your computer, or to an encoded file on
disc. Selecting Cancel or Close on any level dialogue box,
aborts the selections made at that level.
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Do remember that, whenever you change printers, the
appearance of your document may change, as Word uses
the fonts available with the newly selected printer. This can
affect the line lengths, which in turn will affect both the
tabulation and pagination of your document.

Before printing to paper, click the Print Preview icon (if not
on the Standard Toolbar, click the More Buttons icon or use
the File, Print Preview command, to see how much of your
document will fit on your selected page size. This
depends very much on the chosen font. Thus, this

option allows you to see the layout of the final
printed page, which can save a few trees and
equally important to you, a lot of frustration and wear and tear

on your printer. To return to your working document from a
print preview display, click the Close button on its menu bar.
Other enhancements of your document, such as selection
of fonts, formatting of text, and pagination, will be discussed
in the next chapter.
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Formatting involves the appearance of individual words or
even

characters,

the

line

spacing

and

alignment

of

paragraphs, and the overall page layout of the entire
document. These functions are carried out in Word in several
different ways.

Primary page layout is included in a document's Template

and text formatting in a Template's styles. W:thin any
document, however, you can override Paragraph Style
formats by applying text formatting and enhancements
manually to selected text. To immediately cancel manual
formatting, select the text and use the Edit, Undo command,
or (<Ctrl+Z>). The selected text reverts to its original format.

In the long term, you can cancel manual formatting by
selecting the text am using the <Shift+Ctrl+N> key stroke.
The text then reverts to is style format.

Formatting Text
If you use TrueType fonts, which are automatically installed

when you set up Windows, Word uses the same font to
display text on the screen and to print on paper. The screen
fonts provide a very close approximation of printed
characters. TrueType font names are preceded by 'k' in the
Font box on the Formatting Bar and in the Font dialogue box
which displays when you use the Format, Font command.
If you use non-TrueType fonts, then use a screen font that
matches your printer font. If a matching font is not available,
or if your printer

criver does not provide screen font

information, Windows chooses the screen font that most
closely resembles the printer font.
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Originally, the title and subtitle of the PC Usersl memo, were
selected from the default Normal style as `Heading 1' and

`Heading 3', which were in the 16 and 13 point size Arial
typeface, respectively, while the main text was typed in 10
point size Times New Roman.

To change this memo into what appears on the screen
dump displayed below, first select the title of the memo and
format it to italics, 18 point size Arial and centre it between
the margins, then select the subtitle and format it to 14 point

size Arial. Both title and subtitle are in bold as part of the
definition of their respective paragraph style. Finally select
each paragraph of the main body of the memo in turn, and
format it to 12 point size Times New Roman. If you can't
access these font styles, it will probably be because your
printer does not support them, in which case you will need to
select other fonts that are supported.

MEMO TO PC USERS
Networked Computers
Thenu, r
ute, in the Data Processing room are a mixture of IBM compatible PCs
with Pentium processors running at various speeds They all have 3 5' floppy drives of
1 44MB capacity. and most also have CD-ROM drives The PCs are connected to various
printers via a network, the Laser printers available giving best oisput
The computer you are using will have at least a 3 OGB evutty hard disc cn which a
number of software programs. including the latest version of Windows. have been
instated To make life easier, the hard disc is highly structured with each program
installed in a separate folder (directory)

All of this formatting can be achieved by using the buttons on
the Formatting Bar (see also the section entitled 'Paragraph
Alignment').

As you can see, by moving the Formatting Bar from its
former position (to the right of the Standard Toolbar) to just
below it (see next section on how to do this), we have
exposed more buttons.

Save the result under the new filename PC Users2, using
the File, Save As command.
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Moving Toolbars
As we have seen, the default buttons appearing on the two
Toolbars below the Menu Bar have distinctive functions. The
one to the left is the Standard Toolbar, while the one to the

right is the Formatting Bar. Each of these two Toolbars is
preceded by a vertical handle. Moving the mouse pointer on
such a handle, changes it into a small four -headed 'moving'
pointer, as shown below.
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is in fact possible to move individual Toolbar sets to any
part of the screen. anc also change the buttons contained in
each. As an example, we will move the Formatting Bar and
It

place it below the Standard Toolbar. TJ do so, move the

mouse pointer on to th?, vertical handle preceding the set you
want to move, and when it changes into the snail

four -headed pointer press the left mouse button and drag it
below its current position. Releasing the mouse button, fiKes
the bar into its new position. as shown below.
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Text Enhancements
In Word all manual formatting, including the selection of font,
point size, style (bold, italic, highlight, strike -through, hidden
and capitals), colour, super/subscript, and various underlines,
are carried out by first selecting the text and then executing
the formatting command.

The easiest way of activating the formatting commands is
from the Formatting Bar. Another way is to use the Format,
Font command, which displays the following dialogue box:
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Yet another method is by using quick keys, some of which
are listed below:

To Format

Type

Bold
Italic
Underline
Word underline
Double underline

Ctrl+B
Ctr1+1

Ctrl+U
Ctrl+Shift+W
Ctrl+Shift+D

There are quick keys to do almost anything, but the problem

is remembering them! The ones listed here are the most
useful and the easiest to remember.
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Paragraph Alignment
Word defines a paragraph, as any text which is followed by a
paragraph mark, which is created by pressing the <Enter>
key. So single line titles, as well as long typed text, can form
paragraphs.
The paragraph symbol, shown here, is only visible
in

your text

if

you have selected

it

from the

Standard Toolbar, or used <CtI+*>.

Word allows you to align a paragraph at the left margin the
default), at the right margin, centred between both margins,
or justified between both margins. As with most operations
there are several ways to perform alignment in Word. Three
such methods are:

Using buttons on the Formatting Bar.
Using keyboard short cuts, when available.

Using the Format, Paragraph menu command.
The table below describes the buttons on the Formatting Bar
and their keystroke shortcuts.

Buttons on
Formatting Bar

=LI

Paragraph

Keystrokes

Alignment
Left

<Ctrl+L>

Centred

<Ctrl+E>

Right

<Ctrl+R>

Justified

<Ctrl+J>
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The display below shows the dialogue box resulting from
using the Format, Paragraph command in which you can
specify any Left, Right, or Special indentation required.

Indents and Spacing

I

line and Elide Bteelis

Pleardnent:

I

elevel.

.1

Indentahon
5pecial

Paragraph Spacing
The above Paragraph dialogue box can also be used to
display a paragraph on screen, or print it on paper, in
single -line, 11/2 -line, or double -line spacing. You can even set

the spacing to any value you want by using the At Least
option, as shown on the above screen dump, then specify
what interval you want.

The available shortcut keys for paragraph spacing are as
follows:
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To Format

Type

Single-spaced lines

Ctrl+1

One -and -a -half -spaced lines

Ctrl+5

Double-spaced lines

Ctrl+2
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Whichever of the above methods is used, formatting can

take place either before or after the text

is entered. If

formatting is selected first, then text will type in the chosen
format until a further formatting command is given. If, on the

other hand, you choose to enter text and then format

it

afterwards, you must first select the text to be formatted, then
activate the formatting.

Word gives you the choice of 4 units to work with, inches,
centimetres, points or picas. These can
be selected by using the Tools, Options
command, choosing the General tab of
the displayed Options dialogue box, and
clicking the down arrow against the
Measurement units list box, shown open
here, which is to be found at the bottom
of the dialogue box. We selected to work in centimetres from
now on.

Indenting Text
Most documents will require some form of paragraph
indenting. An indent is the space between the margin and the
edge of the text in the paragraph. When an indent is set (on
the left or right side of the page), any justification on that side
of the page sets at the indent, not the page border.

To illustrate indentation, open the file PC Users2, select the

first paragraph, and then choose the Format, Paragraph
command. In the Indentation field, select 2.5cm for both
Left and Right, as shown on the next page. On clicking OK,
the first selected paragraph is displayed indented. Our

screen dump shows the result of the indentation as well as
the settings on the Paragraph dialogue box which caused it.

You can also use the Formatting Bar buttons, shown
below, to decrease or increase the indent of a selected text.
Use this button to decrease indent.
Use this button to increase indent.
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The Indentation option in the Paragraph dialogue box, can
be used to create 'hanging' indents, where all the lines in a
paragraph, including any text on the first line that follows a
tab, are indented by a specified amount. This is often used in
lists to emphasise certain points.

To illustrate the method, use the PC Usersl file and add
at the end of it the text shown below. After you have typed
the text in, save the enlarged memo as PC Users3, before
going on with formatting the new information.
In Windows you can work with files in three different ways:
Name Description

My Computer Use the My Computer utility which Microsoft have spent
much time and effort making as intuitive as possible.
Explorer Use the Windows Explorer, a much -improved version of the
older File Manager.
MS-DOS Use an MS-DOS Prompt window if you prefer to and are an
expert with the DOS commands.
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Saving the work at this stage is done as a precaution in case

anything goes wrong with the formatting - it is sometimes
much easier to reload a saved file (using the File, Open
command), than it is to try to unscramble a wrongly formatted
document!
Next, highlight the last 4 paragraphs above, use the
Format, Paragraph command, and select 'Hanging' under
Special and 3 cm under By. On clicking the OK button, the
text formats as shown in the composite screen dump below,
but it is still highlighted. To remove the highlighting, click the

mouse button anywhere on the page The second and
following lines of the selected paragraphs, should be
indented 3 cm from the left margin.
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This is still not very inspiring, so to complete the effect we will
edit the first lines of each paragraph as follows:

Place the cursor in front of the word 'Description' and
press the <Tab> key once. This places the start of the word
in

the same column as the indented text of the other

paragraphs. To complete the effect place tabs before the
words 'Use' in the next three paragraphs, until your hanging
indents are correct, as shown on the next page.
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In Windows you can work with files in three different ways:
Name

Description

My Computer

Use the My Computer utility which Microsoft
have spent much time and effort making as
intuitive as possible.

Explorer

Use the Windows Explorer, a much -improved
version of the older File Manager.

MS-DOS

Use an MS-DOS Prompt window if you prefer
to and are an expert with the DOS commands.

This may seem like a complicated rigmarole to go through
each time you want the hanging indent effect, but with Word
you will eventually set up all your indents, etc., as styles in
templates. Then all you do is click in a paragraph to produce
them.

When you finish formatting the document, save it
under its current filename either with the File, Save
command (<Ctrl+S>), or by clicking the Save button.
This command does not display a dialogue box, so
you use it when you do not need to make any changes to the
saving operation.
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Inserting Bullets
Bullets are small characters you can insert, anywhere you
like, in the text of your document to improve visual impact. In

Word there are several choices for displaying lists with
bullets or numbers. As well as the two Formatting Bar
buttons, others are made available through the Format,
Bullets and Numbering command, which displays the
following dialogue box.
BEI

Bullets and Numbering
tuleted

I

kurnteted

outIne Numbered

e...

OK

Centel

I

You can select any of the bullets shown here, and then you
could click the Customize button to change the shape and
size of the bullet, or the indentation.

Further, by pressing the Bullet button on the Custom,zed
Bulleted List dialogue box which would be displayed, you
could select any character from the Symbol typeface or other
available typefaces.

If you select the Numbered or Outline Numbered tab, a
similar dialogue box is displayed, giving you a choice of
several numbering or outline (multilevel) systems.
Once inserted, you can copy, move or cut a bulleted line in
the same way as any other text. However, you can not delete
a bullet with the <BkSp> or <Del> keys.
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Inserting Date and Time
You can insert today's date, the date the current document

was created or was last revised, or a date or time that
reflects the current system date and time into a document.
Therefore, the date can be a date that changes, or a date

that always stays the same. In either case, the date is
inserted in a date field.

To insert a date field in your document, place the cursor
where you want to insert the date, select the Insert, Date
and Time command and choose one of the displayed date
formats which suits you from the dialogue box shown below.

Highlighting '27 September, 1999' (or whatever date is
current), and pressing OK, inserts the date in our document
at the chosen position.
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The above screen is a composite of the operation required
and the result of that operation.

If you save a document with a date field in it and you open
it a few days later, the date shown on it will be the original
date the document was created. Should you want to update
this date to the current date, select the Insert, Date and
Time command and check the Update automatically box,
then click the OK button.
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Inserting Annotations
Another powerful feature of Word is the facility to add
comments to a document. These act like electronic labels,
initialled by the people who
document, as shown below.

might have an input to a

4.1
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To add comments to a document, place the cursor at the
place you want to add a comment (or highlight a portion of
text), and use the Insert, Comment command.

Each person who views and edits the same document is
normally identified by Al, A2, etc., which are used to mark
the place in the text where a comment is required. A
separate comment pane holds the actual comments. In our
case instead of Al, etc., different initials are being used
which were declared by using the Tools, Options command
and clicking on the User Information tab on the Options
dialogue box which displays what is shown on the next page.

It is in this dialogue box that you register your user name,
initials to be used in the main text while your comments are
typed in the 'comments' pane against your numbered initials,
and your mailing address.
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You can read inserted comments, by simply pointing to the
marked word within the document. A seconc later a yellow
banner is displayed with the actual comment i I it. To change
or delete a comment. right -click the marked text, then select
what you want to do from the quick menu, as shown below.
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Formatting with Page Tabs
You can format text in columns by using tab stops. Word has
default left tab stops every 1.27 cm from the left margin, as
shown here. This symbol appears on the left edge of
the ruler (see below).
JAMIE
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To set tabs, use either the Format, Tabs command which
produces the Tabs dialogue box, or click on the tab symbol
on the left of the Ruler which cycles through the available tab
stops.

The tab stop types available have the following functions:

Button
IL

Name

Effect

Left

Left aligns text after the tab
stop.

J

Centre

Centres text on tab stop.

Right

Right aligns text after the tab
stop.

Decimal

Aligns decimal point with tab
stop.
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To clear the ruler of tab settings press the Clear All button in
the Tabs dialogue box. When you set a tab stop on the ruler,
all default tab stops to the left of the one you are setting are
removed. In addition, tab stops apply either to the paragraph
containing the cursor, or to any selected paragraphs.

The easiest way to set a tab is to click on the tab type
button you want and then point and click at the required
position on the lower half of the ruler. To remove an added
tab, point to it, click and drag it off the ruler.

If you want tabular text to be separated by characters
instead of by spaces, select one of the three available
characters from the Leader box in the Tabs dialogue box.
The options are none (the default), dotted, dashed, or
underline. The Contents pages of this book are set with right
tabs and dotted leader characters.

Note: As all paragraph formatting, such as tab stops, is
placed at the end of a paragraph, if you want to carry the
formatting of the current paragraph to the next, press

<Enter>. If you don't want formatting to carry on, press the
down arrow key instead.

Formatting with Styles
We saw earlier on page 43, how you can format your work
using Paragraph Styles, but we confined ourselves to using
the default Normal styles only. In this section we will get to
grips with how to create, modify, use, and manage styles.

As mentioned previously, a Paragraph Style is a set of
formatting instructions which you save so that you can use it
repeatedly within a document or in different documents. A
collection of Paragraph Styles can be placed in a Template
which could be appropriate for, say, all your memos, so it can
be used to preserve uniformity. It maintains consistency and
saves time by not having to format each paragraph
individually.
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Further, should you decide to change a style,

5

all the

paragraphs associated with that style reformat automatically.
Finally, if you want to provide a pattern for shaping a final

document, then you use what is known as a Template. All

documents which have not been assigned a document
template, use the Normal.dot global template, by default

Paragraph Styles
Paragraph Styles contain paragraph and character formats
and a name can be attached to these formatting instructions.

From then on, applying the style name is the same as
formatting that paragraph with the same instructions.

You can create a style by example, using either the
Formatting Bar or the keyboard, or you can create a style
from scratch, before you use it, by selecting the Format,
Style menu command. By far the simplest way of creating a
style is by example.

Creating Paragraph Styles by Example: Previously, we
spent some time manually creating some hanging indents in

the last few paragraphs of the PC Users3 document To
create a style from this previous work, place the insertion
pointer in one of these paragraphs, say, in the 'Name
Description' line, and highlight the entire name of the existing
style in the Formatting Bar's Style box, as shown below.
New 17nmer,
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In Windows you can work with files in three different wivs
-

'game

Description

My Computer

Use the My Computer utility which Microsoft have spent much time
and effort making as intuitive as possible

Explorer

Use the Windows Explorer. a much -improved version of the older File
Manager

Then, type the new style name you want to create, say,
'Hanging Indent', and press <Enter>.
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Finally, highlight the last three paragraphs with hanging

indents and change their style to the new 'Hanging Indent', by
clicking the mouse in the Style box button and selecting the
appropriate style from the displayed list, as shown below.
Save the result as PC Users4.
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Creating Styles with the Menu Command: You can create,

or change, a style before you apply any formatting to a
paragraph, by using the Format, Style command. This
displays the Style dialogue box, in which you can choose
which style you want to change from the displayed Styles list.

Having selected the style you want to change (or not, as
the case may be), click the Modify button which produces
the Modify Style dialogue box. From here you can create a
new style, or modify an existing style, by changing the
formatting of characters, borders, paragraphs, and tab stops.
You can even select which style should follow your current
style.

Finally, have a look at Word's built-in styles by selecting

Style Gallery from the Format, Theme menu. There are
over sixty available styles, one of which might suite your type

of document. Try them with the PC Users4 file open, as it
reformats your document on a viewing pane.
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Document Templates
A document template provides the overall pattern of your
final document. It can contain:
Styles to control your paragraph and formats.
Page set-up options.

Boilerplate text, which is text that remains the same in
every document.
AutoText, which is standard text and graphics that you
could insert in a document by typing the name of the
AutoText entry.

Macros, which are programs that can change the
menus and key assignments to comply with the type of
document you are creating.
Customised shortcuts, toolbars and menus.
If you don't assign a template to a document, then the default

Normal.dot template is used by Word. To create a new
document template, you either modify an existing one, create

one from scratch, or create one based on the formatting of
an existing document.

Creating a Document Template
To illustrate the last point above, we will create a simple
document template, which we will call PC User, based on the
formatting of the PC Users4 document. But first, make sure

you have defined the 'Hanging Indent' style as explained
earlier.

To create a template based on an existing document do
the following:

Open the existing document.

Select the File, Save As command which displays the
Save As dialogue box, shown overleaf.
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Cancel

In the Save as type box, select Document Template.

In the Save in box, use the Templates folder which
should have opened for you.

In the File name box, type the name of the new
template (PC User in our example).

Press the Save button, which opens the template file
PC User.dot in the Word working area.
Add the text and graphics you want to appear in all new
documents that you base on this template, and delete
any items (including text) you do not want to appear. In
our example, we deleted everything in the document,
bar the heading, and added the words 'PC User Group'
using Insert, Picture, WordArt, to obtain:

PC lira CA7-0,11
MEMO TO PC USERS

Click the Save icon on the Toolbar, and close
the document.
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To use the new template, do the following:

Use the File, New command which causes the New
dialogue box to be displayed, as shown below.
New
Reports

I

General

®

I

I

Web Pages

Legal Pleadings

Rh

-..ff.ce 97 Templates
I

Lecter; & Fa,es

I

®l

Memos

I

I

Buseess Planner Tern Awe

Otter Documents

I

Piblicabons

Prennew

lartalrwarr ncr a -a able

Create New
Lax,ffnent

r

1

C Template
Ca xal

Click the General tab and select the name of the
template you want to use from the displayed list.

Make sure that the radio button Document is selected,
and click the OK button.
The new document will be using the selected template.

Templates can also contain Macros as well as AutoText;
macros allow you to automate Word keystroke actions only,
while AutoText speeds up the addition of boilerplate text and
graphics into your document. However, the design of these
features is beyond the scope of this book.
On the other hand, Word has a series of built-in templates
to suit every occasion. These can be found, as seen in the

above dialogue box, under the tabs of Letters & Faxes,
Memos, Reports, etc. If you upgraded from Office 97, you
even have its templates for your use. Try looking at some of
these templates.
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Special Formatting Features
Word has several special formatting features which force text
to override style and style sheet formatting. In what follows,
we discuss the most important amongst these.

Changing the Default Character Format
As we have seen, for all new documents Word uses the
Times New Roman type font with a 12 points size as the
default for the Normal style, which is contained in the Normal
template. If the majority of your work demands some different
font style or size, then you can change these defaults to suit
yourself.

To change the default character formatting, use the
Format, Font command, select the new defaults you want to
use, and press the Default button, as shown below:
Font
Boat

Character Spacing

I

I

Te8 Effects

I

Fort sttle'

Eons:

ique Olive

:Ay W1
Ai ial Black

Arial Condensed Bold

ljrKkale style:

Pat gpkw:
Aulorn5hc

A Ifr,or,e

Effects

r StrelNethnxigh

r Shadow

r Double strikethrough

E QutIone

Al caps

cpboss

r Hidden

r

r

SuLlerscript

Suliscript

r Small cap:

r Err/ ave

Preview

Anal
This is

pewee rind screen.

OK
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On pressing the Default button, The Help Assistant displays
the following warning:

I
:2?)

Pressing

Do you want to change the def mit font to

Yes

button,

settings
for this and all
subsequent new documents,

Thm change will affect al new documents based
on the NORMAL template.

2-

the

changes the default character

Microsoft Word

but does not change already
existing ones.

a.

Inserting Special Characters and Symbols
Word has a collectior of Symbol fonts, such as the
produced

characters

by

the

Symbol,

Webdings,

and

Wingdings character sets, from which you can select
characters and insert them into your document using the
Insert, Symbol command. When this command is executed,
Word displays the following dialogue box:
F1 12

Symbol
5.,.00N I koc14 Chreacters

tort

I

,

I

A

,

00130000OOOMOM00001=00001111
BOODOOMBE4'rMUDEIMMM0000001100

monsnommonmenneemonmannomm

mmennnnommommoommanopon
II

compoomp000mmounsemporm
mumuu0ons.a.sommummenomoorMIIMMBR000miMEMMEO2EMEMO01
MEMOUUMOUitIONABOUBMOMMMOBL
I

Pressing the down-arrow button next to the Font box, reveals
the other available character sets. The set showing above is
the Symbol set. If you pcint and click the left mouse button at
a character within the set, it selects it and magrifies the
selected character. If you double-click the left mouse button,
it transfers the selected character to your document at the
insertion point.
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A Symbol character can be deleted with the <Del> key if you

press it twice, or if you press the <BkSp> key once. The
advantage of using Symbol is that Word embeds codes in
your document which prevent you from changing the
character by selecting it and changing to a different font.
Thus, this type of formatting overrides any changes you
might introduce with a new paragraph formatting.

Inserting Other Special Characters
You can include other special characters in a document,
such as optional hyphens, which remain invisible until they

are needed to hyphenate a word at the end of a line;
non -breaking hyphens, which prevent unwanted hyphenation;
non -breaking spaces, which prevent two words from splitting
at the end of a line; or opening and closing single quotes.

There are two ways you could use to insert such special
characters in your document. One is to click at the Special
Characters tab of the Symbol dialogue box which reveals a
long list of these special characters, as shown below, select
one of them and click the Insert button. The other way is to
use the default key combination (listed against the special
characters of the Symbol dialogue box), which does not
require you to open it in the first place.

symbols
Characteg:

Shortcut key:
En Dash

Nonbreakrig Hyphen
optional Hyphen

Ctrl-r-Aium Ctr1+_

CtrH--

Em Space
En Space

it
`"
§
41

NonbreakIng space
Copyright
Registered
Trademark
Section
Paragraph

Lol+shet+spare
Alt+Ctrl+C
Alt+Ctrl+R
Alt+Ctrl+T

',11r.rt r,

Czncel
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this section we discuss features that enhance a
document's appearance, such as page numbering, use of
In

headers and footers, use of footnotes, how to create a
document with multiple columns, how to incorporate text
boxes, and how to import pictures into frames.

Page Numbering
If you need to number the pages of a document, but not the
first page, use the Insert, Page Numbers command, which
displays the following dialogue box:
'Page Numbers
Preview

Bottom of ._,. Foolker'
Ahgnment

P _show number on foot page
Ok

1Pape Menthol Fame

a

Welber torte*

r trade due,. amt.

I

F orrl 3r

Use this box to specify the
position of the page numbers in
and
their
your document
alignment. You can also select

whether to Show number on
first page or not. Clicking the

Pape rumba.;
Lonnie Iran elevate sedbn

Format button, opens the
adjacent Page Number Format

r 9ad

J

dialogue box.
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From this last dialogue box you can select the Number
format from the following alternatives, '1, a, A, i, or I'; the
more usual style being the first option, as used in this book.
The 'Page numbering' option gives you two alternatives;

Continue from previous section, or Start at a specified
number.

To illustrate page numbering, open the PC Users4
document and use the Insert, Page Numbers command.
Then, select 'Center' from the Alignment list box and make
sure that the Show number on First page box is ticked.
Next, press the Format button, select Start at 1 at the
bottom of the second dialogue box, and click the OK button
on each dialogue box. The result is a number '1' appearing
centrally in a footer at the bottom of page 1, as shown below.
Os Let VIM 'Weft Pirtle

letef

le*

Explore,

Use the Wustkote Expbret. much- unproved Vellletn of the older Ftle
Macrae,

DOS Prompt

Use art MS DOS Prohrt window LI:wiper. to Ind we sh txpen with
the DOS contromis

Pale 1

jet

2J

To display the above as shown, we used the View, Toolbars
command and unchecked in turn the options Standard, and
Formatting. We also used the View, Zoom, 75% command.
Finally, save the current document as PC Users5.
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Using Headers and Footers
Headers consist of text placed in the top margin area of a
page, whereas footers are text in the bottom margin. Simple
headers or footers in Word can consist of text and a page
number, which are produced in the same position of every
page in a document, while more complicated ones can also
contain graphics images.

Word allows you to have one header/footer for the first

page of a document, or section of a document, and a
different one for the rest of the document. It also allows you
to select a different header or footer for odd or even pages.

To insert a header or footer in a document, select the
View, Header and Footer command, which causes Word to
display the following:
IS.

1.ntIrt na.1 I

II

In

/2

ri

,Impt

,

claziaQdu_c ,ae

1-

;;;,,Swho w ,Nexti.:,

\

\\

Between

Header and Footer
ame
ShowS/HirleasDoet:inXut Text

Page Setup
Insert Tune

Insert Date
Format Page Number
Insert Number of Pages
Insert Page Number

Pirr711111111111.w

From here you can either click the Insert AutoText button to
access one of the displayed options to automatically insert

information on headers and footers, or you can use the
individual buttons wnich gives you more control of the
inserted information.
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For example, you can insert a page number and format it,
insert the current date and time, or use the page set-up
option to create a different header or footer for the first page
of a document, or create different headers and footers for

odd and even pages. You can also show and hide the
document text, create similar headers and footers in a
section to those of a previous section, or jump to the
previous or next header and footer.

In the example below, we chose to click the 'Insert Date'

button on the Header and Footer Bar, then we pressed
<Tab> and typed 'Chapter 6' in the middle of the header
panel, then we pressed <Tab> and clicked the 'Insert Time'
button.

:28.0999

Chapter6

II II:

1111E11111111110111111111111

Once you select the Close button, headers and footers can
be formatted and edited like any other text. To edit a header
or

footer, simply

point to

the

appropriate panel and

double-click. The Header and Footer Bar will appear on the

screen and from then on you can use the editing and
formatting commands, or the buttons available to you on the

Formatting Toolbar. Note that the styles for headers and
footers are named by Word automatically as 'Header' and
'Footer'. In the above example we increased the font size of
the header from 10 to 11.
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Using Footnotes
If your document requires footnotes at the end of each page,
or end -notes at the end of each chapter, they are very easy
to add and later, if necessary, to edit. Place the cursor al the
position you want the reference point to be in the document

and select Insert, Footnote, which opens the following
simulated dialogue boxes.

This displays both the two dialogue boxes and the results
obtained, on the same screen. The first reference point was
placed after the word 'Explorer'. The text for the footnote is
typed after pressing the OK button of each dialogue box in
succession.

The default option in the first dialogue box is Footnote and

AutoNumber. If you choose to press the Options buttcn in
this box, Word displays the second dialogue box from which
you choose the Number Format, and the reference to Start

At a specific number or character, or continue from the
previous section. You can also select to include the Chapter
number within the referencing style.
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If you wanted to type a reference mark of your own choosing,

then select the Custom mark from the first dialogue box.
Pressing the Symbol button allows you the use of endless
characters, particularly if you choose the 'Symbol' or
'Wingdings' styles in the Font list, as shown below.
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Once you have decided on your selection, save the resultant
work under the current filename, PC Users5.

Using Multiple Columns on a Page
You can quickly modify the number of displayed columns,
either for the whole document or for selected text
by using the Columns button from the Toolbar,
shown here. However, if you want more control
over how the columns are displayed, then use the

Format, Columns command. Below, we have
selected the second paragraph of the PC Users5 memo and
then used the Format, Columns command to format it in two
columns with 1.27cm in between the two columns.

To see how the 'Preview' page changes, click the
appropriate button on the Presets field of the Columns
dialogue box. Now change the Spacing (otherwise known as
gutter width) to see how to set the separation zones between
columns.
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If you want to be able to see the result of your selection or
your actual text, use the View command and select the Print
Layout mode. As usual, you will only see your selected text

in two columns, after you press the OK button on the
Columns dialogue box.

Text Boxes and Frames
Word uses both text boxes and frames. These can best be
thought of as containers for text that can be positioned on a
page and sized.

In earlier versions of Word, only frames were available and

were used whenever you wanted to wrap text around a
graphic or framed text. In Word 2000, you can wrap text
around a graphic of any size or shape without first inserting it
in a text box or frame. However, when opening a document
created in earlier versions of Word which contains a graphic
in a frame, Word opens it with a frame around it.
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Text boxes, which were first used in Word 97, provide nearly
all the advantages of frames, plus a lot more besides. For

example, you can make text flow from one part of a
document to another part by linking the text boxes. For most

cases, a text box is preferable, but you must use a frame
when you want to position text or graphics that contain
comments, footnotes or end -notes, fields used for numbering
lists and paragraphs in legal documents and outlines, tables
of contents and index entries.

It is perhaps worth while at this point spending some time
with the Assistant exploring the differences between frames
and text boxes. To do so, click on the Assistant and search
for information on 'frames'. The Assistant will tien display the
help screen shown below.
What would you like to do?
Troubleshoot frames and
frames pairs
Frames: What they are and
how they work.

[Afferent knds of frames

The difference between a
text box and a frame

Remove a frame

Selecting each item
turn,
produces
further useful help
screens
on
the
subject.
in

In

the

See more...

you

Assistant

to

adopt the displayed
shape,

4Pborls

case

wonder how we got

Search

right -click

it

and select Animate!
from the
menu.

shortcut

Inserting Text Boxes
With Word you can create an empty text box by using the
Insert, Text Box command. If you are not in Page Layout
mode, the program will automatically switch you to it on
selection of this command. The program then opens a
cross -hair on your display and by moving this to the desired
position, then pressing the left mouse button and dragging
the mouse, you can insert a text box of the required size in
your document, as shown on the next page.
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Releasing the left -mouse button, fixes the text box in position
in your document with the insertion point blinking in the upper
left corner within the text box. When you type text, it wraps to
fit

the text box, but if you type more lines than can be

accommodated within the text box, as in the above example,
you will have to increase its vertical size manually to see all
the typed text.

Moving Text Boxes
A text box can be moved around your document by first
selecting it, then dragging it with the mouse (move the mouse

pointer over the edge of the text box until it turns to a four headed arrow, as shown on the next page, then click and
drag to the desired pcsition). The dotted outline shows the
position in which the frame will be placed once you let go the
left mouse button.
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Another way of moving a text box is by first selecting it, then
using the Format, Text Box command to display the Format

Text Box which

is

shown below with

its

Layout tab

depressed.
Format Text Box
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Next, click the Advanced button to display an additicnal
dialogue box, shown below.

In this dialogue box ycu can specify the exact position of the
text box on the page. You also have the option of anchoring
the text box in that exact position, or allowing it to move with
the text of the main document.

Pressing the Text Wrapping tab of the Advanced Layout
dialogue box, allows you to specify the wrapping options
when a text box is placed in the middle of an existing
paragraph. If you select a wrapping style other than Top &
bottom, then format the text into two columns, as discussed
on page 105, before inserting the text box - it will look much
better. Wrapping style options can be selected by clicking the
Wrapping tab of the Format Text Box dialogue box shown on
the next page. The default wrapping style is In front of text.

To see what appears in our screen dump, click the Tight
option, which also activates the Wrap text options in the
dialogue box, with Both sides being the default.
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Once the suggested selections have been made on the
Format Text Box, your document should look as follows:
.
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The small Text Box menu bar at the top right-hand side of
the above display allows you to create and break forward text
box links, to go to the previous and next text box, and change
text direction.
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Sizing Text Boxes
There are two ways of sizing text boxes; with the mouse, or
with the keyboard using the Size tab on the Format Text Box.

Sizing a Text Box with the Mouse: To size a text box with
the mouse, select it so that the square selection handles
appear around the text box, then move the mouse pointer

over one of the selection handles Jritil

it

turns to the

two -headed sizing arrow, as shown on the previous screen
dump. Drag the sizing arrow to change the text box to the
required size, then release the mouse button.

Dragging one of the corner handles will drag the two
attached text box sides with the pointer, but dragging a
centre line handle will only move that side. Try these actions
until you are happy with the resultant text box.

Sizing a Text Box with the Keyboard: To size a text box
with the keyboard, first select it, then use the Format, Text
Box command which displays the Format Text Box dialogue
box. In this box, click the Size tab, then specify the Height
and Width of the required text box.
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As you can see from this dialogue box, you also have other

options available to you, including the ability to lock the
aspect ratio of an imported graphic.
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Rotating Text in a Text Box
Once you have your text box with its contents where you
want it on the page, you can rotate it, using the Change Text
Direction button on the Text Box bar, as shown below.
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Next, click the mouse button outside the text box, which will
cancel the text box selection; you will then not be able to
access, or edit, the text inside it until you next click inside the
text box. Finally, save this as PC Users6.

Moving the mouse pointer over the sides cf the text box,
turns it into a four -headed arrow, allowing you to move the
text box to a new position when you click and drag. You can
select the text box by single clicking which will let you re -size
it, and if you clicked anywhere on the text within the text box,
will also allow you to edit that text.

Importing a Picture
To import a graphic into a Word document, select the Insert,

Picture, Clip Art command, which will open the Microsoft
Clip Gallery dialogue box shown on the next page.
This dialogue box allows you to select a category of
Clip Art pictures which then displays various

graphics held under this category. We selected
Animals, then the cockerel, and clicked the Insert
clip button, pointed to here, which brings the
graphic into our document.
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Pointing to the graphic and right -clicking displays a shortcut

menu, the last option of which allows you to select the
wrapping style, as discussed earlier.

The display below shows the result of selecting the Tight
option of wrapping. Pointing to the inserted graphic, changes
the mouse pointer tc a four -headed arrow which allows you
to move the graphic to the required position. Note that the
graphic was inserted in the document without the need for a
containing frame, which allows for better wrapping around
the graphic.
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Save this document under the filename PC Users7.
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The Picture Bar
Should you want to change a picture you have inserted into

your document, use the View, Toolbars command and
select Picture from the drop -down menu. The tools on this
bar can be used to manipulate pictures to suit your needs.
Their functions are as follows:

Insert Picture from File
Image Control
More Contrast

Less Contrast
More Brightness
Less Brightness
Crop

Line Style

Recolour Picture
Format Picture

Set Transparent Colour
Reset Picture

Try using these tools on the imported image to see how you
can enhance or utterly destroy it! If, at the end of the day, you
don't save it, it doesn't matter what you do to it. Just
experiment.
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The Drawing Tools
Should you want to create a drawing in your document, use
the View, Toolbars command and select Drawing from the
drop -down menu. You can use the Drawing tools to create,
or

edit,

a

graphic

consisting of

lines,

arcs,

ellipses,

rectangles, and even text boxes. These can either exist in
their own right, or be additions to a picture or object.

The various buttons on the Drawing toolbar have the
following functions (see also next page):

Group objects, etc.
Select Objects
Free Rotate
0

Select from various shapes

Line
ti

Arrow

Rectangle
Oval

Text Box
Insert WordArt
Insert Clip Art
Fill Colour
Shadow
3-D

More Buttons
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The Drawing Toolbar
The various functions offered by the Drawing Toolbar are
shared by all Office 2000 applications and give Word a
superior graphics capability. Amongst the -nany features
available are:

AutoShapes - the additional AutoShape categories. such as
connectors, block arrows, flowchart symbols, stars and
banners, callouts. and
diagrams much easier.

Bezier curves

-

action

buttons

make

drawing

used to easily create exact curves with

pinpoint precision.

3-D effects

allow you to transform 2-D shapes into realistic

3-D objects with new 3-D effects, such as changing the
lighting perspective of a 3-D object.

Perspective shadows - allow you to select from a wide
range of shadows with perspective, and you can adjust the

depth and angle of each shadow to make pictures more
realistic.

Connectors - used to create diagrams and flowcharts with
new straight, angled, and curved connectors between the
shapes; when shapes are moved, the connectors remain
attached and automatically reposition themselves.

Arrowhead styles - allow you to change the width and
height of arrowheads for maximum effect.

Object alignment - allow you to distribute and space objects
evenly, both horizontally and vertically.

Precise line -width control - allows you increased control
over the width of lines by selecting pre-set options or
customised line widths.

Image editing - lets you easily adjust the brightness or
contrast of a picture.

Transparent background - allows you to insert a bitmap on
your slides or Web pages so as to appear to be part of the
design by turning background colours into transparent areas.
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Creating a Drawing
The effects of the drawing tools can be superimposed either
on the document area or on top of a graphic. The resu t is

that you can annotate drawings and pictures to your total
satisfaction.

To create an object, click on the required Drawing button,
such as the Oval or Rectangle, position the mouse pointer
where you want to create the object on tne screen, and then
drag the mouse to draw the object. Hold the <Shift> <ey while

you drag the mouse to create a perfect circle or square. If
you do not hold <Shift>, Word creates an oval or a rectangle.

You can use the AutoShapes buttcn to select from a
variety of pre -drawn Lines, Basic Shapes, etc. First click on
the desired line or shape, then position the mouse pointer
where you want to create the object on the screen and click
the left mouse button to fix it on that position.

Editing a Drawing
To select an object, click on it. Word displays white handles
around the object selected.
You can move an object, or multiple objects, with n a draw
area by selecting them and dragging to :he desired position.

To copy an object, click at the object, then use the Edit,
Copy / Edit, Paste commands.

To size an object, position the mouse pointer on a white
handle and then drag the handle unt I the object is the
desired shape and size.

To delete an object select it and press the <Del> key. To
delete a drawing, hold the <Shift> key down and click each
object in turn that makes up the drawing. unless they are
grouped or framed, then press <Del>.
Do try out some of these commands using the PC Users7
document file, but do not save the results of your
experimentation under the same file name.
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Using Layered Drawings
You can right -click an object, select the Order option from
the displayed shortcut menu, then use the Bring to Front or
Send to Back sub -menu options to determine the order of
layered drawings. Drawings, or pictures, layered on top of
each other can create useful visual effects, provided you
remember that the top drawing and/or picture obscures the
one below it, as shown below.

Here we have used Draw's

Rectangle, Oval, and the
AutoShapes, Right Angle
options to draw the three
displayed
shapes. The
order you draw these is not

important as you can use
Bring to Front and

the

Send to Back options to
rearrange them to your
taste. We then selected
each shape in turn, and
used the Fill Color button to give

them different shades from the
displayed options to the right.
Finally,

we

selected

each

shape, while holding down the
<Shift> key, then used the Draw

button and clicked Group from
the displayed menu to lock them
together,

before

attempting

to

II
II El
H

move the whole group down and
to the right (you can tell they are
grouped because attempting to

No n

SSNNS

E II El 11 II L

r-111

Mae Fill Colors...
Fill Effects...
li

move them, moves the whole
group, shown above in a dotted outline).

Do experiment with these and other options, and when
satisfied with the result of your efforts, save your work under
the filename PC Users8.
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Inserting Objects into a Document
You can insert an Object into a document by using the
Insert, Object command which causes the following
dialogue box to appear on your screen:

Bei

0 bpect

Qeate New

I

Create from -9Ie

Eatmap Image

Calendar Control 9.0
Conic Chat Room
Image Document
Image Document
Lotus 1-2-3 9 Workbook
Lotus 1-2-3 97 Workbook
Lotus Approach 9 Appbcattm

Displii as Kon

4

Result

Inserts a new object into your document.
r

OK

1

Car,Kel

From here, you can choose different 'Object types', from a
Lotus 1-2-3 Worksheet to a WordPad Document. For
example, if you select 'Microsoft Equation 3.0' from the

Object type list, Word displays the Equation Editor shown
below.

This allows you to build mathematical equations which can
then be included in your Word document.
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Inserting an Equation
If building equations is not your cup of tea, you can safely
skip this section. If, on the other hand, you want to learn to
build equations, activate the Equation Editor and press F1 to
display the following Help screen. Selecting the first option,
reveals a further list of topics under it, as shown below, of
which the most important to look up first are: 'Equation Editor
Basics' and 'Equation Editor, and what it can do'. The first
tells you about the Equation Toolbar and how you can use it.

Help Topics: Equation Editor
Contents I Index

I

Find

Chcl .a topic and then click Display Or chck another tat such arl
Creating and Changing Equations
,1, equation

ill

Create an equation

1:1

Delete items from an equation

D Edit an equation
2 Equation Editor basics
D Equation Editor arid what it can do
2 Insert symbols and templates in an equation

2 Position the insertion point in an equation

2 Select items in an equation

?

Troubleshoot Equation Editor problems

2 Type text in an equation
et Applying Styles and Fonts in Equations
eChanging Mathematical Element Sizes in Equations
Spacing and Alignment in Equates n:

Cancel

I

For example, the top row of the Equation Editor toolbar has
buttons for inserting more than 150 mathematical symbols,
many of which are not available in the standard Symbol font.
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To insert a symbol in an equation, click a button on the top
row of the toolbar, as shown on the composite screen dump
below, and then click the specific symbol from the palette that
appears under the button.
r

Equ&u
a&J)

(,)

.r.

iij

r.:

t

..v3 enc
ic [7-7i;

awe Aw8LACIO
0 Q cc X'S

it 1'7

city

p von
o8

p
T

to

mew

The bottom row of the Equation Editor toolbar has buttons for
inserting templates or frameworks that contain such symbols
as fractions, radicals, summations, integrals, products,

matrices, and various fences or matching pairs of symbols

such as brackets and braces. There are about

120

templates, grouped on palettes, many of which contain slots spaces into which you type text and insert symbols.

Templates can be nested, by inserting them in the slots of
other templates, to build complex hierarchical formulae.

Finally, select the second recommended help topic to find

out about spacing and alignment, expanding templates,
styles, embellishments, and how to position the insertion
pointer so that you can achieve best results.

As an example, we will take you through the steps
required, when using the Equation Editor, to construct the

equation for the solution of a quadratic equation. The
required equation is shown overleaf.
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x-

-

±

11)2

- 4aci

2a

To construct this equation, place the insertion pointer at the
required place in your document, activate the Equation
Editor, and follow the steps listed below_ The templates and
symbols you require from the Equation Editor are shown to
the right of the appropriate step.
Type x = followed by selecting the template
shown here from the lower second Dutton.

Type -b followed by selecting the ± symbol
from the upper fourth button.
Select the square root template shown here
from the lower second button.

Select the brackets template showr here from
the lower first button.
Type b followed by selecting the template from
the lower third button.
Type 2 and re -position the insertion pointer as
shown here, and then type -4ac.

Position the insertion pointer at the
denominator and type 2a.

11:

Obviously, the Equation Editor is capable of a lot more than
what we have covered here, but this simple example should
serve to get you started. Try it, it's simpler than it looks.
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The ability to use 'Tables' is built into most top -range word
processors these days. At first glance the process might look
complicated and perhaps only a small percentage of users
take advantage of the facility, which is a pity because using a
`Table' has many possibilities. If you have worked with a
spreadsheet, such as Excel or Lotus 1-2-3, then you are
familiar with tables.

Tables are used to create adjacent columns of text and
numeric data. A table is simply a grid o' columns and rows
with the

intersection of

a column and row forminc

a

rectangular box which is referred to as a 'cell'. In Word you
can include pictures, cnarts, notes, footnotes, tabs, and page
breaks in your tables. There are several ways to place
information into a table:

Type the desirec text, or numeric data.
Paste text from the main document.
Link two tables within a document.
Insert data created in another application.
Import a picture.

Create a chart on information held in a table.

The data is placed into individual cells that are organised ; ito
columns and rows, similar to a spreadsheet. You can modify
the appearance of tab e data by applyinc text formatting and
enhancements, or by using different paragraph styles.
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Creating a Table
Tables can be created either by pressing the 'Insert Table'
button on the toolbar, shown here, or by using the
Table, Insert, Table command. Using the latter
method, displays the dialogue box shown to the
which

right,

enables you to size the
column
point.

widths

at

that

As an example we will
step through the process
of creating the table shown
page

on

126.

Open

a

'New' file (it could be an
existing file, in which case
you

place

the

insertion

point where you want the
table to appear), then click
on the 'Table' button and
drag down and to the right.

As you drag the mouse, the 'Table' button expands to
create the grid of rows and columns. At
the bottom of the box there is an
automatic display of the number of rows

and columns you are selecting by this
method. When you release the mouse
button, a

table is inserted in your
document the size of the selected grid.

For our example, we require a 10x5
cell table. Once this appears in position,

the cursor is placed in the top left cell
awaiting your input. The cells forming
the

table,

are

displayed

with

lines

around each cell. To move around in a
table, simply click the desired cell, or

use one of the keyboard commands
listed on the next page.
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Navigating with the Keyboard
To navigate around a table when using the keyboard, use the
following keys:

Press this

To do this

Tab

Moves the inserton point right one
cell, in the same row, and from the
last cell in one row to the first cell in
the next row. If the cell contains
information it highlights the contents.

Shift+Tab

and ->

Moves the insertion point left one cell.
If the cell contains information it
highlights the contents.

Moves the insertion point within cells,
between cells, and between the cells

in a table and the main document
text.

Home

Moves the insertion point to the
beginning of the current line within a
cell.

Alt+Home

Moves the insertion point to the first
column in the current row.

End

Moves the insertion point to the end
of the current line within a cell.

AIt+End

Moves the insertion point to the ;ast
column in the current row.

Alt+PgUp

Moves the insertion point to the top
cell in the column.

Alt+PgDn

Moves the insertion point to the
bottom cell in the column.
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Now type in the information given below and format your
table using the buttons on the Formatting Toolbar to align the
contents of the various cells as shown.

Types of Removable Discs
Descnption

Double -density diskettes
High-densitx diskettes
Removable Zip discs
Removable Zip discs
Removable hard discs

Capacity
Kbytes

Price/Unit
Pence

Number
Bought

720
1.440
100,000
250,000
1,500,000

30
40

60
80

500
1,300

6

5,800

Cnst in f

4
1

Total

To enter the heading as shown, highlight all the columns of
the first row, then use the Table, Merge Cells command to
join all the cells into one. Now you can type the heading,
centre it, format it in bold, and increase its font size to your
liking.

The line in the cell of the penultimate row and last column

was typed by using the Insert, Symbol command, and
selecting a line character from the Symbol font that fills the
entire width of the character. Inserting this character
repeatedly, gives the impression of a continuous horizontal
line.

Changing Column Width and Row Height
The column width of selected cells or entire columns can be
changed by dragging the table column markers on the ruler
Description

Capacity
Kbytes

or by dragging the
column
boundaries,
as
shown in the
adjacent display.

You can also drag a column boundary while holding down
other keys. The overall effects of these actions are listed on
the next page.
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No key

7

Effect
Only the columns to the left and right
re -sized proportionally with the
overall width of the table remaining the

are

same size.

Shift key

Only the column to the left is re -sized
overall width of the table
changing by the same amount.
with the

Ctrl key

As the column to the left changes, all
columns

to

the

right

change

proportionally, but the overall width of
the table remains the same.
The height of a row depends on its contents. As you type text
into a cell, its height increases to accommodate it. You can

also increase the height of a cell by inserting empty lines
before or after the text by pressing the <Enter> key. All other
cells in that row become the same height as the largest cell.
In Word 2000, you can also increase the height of rows by
dragging a row boundary down.

The width of a column and the height of a row can also be
changed by using the Table, Table Properties command to
display a dialogue box with appropriate tabs for controlling
size and the placement of a table, the column and row size,
as well as the alignment of entries within cells.

When you have finished, save your work under the
filename Table 1. We will use this table to show you how you
can insert expressions into cells to make your table behave
just like a spreadsheet.

Entering Expressions
To enter an expression into a table cell, so that you can carry
out spreadsheet type calculations, select the cell and use the
Table, Formula command which displays the dialogue box
shown on the next page. Word automatically analyses the

table and suggests an appropriate formula in the Formula
box of the displayed dialogue box, as shown.
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Types of Romovabio Discs
Descnption

Double -density diskettes
High density diskettes
Removable Zip discs
Removable Zip discs
Removable hard discs

III

Capacity
Kbytes

Price/Unit
Pence

Number
Bought

720

30

60

Cost in f

Al

-SUPA(tEFT)

Wrest

format

or

Cancel

In the above situation, it has found numbers in cells to the left
of the highlighted cell, therefore it suggests the SUM(LEFT)

formula. To replace this formula, simply delete it from the
Formula box and type the new formula preceded by the
equal (---) sign.

For example, to calculate the cost of purchased discs in
Sterling (£) in cell E4, type the following formula in the
Formula box:

=C4*D4/100

Word performs mathematical calculations on numbers in
cells and inserts the result of the calculation as a field in the
cell that contains the insertion pointer. Cells are referred to
as A1, A2, B1, B2, and so on, with the letter
representing a column and the number
C
1

representing a row. Thus, B3 refers to the

2

hatched cell.

3

When you use the Table, Formula
command, Word assumes addition, unless
you indicate otherwise, and proposes a sum based on the
following rules:
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If the cell that contains the insertion pointer is at the
intersection of a row and column and both contain
numbers, Word sums the column. To sum the row,
type =SUM(LEFT) or =SUM(RIGHT) in the Formula
box, depending on the location of the insertion pointer.

If the cell that contains the insertion pointer contains
text or numbers, they are ignored.

Word evaluates numbers beginning with the cell
closest to the cell that contains the insertion pointer
and continues until it reaches either a blank cell or a
cell that contains text.

If the numbers you are calculating include a number
format, such as a £ sign, the result will also contain
that format.

in the rest of column E (unfortunately you will have to
retype the formula n each cell as there is no apparent
method of replication), then to calculate the total cost, place
the insertion pointer in cell E9 and use the Table, Formula
Fill

command. Word analyses your table and suggests the
following function:
=SUM (ABOVE)

which is the correct formula in this case. On pressing OK,
Word calculates the result and places it in cell E9. The
completed table should look as follows:

Types of Removable Discs

L

Descnption

Capacity
Kbytes

Price/Unit
Pence

Number
Bought

Cost in f

Double -density diskettes
High -density diskettes
Removable Zip discs
Removable Zip discs
Removable hard discs

720
1,440
100,000
250,000

30
40

60
80

18

500
1,300

6

1,500.000

5,800

4
1

Total

32
30
52
58

190
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As the result of a calculation is inserted as a field in the cell
that contains the insertion pointer, if you change the contents
of the referenced cells, you must update the calculation. To
do this, select the field (the cell that contains the formula) by
highlighting it and press the F9 function key.
In

a

formula you can specify any combination of

mathematical and logical operators from the following list.
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Percent
Powers and roots
Equal to
Less than
Less than or equal to
Greater than
Greater than or equal to
Not equal to

The functions below accept references to table cells:
ABS( )

AND( )

AVERAGE( )

COUNT( )

DEFINED( )

FALSE( )

IF( )

INT( )

MAX( )

MIN( )

MOD( )

NOT( )

OR( )

PRODUCT( )

ROUND( )

SIGN( )

SUM( )

TRUE( )

The main reason for using formulae in a table, instead of just

typing in the numbers, is that formulae will still give the
correct final answer even if some of the data is changed.
However, you must remember to update the formulae fields
of the affected cells by pressing F9.
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Editing a Table
You can edit a table by inserting or deleting columrs or rows,
or by merging or splitting cells, as follows:

To insert a column or row: Select the cell where you want
the new row or column to
then

appear,
mo rx,,tt Tao*

I

011=111111113m

selectto
Delete

-

CoImre to Mr deft
r_oksore

Table WI:FL/mat
FQrrralla

tte WIt

A Rows 6a crea
_
A- Rows &kV

R.- (Vs

the

use

Table, Insert command
and choose an appropriate
option from the drop -down
menu shown here. This
version of Word, allows

you to insert columns or
rows to either side of the
selected cell. You can
even insert a single cell.

Table Properees

To delete a cell, a column or row: Select the cell whose
!Vie
17 Drew Table
Inser:

11111111Table
Selec:
s

`le Columns

flows

el Table AutoFormat...
FQrrnula...

column or row you want to
delete, then use the Table,
and
Delete
command
an
appropriate
choose
option from the drop -down
menu shown here. As you
can see from the available
options,

you

can

even

delete a single cell or an
entire table.

Table Properties...

To merge cells: Select the

cells you want to merge,
then use the Table, Merge
Cells command.

To split cells: Move the insertion

pointer to the cell you want to
split, then use the Table, Split
Cells command. The adjacent
dialogue box is displayed which
can be used to subdivide a cell.

I

caret
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To split a table: To split a table, click the row that you want
to be the first row of the second table and select the Table,
Split Table command. Using this command on the first row

of a table, allows you to insert text before a table. In the
example below, the insertion pointer was placed in the
second row before splitting the table.

Types of Removable Discs
Description

Double -density diskettes
High -density diskettes
Removable Zip discs
Removable Zip discs
Removable hard discs

Capacity
Kbytes

Price/Unit

Number
Bought

Cost in £

Pence

720
1,440
100,000

30
40

60
80

18

500
1,300

6

250,000
1500 ,000

32
30
52
58

4

5,800

1

Total

190

To learn more about tables, place the insertion pointer inside
a table, activate the Assistant, request information on
`working with tables', and select the first item on the returned

list entitled 'About tables'. This option opens the Microsoft
Word Help screen, which contains a wealth of information,
the first part of which is shown below.
Parts of a table
lable move handle
cell spacing

0

ABC¶

D- end-ol-row marks

MERE 4040 5050
EZEIECIE

[IEEE
cell margins

132

end-otceil marks

a nested table

40 50 :
D- table resee handle

border

I gridline
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Formatting a Table
You can enhance the looks of a table by selectiig one of
several

styles.

pre -defined

As an example, open the

previously saved ve-sion of Table 2, place the insertion
pointer in a cell in the table and use the Table, Table
AutoFormat command. The following dialogue box appears
on your screen:
lank Auto{ 01

5.01. 3

chew I

rDescnptton

Mar

Total

East
We

5

19

4

7

17

Soo,

7

9

24

18

21

60

an

Snore

Total
Do u ble.denso

di

I.

.1

Feb

ost in £

18

Colortu

Hi. h densot doskett (dodo
Removable Zi. dosco
to apph

Removable Zi. disc.

r woFa

P Font

Removable hard dos,

32
30

52
58

P job

190

(omit: to

P ,wiry rpvs

r Last row

P First roam

r Wet (*pr.
Carrel

Select Simple 3 frcrr the Formats

list,

to produce the

following professional looking table.

Types of Removable Discs
Description

Double -density diskettes
High -density diskettes
Removable Zip discs
Removable Zip discs
Removable hard discs

Cost in

Capacity
Kbytes

Price/Unit
Pence

Number
Bought

720
1.440
100.000
250,000

30
40

60
80

3.

500
1,300
5,800

6

30

4

52

1.500,000

11=

1

58

Total

190

Finally, save the result of this formatting as Table 3.
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Using Microsoft Graph
To chart your Word data, you can use Microsoft Graph 2000,
which can be activated by using the Insert, Object command
and selecting 'Microsoft Graph 2000 Chart' from the list in the
Object dialogue box, shown below:
Object
Create New

I

Create from Ede

Object type:
Microsoft Draw 98 Drawing
Microsoft Equation 3.0
j: Microsoft Excel Chart
Microsoft Excel Worksheet
Microsoft Gra h 2000 Chart
Micr osoft l...1ap

E Display as icon

Microsoft Power Point Presentation
Microsoft Power Point Slide
Result

Inserts a new Microsoft Graph 2000 Chart
obtect into your document.

Cancel

OK

I

Pressing the OK button displays the follcwing screen,
provided no table was selected in your document.
able3 dor

11,0asheet

AIBICIDI

1st oh
1

MO I ast

2 as
3 an

zhd Oh

711 41-

lltipst

30.6

Nmtli

15.9

27.4
38.6
46.9

-th Ott

Jul On

90

20.4

34.6
45

3t6
43.9

4

I

40

West

20

T. Hort 13

1st
011
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2nd
Sir

3rd

41h

011
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This is an internal Word example, showing the capabilities of
the package. To demonstrate the way in which you can chart
data held in a Word table, open Table 2 and then use your
editing skills to transform it to what is displayed below.

Removable Discs

Double -density diskettes
High -density diskettes
Removable Zip discs
Removable Zip discs

Price/Unit
Pence
30
40

150
300

Number
Bought
60
80
6
4

Cost in £
18

32
30
52

Note that we have replaced 'Description' with 'Removable
Discs', and changed the per unit price of the Zip discs (we
managed to find a cheaper supplier, if only!) - actually we
needed to limit the range of the numbers within this column
so that the chart would be better balanced. Also, we have
deleted the column dealing with 'Capacity Kbytes' and the
row dealing with the removable hard discs (for the same
charting limitations), as well as the empty row below the
column headings.

Save the resultant work as Table 4. Then select the table,

by either using the Table, Select Table command, or
highlighting it as shown below.
Removable Discs
Double -density diskettes
'High -density diskettes
IRemovable Zip disc
Removable Zip disc

Price/Unit
Pence
30
40

Number
Bought
60

Cost in
16

BO

32

150

6

300

4

30
52

Next, and while the mole is selected, activate Microsoft
Graph 2000 by using the Insert, Object command and
selecting 'Microsoft Graph 2000 Chart' 'rpm the list in :he
displayed Object dialogue box (see previous page). Microsoft
Graph 2000 displays the following table and chart.
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fr Table 4 doe

Date:heel

A

I

B

1

Removablil'iiceUnil Nniiihei

Double -d¢--1

I
2
3
4

NB High.dens
10 Flemovabl
rin Retnov.ibl

C

I

II

ill

40

nil

150
100

t.

t

tr,i in I
13

t

300

250

200
0,

Double -density diskettes
Bigh-density diskettes

150
100

o Removable Zip discs

50

o Removabie Zip discs

0

Cost in t

Number
Bought

Pr ece,Unrt

Pence
ri

M149,WV/AVIV//AVAI/AWAW/AWIVAW///o9VAWAVV/o0///////////1/////4,////////4,...%//////4V/////////,11

When you click outside the graph area, the chart is
embedded in your Word document. To edit such a chart,
double-click the chart area to display the Datasheet shown
above. When the Datasheet is activated, the menu bar option
Table is replaced by two other options, Data and Chart. The
respective sub -menus for these two are shown below.

To display the captions in

chart:.

gitltaLe
[ID Se'nes n Rows

.3;':art Type...

Senes ocoksnns

Chart csbons...

Include Row,/Cot...

clude Pow/Col...

the

first column of your

table as the x-axis labels
and those of the first row

as the legends, use the

3-0 pew...

Data, Series by Columns
command. This displays
the following screen:

300

250
200
150

Pt ceAlnit Pence
Iltenber Bought

100
SO

o Cost in C

ISof le
density
disk eft I,
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Pre -defined Chart Types
To select a different type of chart, use the Chart, Chart Type
command which opens the dialogue box below.

Clustered column with

r

Qer

3-C isual effect.

formatting
Press and Hold t'.hew Sample

Olc-1

Sgt as default chart

Cancer

The Chart Type dialogue box lists 14 different chart optiols.
These chart -types are normally used to describe the
following relationships between data:

rj

Area:

for showing a volume relationship
between two series, such as product on
or sales, over a given length of time.

Bar:

for

comparing

differences

in

non -

continuous data that are not related
over time, by depicting changes in
horizontal bars to show positive and
negative
position.

variations

from

a

given
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Bubble:

for showing a type of XY (scatter)
chart. The size of the data (radius of
the bubble) indicates the value of a
third variable.

Column:

itCone:

Cylinder:
Doughnut:

for
comparing
separate
items
(non -continuous data
which are
related over time) by depicting
changes in vertical bars to show
positive and negative variations from a
given position.
for showing 3-D column and
charts in a more dramatic way.

bar

similar to Cone.

for comparing parts with the whole.
Similar to pie charts, but can depict
more than one series 01 data.

Line:
Pie:

for showing continuous changes in data
with time.
for comparing parts with the whole. You

can use this type of chart when you
want to compare the percentage of an
item from a single ser es of data with
the whole series.

I* Pyramid:
L'

Radar:

similar to Cone.

for plotting one series of data as angle
values defined in radians, against one

or more series defined in terms of a
radius.

Surface:

for

showing

optimum

combinations

between two sets of data, as

in

a

topographic map. Colours and patterns

indicate areas that are in the same
range of values.
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Stock:

7

for showing high -low -close type of data
variation to illustrate stock market
prices or temperature changes.

XY (Scatter): for showing scatter relationships
between X and Y. Scatter charts are

used to depict items which are not
related over time.

You can change the type of chart by selecting one of the
fourteen alternate chart types from the Chart Type dialogue
box, provided your data fits the selection. To preview your
choice, select one Chart sub -type and press the Press and
Hold to View Sample button on the dialogue box.
Clicking the Custom Types tab of the Chart Type dialogue
box, reveals additional choices within the 14 main types of
charts. For example, you can choose between several types
of charts either in colour or in black and white, charts w.th
logarithmic scale, or charts depicted as stacks of colours or
even tubes.

Improving a Microsoft Chart
A Microsoft Chart can be improved by using the Microsoft
Draw facility (to activate it use the View, Toolbars command
and click Drawing). We have used the A -row and Text Box
buttons on the Drawing Toolbar to point to and annotate the
'Best Buy' on the chart shown below, and give it a title. As
each value in the data used to create the chart is a separate
object, it can be moved, changed, or formatted.

For example, double-clicking the chart title, then using the

Format, Text Box command, displays the dialogue box
shown on the next page.
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From here, you can change the Font, Alignment, Colours and
Lines, Size, Properties, and Margins of the selected text box.

To further demonstrate some of the formatting capabilities
of Microsoft Chart, we used the Drawing facility to add a title

to the 'Best Buy' data, then used the Format, Text Box
command and changed the Font colour to white, then clicked

the Alignment tab and selected a vertical orientation, as
shown below.
301
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When you have carried out all the required changes to your
chart, save the Word document as Table 5.

We are sure that you will get many hours of fun with the
various features of Microsoft Graph and, more to the point,
produce some very professional graphics for your reports.
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Many users' needs might demand that they work with either

large documents, or with documents which are split into
many files; they might also have to automate certain routines.
In

such cases, knowing something about outlines, file

management and the design of macros is imperative.

Outline Mode
Outline mode provides a way of viewing and organising the
contents of a document. Nine outline levels can be used and
these could be based on formatted headings (Heading 1,

Heading 2, through to Heading 7), plJs Normal text. By
assigning each heading level a different paragraph style,
allows easy assimilation of the contents of a document.

it

The following display shows part of the first page of
Chapter 1 of this book in the Normal editing view.
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The same chapter is shown below in outline view obtained by

either pressing the Outline button on the scroll bar, or
selecting the View, Outline command. However, before you
can see exactly what is shown here, you must assign styles
to the various Headings. This can be done by selecting the
outline view and assigning heading levels to your work using
the tools on the outline bar which replaces the ruler.
Wood21(001 doc M..° Woqd
el.

Ede

vim. Itse,t Flame
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ga

joOk ribM vemdow beIP
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Package Overview
o

Hardware and Software Requirements
installing Microsoft Office 2001:1
0 Adding or Removing =so Applications

o AftritN2afeatures
0

New Features

Word

The actual formatting can only be seen

if

the Show

Formatting icon (the one pointed to) is clicked.

Assigning Outline Levels
'Outline' levels are stored as part of the formatting
information in the paragraph styles, so you must assign these

levels to your paragraph styles before you can usefully use
the 'Outline' mode. Then your outline will automatically

display your document headings at the correct levels. This is
an easy process carried out by selecting an existing heading

and clicking one of the following buttons in the outline bar
(shown below in two tiers):
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The name and function of these buttons is listed below.

Buttons

O
O
O
a
O

Name

Function

Promote

Assigns heading to
higher outline level.

Demote

Assigns to a lower outline

a

level.

Double Arrow

Demotes a heading

to

body text.

r5
to

Move Up

Moves
selected
text
paragraph
before the
preceding it.

Move Down

Moves selected text after
the paragraph following it.

Plus

Displays
hidden
subordinate headings until
text is reached.

Minus

Hides
displayed
ordinate text or
level headings.

Litj

sublower

Displays all headings and
text to the lowest selected
level.

Display All

Display First Line

Displays all text if some is
collapsed, else displays
headings if all text is
expanded.

Displays all body text, or
just first line.

Show Formatting

Shows or hides character
formatting.

Master Doc View

Displays Documert
Master View.

in
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Using the expand and collapse commands, you can display
the entire document or only selected text. Editing a document
in 'Outline' mode is simple because you can control the level
of detail that displays and quickly see the structure of the

document. If you want to focus on the main topics in the
document, you can collapse the text to display only
paragraph styles set to high outline levels. If you want to view
additional detail, you can expand the text tc display text using
paragraph styles set to lower outline levels.

The other buttons on the Outline toolbar perform the
following functions:
+-) Collapse Subdocuments

D Create Subdocurnent
$E1 Delete Subdocument

Import Subdocument
Merge Subdocument
Spur Subdocurnent

di) Protect Subdocument

Outline Buttons
Another feature of the 'Outline' mode is the buttons placed
before each paragraph. These not only show the status of
the paragraph, but can be used to quickly manipulate
paragraph text. The buttons placed before each paragraph
have the following meaning:
c)

Plus button - Indicates that the paragraph is using a
paragraph style set to an outline leve between 1 and 7
and that the paragraph has subordinate text.

Minus button - Indicates that the paragraph is using
a paragraph style set to an outline level between 1 and
7 and that the paragraph does not have any
subordinate text.
a

Box button - Indicates that the paragraph is using a
paragraph style set to an outline level of Normal text.
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To display, or hide, subordinate text double-click a `Plus'
button. Click on a `Plus' button and drag it, to move text to a
new location. Word automatically moves the text as you drag
the mouse. If you print from 'Outline' mode only the level of
text that is seen on the screen will actually print.

Outline Numbering
If you want all your paragraphs numbered, you must rank all
the styles, highlight all the paragraphs you want to number,

and then assign one of the numbering schemes in the
dialogue box obtained with the Format, Bullets and
Numbering command. Click the Numbered tab, or if you
want to modify the numbering system click the Outline
Numbered tab, to obtain the dialogue box shown below.
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Creating a Table of Contents or an Index
To create a table of contents, undo the Numbered option,
return to Page Layout and position the insertion point where
you want the table of contents to appear. Next, use the
Insert, Index and Tables command, and click the Table of
Contents tab to display the dialogue box below.
1111=1=1101111111111MINOINIMININIIIII
Indy,.

table &Contents I Ube' d Dawes I Table c't EION.n.
PriesIMI

Heading 1

Heading 1

Heading 2

Heading 2

Heading 3

Heading 3

page nvnbers

Ws

Aar pens

Tab leader:

I

General
Formats:

plate

Sew lovely

I

Csrcd

Pressing OK forms the table of contents shown below.

Package ()rerriew

I

Docurnefit

Hardware and Software Requirements1
Installing Microsoft Office 2000 2 13
Adding or Removing Office Applications
Major Word Features
5
New Features in Word
9

3

Package Overview
Microsoft's Word 2000 for Windows 95/98 or higher is a best selling Windows word
processor and is fully integrated with all other Microsoft Office 2000 applications This
version of Word, like its predecessor, has particularly strong lean ngs towards desk top

The above screen

is

in

Outline view. To see the page

numbers right -aligned with tab leaders, switch to Print view.
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Also, note that each line in the Table of Contents is now a
hyperlink to the corresponding heading in the document.

Before you can create an index, you must first mark all the
text you want to appear in the index by highlighting it, before
using the Insert, Index and Tables command which displays
the Index and Tables dialogue box, shown below.
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Next, press the Index tab, followed by the Mark Entry button
which displays the Mark Index Entry dialogue box below.
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This can be quite a time consuming procedure, especially for
a long document.
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File Management
You can manage your documents from the Open menu
op ion. First, you locate the drive and folder in which your file
is o be found - you can use the buttons displayed at the top
of he Open dialogue box, shown annotated below.

I et X Li 171
Delete

Up One Level

Search the Web

Tools

Views

Create New Folder

The Tools button above, provides
additional options for working with
-

files. When the file is found (you can
even use wildcard characters in the
File name box), select it then right click it to display the shortcut menu

Print

Add to Favorites
Map NehAior I, Dr lye...

shown below. This contains all the
commands you should ever need to
manage your documents.

J Docs
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is found, the first file is normally
highlighted. If you click the Views button, pointed to below,

If more than one file

fu.I retails on the listed files are displayed.

PC User dot

20/0799 11:58
04/07'99 19:37

19 KB Mtrosoft Word
19 KB Mrrosck Word

PC Users7.doc

19 KB etroscit Word
19 KB Mtrosoft Word
20 KB Mcrosoft wad
20 KB etrosoft word
21 KB etrosoft Word
23 KB etrosaft Word ...
24 KB ftrosoft Word ...

PC Users8.doc

24 KB Mzrosoft Word ... 30/09199 10:47

Table 1.doc

27 KB Mzrosok Wag
30/09199 13:20
28 KB Mcrosoft Wad ... 30/0909 19:56

pl) FA: User

doc

11!) PC Users3. dor

aj PC User s4 doc
PC Usas5.doc
PC Users6.doc

Table 2.doc

06/0799 20:03
07/07'99 16:53
08/07199 11:57
08/07499 12:32
28/09199 15:21

28/09199 18:17
29/09839 17:33

Table 4.doc

31 KB etrosoft Wad ... 01/10(9910:57
35 K8 Microsoft word .. 01/1499 17:56

'fade 5.dix

36 613 Microsoft Word ...

Table 3.doc

0211C/99 18:37

Pressing the Views button once more, displays information
relating to the properties of the selected document.
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fact, pressing the Views button successively, rotates

through four different displays.
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These options can also be selected from the Views drop down menu shown below. For example, selecting the
Preview option, displays the selected document in the
Preview box. As you select another file from the list, Word
displays its contents too.

CI

Docs
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Assembling a Master Document
If you are involved in wr ting long documents, such as books,
it is sometimes best if you split each document into sections
(or chapters) of approximately 20 pages long. Anything
above this length, particularly if it contains graphics, will strain
your computer's resources. How much strain is experienced

depends on how fast your computer is and how much
Random Access Memory (RAM) it contains. In any case,
large files take longer to open and save.

If you have broken a long document into smaller files you
can work with these separately until you need to print your
work in its entirety, or create a table of cortents and an index

with the page numbers. You will then need to create a
'Master Document'.

One method of doing this is to open a new document in
Word, then use the View, Outline command which displays
the Outlining toolbar. Next, press the 'Insert Subdocumeit'
button on this toolbar, shown to the left and
pointed to below, then locate and select the file you

want to insert into your Master Document frcm

*

those listed in tie Open dialogue box.
1

74

2345

ad
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o Networked Computers
The micsocomputess in the EqtaPsocesning room we mistime of IBM
compatible PC: tech Pentium processors runrung at venous speeds They at
floppy drives of 144M Ei capacity. and most also have CD-ROM
have 3
drives The PC; as- connecter to various prmters via &network. the Lases
printers available givmg best output
The computer rou me usmg will have at least a 3 008 capacity hard disc on
winch a number of software psogiams, mcludeng the latest version of Winds we,
have been snmilleo To make life easier, the had dice a lughly structured with
each program metalled m a separate folder Overtone
Sect., &ea& (Consommes)

The selected document is then inserted by Word in your
Master Document and the insertion pointer is moved below
the Section Break wa.ting for more sub -documents to be
inserted.
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Printing a Master Document
When you are finally ready to print the Master Document to
paper, you can either print the entire document or specify the
amount of detail you want to print.

To print the entire Master Document, expand the sub documents, then switch to Normal view and print as usual.
To specify the amount of detail you wart to print, display the
Master Document in Outline view, expend or collapse
headings to display as much of the docurnert as you require,
then use the File, Print command.
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This latest version of Microsoft Word has many design
features built around the Internet, the main ones being its use

as an e-mail editor and its ability to create and customise
Web pages. Both of these features rely to a large extent on
the new ability to save any Word document as a fully editable
HTML file.

HTML File Format
Most Web pages are written in HTML (Hypertext Markup
Language), which can be used by Web browsers on any
operating system, such as Windows, Macintosh, and UNIX

HTML pages are actually text documents which use short
codes, or tags, to control text, designate graphical elements
and hypertext links. Clicking a link on a Web page brings a
document located on your hard disc, a local Intranet, or on a

distant Internet server to your screen, irrespective of the
server's geographic location. Documents may contain text,
images, sounds, movies, or a combination of these, in other
words - multimedia. All of these are 'built into' a Web page
with HTML code.
E -mails created in Word 2000 use the HTML format. Most

Windows application programs save their files, or data
documents, in a proprietary binary format which can only be
read by the program itself. Word 2000, like earlier versions of

Word, uses the .doc file format as the 'main' file saving
format. Word documents can now, however, be saved in
HTML as an alternative file format, and the document can
still be updated and edited using all of Word's extensive
formatting tools.
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This means that not only can Word 2000 documents now be
published as 'instant' Web pages, but they can also be sent
to other people, in a workgroup for example, who can read
them in their Web browsers if they don't have a copy of Word
2000 on their computer. Office 2000 is in fact making HTML
into a 'universal' file format, its application files being instantly
readable by anyone with a normal Web browser.
To do this, extensive use is made of 'style sheets', and the
downside is that the actual HTML code produced by Word is
far too complex and convoluted for most Web authors to edit
manually. Our example below shows only a quarter of the

code produced for a document of only four lines of text.
HTML documents produced this way can only really be
edited in the original application itself.
p.NsobodyText, li.NsoEodyText, div.NroEodyText
aso-pagination: widow
font-rawily: Tires Nov Rowan: aso-fareavt-font-fasily:
Times Neu Rowan: margin -left: Oca; margin -right: Oca:
margin -top: Oca; margin-bottok: .0001pt
@page Sectionl
(!ixe:612.0pt 792.0pt:
kargin:72.0pt 90.0pt 72.0pc .?0.0pt;
uso-header-wargin:!(6.0pt:
aso-footer-wargin:M.Opt:
aro-paper-source:0:1
div.Sectionl
pace: Section!
(

)

!

(

</style>
</head>

<body lang-"EN-GB" style."tab-interval:36.0pC>
<div class -"Section!"
<p class."NsoBodyText"><b><I><span style"font-size:20.Optaso-bidi-font-size:
10.0pt">The Seagull<o:p></o:p></span></i></b></p>
<p class"NsoBodyText"><span style"font-size:14.0pt;wso-bide-font-size:10.0pt'
seagull lies dead near the breaking waves.<b> </b>Stranded in death on the
rocks and pebbles that lay strewn on the beach, each one appearing to we as a
Jewel of exquisite beauty.<span style"wso-spacerun: yes">cribsp; </span>The
red coloured seaweed near the bird's head like a bloodstained pillow for its
downy head. <o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class."11soNormal"><([if (supportEmptyParas]>rnbsp;<([endif]><o:p></o:p></p>
</div>
<div style"wso-elewent:cowwent-list">
<'[it (supportAnnotations]>
<hr class-"wsocowoff" align -"left" size"1" width -"33:">
<([endif]>
<idly>
</body>
</htal>
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E-mail
E-mail, or electronic mail, has to be one of the main uses of
the Internet. It is very much faster that letter mail, known as
'snailmail' by many e-mail users. It consists of electronic text.
that can be transmitted. sometimes in seconds, to arywhere
else in the World that is connected to a main network. E-mail
can also be used to send software and data files by attaching
the files to a message.

There are many software packages dedicated to reading
and sending e -mails. and we have probably tried most of
them. Our version of Office 2000 came bundled with Outlook
2000, Microsoft's latest e-mail and news editor. We find this

an excellent program, especially as you can use Word to
perform all the writing and editing of your e -mails. For mcre
detail of using this package we suggest you try our book
Microsoft Office 2000 explained (BP471), also published by
Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd. In what 'ollows we assume
you have installed Outlook and have it set up with the details
of your e-mail Internet account.

Word and Outlook 2000
If you use Outlook 2000 as your default mail client, you can
use Word 2000 as your e-mail editor, instead of Outlook's
much less powerful one. You can then c-eate and edit your
messages in Word using its extra features such as,
automatic spelling, grammar checking, AutoCorrect, tables,
the Document Map view, and the automatic conversion of
e-mail names and Internet addresses into hyperlinks.

Configuring Outlook for E-mail
To configure Outlook 2000 to send and receive e-mail, open
the program and use the Tools, Accounts menu command
to open the dialogue box shown on the next page.
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tolesnet Accounts
AI

Had

I Deectory Se we I

Account

Type

_J

Conneoton

Import

With the Mail tab pressed, click the Add button and select
Mail from the displayed menu to start the Internet
Connection Wizard which asks you in successive screens to:

Type in your name and your e-mail address. This is
supplied to you by your Internet Service Provider, or
ISP, when you join their services.

Specify the type of your incoming mail server, usually
POPS, then type in the name of the 'Incoming' and
'Outgoing' mail server. This information is also supplied
to you by your ISP.

Type in your 'account name' and 'password' - again
supplied to you by your ISP.

Click the Connect using my phone line radio button
(if that is how you are connected to the Internet), and
select your
connection.

ISP

for

your

Networking

Dial -Up

is well, the final 'Congratulations' screen appears and
the Wizard places an additional Send/Receive button on the
Outlook toolbar, as shown below.
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Unless you have Outlook 2000 configured as your default
e-mail program many of the e-mail features of Word 2000 will
not work. A quick way to check tiis, is to look at the

E-mail button on the standard Word toolbar. If i: is
not 'active' and does not light up when you move the
pointer over it, you should use the following
procedure to set Outlook as your default e-mail program.
Click the Windows Start menu, followed by Settings, and
Control Panel, then double-click on Internet Options to open
the Internet Properties dialogue box shown here.

Open the Programs page and select Microsoft Outlook from
the drop -down list in the E-mail box. Clicking OK will confirm
the new setting, but you will have to re -start your PC for the
change to actually take effect.
There is one other setting that may also need changing to
fully benefit from Word and its e-mail facilities. Open Outlook
2000, action the Tools, Options menu command, click the

Mail Format tab and make sure that the Use Microsoft
Word to edit e-mail messages option is selected.
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E -mailing a Document
There are often times when we are creating documents in
Word when we reach the stage that we want to send it to
someone else, maybe for comment, or approval. This is now
very easy to do straight from Word 2000 itself. With the
document open in Word, you simply click the E-mail
button, or use the File, Send To, Mail Recipient
command sequence. These both open the e-mail
header, shown below, in which you control the
e-mai posting.
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Typing the e-mail address of your recipient in the To box and
clicking the Send a Copy button is all you need to do. This
actually sends the document to Outlook's Outbox. When it is
actually transmitted will depend on your type of connection
and the settings in Outlook's Tools, Options dialogue box.

We have our 'Mail account options', located on the Mail
Delivery page, set to Send messages immediately when
connected. With this setting, all our messages are sent
whenever we are actually connected to our ISP. When we
are not connected they are stored in the Outbox. If we had a
'permanent', or Local Area Network, connection to the
Internet, our messages would be transmitted straight away.
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When you e-mail a document in this way, Word sends a copy
of the document in HTML format, and thei closes the e-mail
header. The original document, however, stays open so that
you can continue working on it if you want. When you save
the document, the e-mail
'send' information is also
ret,.40
the
with
saved
laitlitgiackv.!
14 .1..
. Tmes New P men
Bocryie.t
document. The next time
you e-mail a copy of this
114Wittg#1 **PA t.e.;1 7 10:
document, the e-mail
Lo Thes message was sent on 30/09199 C 36 PM
gilli.i. FoeifAontons cc.
information appears in
the e-mail header, as
4.

,

shown here, making

it

easy to send further updates to the same recipients.

Sending E-mail Messages
If you have set up to use Word as your e-mail editor, as
described earlier, you still use Outlook to read your incoming
messages, but whenever you click Outlook's New toolbar
button to start a new

e-mail message, a
new Word window
with

the

e-mail

header bar, shown
here,
you.

will open for
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To start a new e-mai message straight from Word 2000,
either click the E-mail button on the standard toolbar, or use
the File, New menu command, click the General tab, and
then double-click the 'E-mail Message' icon shown on the
next page.

If the above icon is not in the New dialogue box, it is
probably because you have not set Outlook 2000 as your
default e-mail program, as described earlier in the chapter.
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In the Word window that opens, you type the recipient's
e-mail address in the To box, a title in the Subject box, and
type your message, letter, memo, etc., in the main area, as
shown in our example below.
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This message was actually sent from one of the authors to
himself. A useful exercise when setting up a new e-mail
facility, to test it without bothering anybody else! It also shows
that you can include graphics in the message, and uses a
'signature' to automatically identify the sender.

When your message is to your complete satisfaction, you
just click the Send button to send it to the Outlook Outbox.
As before, when it is transmitted will depend on your settings
in Outlook, but to send all the messages in the Outbox and
download any new incoming mail from your server mail box,

you can always click the Send/Receive button on the
Outlook toolbar. The message box below tracks the progress
of the sending operation.

In our case all was we I and the message 'bounced' back
almost immediately into the Outlook lnbox, as shown below.
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The E-mail Header Buttons
The buttons in the e-mail header control the settings of your
messages and have the following functions:
.z.:1Send

lJ
1E9

C./

Send the e-mail message to the Outlook
Outbox and close the Word window

.

Insert a file as an e-mail attachment.

Opens the Address Book to select names,
or to save the details of new contacts.

Checks names in the To. Cc and Bcc boxes
against those in the address book.

Importance: High - Marks the message as
being very important.

4

Importance: Low - Marks the message as
particularly important.

Flags a message with a request to the
recipient, or a reminder for yourself.
LI Options...

Bcc

Adds a Bcc box to the header if you want to
send a 'blind copy' of the message. without
the main recipient knowing.

Ea To...

Click to open the Address Book and select a
recipient for the message.

L l Cc...

Click to open the Address Book and select
who should receive copies of the message.

Subject:
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Opens a dialogue box for yoJ to select from
the available message options.

Type a title for the e-mail message which
will appear as a message header.
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Using Signatures
An e-mail signature consists of text that is automatically
placed at the end of your messages. This usually consists of

your name, address, ohone number and your Web home
page, but some people add lots more.

Word lets you create signatures but the facility is hidden
away a little. You use the Tools, Options menu command,
click the General tab, click the E-mail Options button, and

then the E-mail Signature tab to finally open the E-mail
Options dialogue box shown below.
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To create a signature, click the New button and type a name
for it in the top text box. Then click in the Create your e-mail
signature text box and do just that. The small toolbar above
the editing area gives you plenty of control over the font and
formatting of the signature text, and even has

buttons for adding pictures and hyperlinks. You
would use the Insert Hyperlink icon, shown here, to
point people towards your own Web site.

You can create different signatures for different types of
messages. To make Word use one, by default, select it from
the list in the Signature for new messages box.
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Another method of placing your signatures might be using
the AutoText toolbar. To open this bar, right -click on the
Word toolbar and select it from the list of different toolbar
options. Then when you have completed your message,
place the cursor at the
end,

Entries

click the All
button and

select which signature

you want to use from
the drop -down list, as
shown here. Once you
have

placed

a

signature on a message, you can right -click in it and choose
another (if you have created more) from the list menu that is
opened. This is quite a powerful feature.

Personalised Stationery
While the E-mail Options dialogue box is open it is well worth
clicking the Personal Stationery tab, to open the box shown
below, which lets you set what fonts and properties will be
used for any new messages you send.
I

oweol tfpixoni

Scrvtve

x

eersosel Sty, I

Throe or sterIcnery for new e-mail message

No throe currealy selected

Clicking the Theme button opens the box shown on the next
page which offers some really spectacular e-mail formatting
and background effects.
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When you want to send a very special message, maybe like
ours above at Christmas, you should be able to find a theme

from the Choose a Theme list. We will leave it to you to
experiment here.

Attaching a File
If you want to send a spreadsheet, Web page, or other type
of file as an attachment to your main e-mail message

you simply click the Insert file Toolbar button and
select the file to attach. This opens the Insert File
dialogue box, for you to select the file, or files, you want to go
with your message.
The attached files are listed in

the Attach box which opens in
the e-mail header section, as
shown here. When you send
files to others you should make
sure that they have a method of

accessing the material

in

the

file.
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The Address Book
Word has access to quite a useful address book which can
make your e-mail life a little easier. To open it you
CO
click the Address Book button, shown here, or click
on either the To or Cc buttons. All of these methods
open the Select Names dialogue box below.

In this box you highlight a contact name in the left window,

and click To if the main message is being sent to that
contact, Cc if a copy is being sent to them, or Bcc for a blind
copy. When the OK button is clicked the recipients' e-mail
addresses are placed in the message header for you.
Like any address book though, it is only useful if kept up to

date! To add a very comprehensive set of details of new
friends or business contacts you click the New Contact
button. You can really go to town here, but don't forget the
Data Protection Act!

That should be enough to get you going with Word 2000 as
your e-mail editor. Very soon you should find that it becomes
just an extension of your usual word processinc.
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Using Hypertext Links
Hypertext links are elements in a document or Web page that

you can click with your mouse, to 'jump to' another
document. When clicked they actually fetch another file, or
part of a file, to your screen, and the link is the address that
uniquely identifies the location of the target file, whether it is
located on your PC, or an Intranet, or on the Internet itself.
This address is known as a Uniform Resource Locator (URL

for short). For a link to an Internet file to work you must
obviously have access to the Internet from your PC.

Inserting a Hyperlink
If you know the URL address of the link destination, you can
simply type it in a Word document and it will be automatically
'formatted' as a hyperlink by Word. This usually means it will

change to bright blue underlined text. In Word a hyperlink
consists of the text that the user sees that describes the link,
(or an image), the URL of the link's target, and a ScreenTip

that appears whenever the 'hand' pointer passes over the
link on the screen.

To insert a hyperlink into Word, select the display text or
image, and either use the Insert, Hyperlink
command (<CtrI+K>), or click the Insert Hyperlink
button on the Standard Toolbar. Either action opens
a dialogue box, shown below, which allows you to

111111111.11mallmII

browse for the destination address.
101111L___

DOS Pr 14
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To illustrate the procedure, start Word, open the PC Users4
memo, and highlight the word 'Explorer' to be found towards
the end of it. Next, click the Hyperlink icon and locate the
explorer.exe file (in the Windows folder) using the Browse
button.

Pressing the OK button, underlines the highlighted text
and changes its colour to blue. Pointing to such a
hyperlink, changes the mouse pointer to a hand,

as shown here, and left -clicking

it,

starts the

Explorer. When you have finished using the
Explorer, click its Close button for the program to
return you automatically to the hyperlinked Word document.

If the location of the file you wanted tc hyperlink to

is

incorrect, or you did not highlight the word to be used as the
hyperlink, then errors will occur. If that is the case, place the
insertion pointer within the hyperlink word, click the Insert
Hyperlink icon again, and press the Remove Link button at
the bottom left of the displayed Edit Hyperlink dialogue box.

Inserting an Internet Hyperlink
To insert an Internet hyperlink into Word, select the display
text or image, and click the Insert Hyperlink button to open
the Insert Hyperlink dialogue box below.

http
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To place an Internet hyperlink, click Existing File or Web
Page on the 'Link to' bar and enter the hyperlink text in the
Text to display box. Specify the linked document by either:
typing its filename or URL in the Type the file or Web page
name box, or choosing from the Or select from list box.
With the latter you have the choice of Recent Files.
Browsed Pages, or Inserted Links.
Next, click Screen Tip to create a Screen Tip that will be

displayed whenever tne mouse pointer moves over the
Clicking OK
hyperlink.
twice will place the link

onto your document. Off
example on the last page

A contemporary art ste worth a weal

Michael Straits thew:- t

placed the link shown
here. Clicking this link

opened our Web browser, loaded the linked Web site into it,
and reduced the Word w ndow to an icon on the Start bar.

Inserting Other Hyperlinks
There are three other types of hyperlinks you can place from
the Insert Hyperlink box shown by the other buttons on the
Link to bar.

To link to a location it the same Word file, click the Place

in This Document button. Before doing this, though, you
should place a bookmark at the link location with the Insert,
Bookmark command, SD that you have somewhere to 'jump
to'.

To link to a document not yet created, click the Create
New Document button and enter the name for the new
Word file. You can then adit the new file straight away or later
on.

If you create a link to an E-mail Address, Word will create
a new e-mail message with the address already placed in the
To line of the message header, when the hyperlink is clicked.

This type of link is usually used when you want to make it
easy for people to con -.act you.
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Drag -and -drop Hyperlinks
You can also create a hyperlink by dragging selected text or
a graphic from another Word document, a PowerPoint slide,
a range in Excel, or a selected Access database object to
your Word document.
To do this, open both files so that they are on the screen at

the same time and select the text,
graphic, or other item you want to
jump to in the destination document.
Use the right mouse button to drag
the

selection

to

your

document.

release the mouse button and select
Create Hyperlink Here from the
shortcut menu, as shown here.

Editing Hyperlinks
Once a hyperlink has been placed in a Word document it is
very easy to change by right -clicking on it and selecting
Hyperlink from the
drop -down menu. This
opens the shortcut
.11==11.111111 Ectt tfIreirk..
-

menu shown here.

The Edit Hyperlink

&lied HYPerki/
Open in New Window

copy 1.tyvedri,
option opens a similar
6cid to Fayorkes...
dialogue box to that
aernnye Hyper/Ink
used for inserting the
link in the first place.
You can make any changes you like in this box. The other
options on this menu are self explanatory, perhaps the most
useful being Open in New Window which places the linked
information in a new Word window, so you don't 'lose' the
current document when the link is activated.
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The World Wide Web, WWW, or Web as we shall call it, has
been responsible for the rapidly expanding popularity of the
Internet. When you see the Internet being accessed on -V,
what you actually see is a Web page being read on a PC. A
Web site is made up of a group of Web pages, all stored on
an Internet server. The Web consisting of many millions of
such sites, located on server computers around the globe, all
of which you can access with the browser software on your
own PC. So the Web consists of client computers (yours and
mine) and server computers handling multimedia documents

with hypertext links built into them (Web pages). Client
computers use browser software (such as Navigator and
Explorer) to view pages of these documents, one at a time.
Server computers use Web server software to maintain the
documents for us to access.

With the introduction of Word 2000, Microsoft has gone
one step nearer making it possible for anyone to very easily
prepare their own Web oages and keep them up to date on
their own Internet Web site. This has been done largely with
the introduction of Web Folders which, once set up, form
shortcuts to the Web servers where Internet Web files are
stored. This is a very new concept, and unfortunately at the
time of writing, our own JSPs had no facilities to support Web
Folders. You may have the same problem, if so we are sure
it will only be temporary.

We do not have the space here to fully cover web site
design and management, we can only introduce some of
Word's useful features. If you want more detail on Web sites
generally, may we suggest you read our book Your own Web

site on the Internet, also published by Bernard Babani
(publishing) Ltd.
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Creating Web Pages
You can use Word 2000 to create a Web page in the same
way you create a 'regular' Word document, by simply saving
it as an HTML file, but Word also offers other easy ways to
begin Web pages.

Using an Existing Word Document
If you are happy using Word, you can use it to do all your
Web editing. The example below is an opening page for a
Web site prepared as a normal .doc file in Word.
a Shang doc
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--77-77-r-r- TarrNote that it is shown in Web Layout View, controlled by the

buttons on the bottom scroll bar. With this view, Word
attempts to show the document as it will appear on the Web.
To get an even better idea, you can also use the File, Web
Page Preview command to see the file opened in Internet
Explorer, or your default Web browser.
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You save an existing, or newly created, document as a Web
page with the File, Save as Web Page menu command. If
you want to save the cocument in a different folder, locate
and open the folder and in the File name box, type a name
for the Web page. While the Save As box is open, as shown

below, click the Change Title button aid type the title you
want to appear in the titlebar of the browser when tt-e page is
viewed. Click OK and then the Save button to complete the
saving process.
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When you save a document as a Web page, all its graphics
and objects, such as pictures, AutoShapes, WordArt, text
boxes, Equation Editor objects, Organization Chart objects,
and Graph objects, are saved as .gif, .jpg, or .png files, so
that they can be viewed in a Web browser. When you later
reopen the Web page in Microsoft Word, the graphics and
objects you see are in their original formats so that you can
edit them as normal. Very clever stuff this!

Using the Web Page Wizard
By using the Web Page Wizard, you cal create a single Web
page or an entire Web site. You can add existing Web pages
to your Web site, add a theme and even use frames to
improve the look of your Web pages.
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To open the wizard, use the File, New menu
command, click the Web Pages tab and double-

web Page

click the Web Page Wizard icon shown here.

Wizard

The opening screen of this wizard is shown below.
You really must spend a few minutes exploring this feature, it
is the best method we have seen so far for easily building
Web sites. Amazingly it even lets you use frames, which can
be quite tricky to get right.
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Once you click the Finish button to close the wizard, the
opening page of your new Web site is opened as a Word
document for you to edit and customise to your heart's
content.

Using a Web Page Template
When you use a Web page template, Word can make
features that are not supported by your target browser
unavailable so that you can design impressive Web pages
without having to worry about how your formatting will look in
a Web browser. You can change your target browser or turn
the browser setting off, add a theme and use frames to make
your Web pages more dynamic.
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The File, New menu command opens the New dialogue box
shown below with the Web Pages tab selected.

This shows the seven Web page templates that were
available to us. Double-clicking a template icon opens an
HTML Word document, as shown below. You then have to
customise this page with your own contests. Have fun.
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To turn features on or off that are not supported by some
Web browsers use the Tools, Options, menu command,
click the General tab, followed by Web Options, and then
click the General tab. We suggest you select the Disable
features not supported by check box and in the Browser
box, choose 'Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 and Netscape
Navigator 4.0'. Your pages should then work with most Web
browsers used.

Adding a Theme to a Page
As well as the wizard and templates, Word 2000 has a
collection of Web page themes that give you a variety of
standard page designs, which control the page background,
fonts, and colours used in the Web page. You can actually
select a theme in the Web Page Wizard, but you can also
select one from your Word document. To see some of the

effects though, you will have to be in Web Page view. To
select a theme, use the Format, Theme menu command,
dialogue box.
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As you work your way down the list of themes, a sample of
each is displayed in the right-hand window pane. The Style
Gallery option is not of much use for Web pages, but if you
find a theme you like you can click the Set Default button to
have it used for all your new Web pages.

The Vivid Colors option makes some of the theme
colours even more garish, Active Graphics lets you turn on,
or off, any moving graphics in the theme, and Background
Image controls whether you have a theme image or a plain
colour as the page background.

Adding Movies and Sounds
With Word 2000 it is easy to add special effects to your Web
pages, such as movies or sounds. We don't really
recommend it, but you can add an in -line movie, which will be
downloaded and played when the page is opened. If you
don't want the movie to play whenever the page is opened,
you can insert a hyperlink to the movie file, which will then
only be downloaded and played when the link is clicked.

To add a background movie, or sound, open the Web
Tools toolbar, shown here, click the Movie,
or Sound, button and enter the path or Web
address of the movie or sound file you want,
or click Browse to locate the file.

For a sound file, enter the number of
times you want the background sound to
repeat, in the Loop box.

To be able to hear background sound, a
user must have a sound card installed on
their computer and their Web browser must support the
sound format of the file used. The types of sound files that
can be used this way include, .wav, .mid, .au, .aif, .rmi, .snd,
and .mp2 (MPEG audio) formats.
The last icon in the Web Tools bar lets you place scrolling
text on your page. This can sometimes be useful, but more
often is just a distraction! The other Web Tools buttons are to
help you build Web page forms.
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Some HTML Differences
As we have seen, Word 2000 automatically converts Word's
.doc file format to HTML when creating e -mails and Web
pages, and back to .doc format when the files are loaded into
the word processor. This conversion process is fairly

accurate, but by no means perfect because of the basic
restrictions inherent in HTML.

With HTML you cannot embed fonts and you have to use
tables to control the layout of complex pages. Without them
HTML will not let you simulate multiple column layouts, or
very specific spacings of text blocks.
To get an idea of the likely differences of formatting of your

pages in a Web browser compared to a Word .doc file we
suggest you look for the Help section shown below. You
should be able to find this in the 'Troubleshoot viewing Web
pages' Help topic. You may need to click a few links though.

PPM

sp. Miriosoli wo,d Help

a
What happens when I save a document as a Web page?

heracter

LrMettilla
Paragraph formatting
Page layout
Editing

Graphic formatting
Asian text formatting
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web page formatting

This formatting
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in a Web browser
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Saving Web Pages on the Internet
If you are lucky and your Web server supports Web Folders,
you can use Web folders to save copies of your Web pages
to the Web server. Before trying to save and manage folders
and files on a Web server, you should contact your system
administrator or Internet Service Provider (ISP) to get access
and find out the URL, or Web address, you should use.

If your Web server supports File Transfer Protocol (FTP),
and most do, you car save or upload your Web pages to an
FTP site. Before you try to use FTP, contact your system
administrator or ISP to get access details of the location you
can save your files to.

Web Folders
A Web folder is a shortcut to a Web server, and lets you very
easily publish documents for viewing in Web browsers. To
use this feature, the Web server must support Web Folders
and unfortunately ours does not. Hopefully, given time, most
ISPs will provide this support.
If you find you can Jse Web folders, you must first add one
to your system. In Word 2000, use File, Open, click the Web
Folders button and then click the Create New Folder button,
as shown below, to start the Add Web Folder Wizard.

Weal%

IWeb Folders

rtL

se

re

este New Solder

Meet:
Mos d bile: lAl W1rd Documents r .doc, .dot; .htm; htre, . VI;
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Complete the wizard with the details you obta ned from your
System Administrator, and as long as you are connected to

the Internet a new folder should be placed in your Web
Folders section.

Once you have added a Web folder, you can save your
Web files and other sub -folders to that location on the
Internet server in exactly the same way as you save a file to
your hard disc.

Uploading to an FTP Site
Even if your Web server does not support Web folders,

it

certainly should let you have FTP access to ycur Web space
on the server. Once you have the access de:ails from your
System Administrator and before you can save any files to an
FTP site, you must add the site to the list of Internet sites on

your PC. With Word open, click the Open button on the
Standard toolbar, and in the Look in box, click Add/Modify
FTP Locations, to
open the dialogue
box shown below.
In

the Name of

FTP site box, type
the FTP site name
given to you by your
ISP. This could be a
series of numbers
separated by dots, or

a URL. If you have
user

privileges

for

the site, click User,
and

UserlD

enter
and

your
your

password, and click
OK.
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To save a Web page file

from Word to your FTP
site, and hence make it
available

over

Desktop
My Computer

the

Web Folders

Internet, first make sure
your Internet connection
is

3,, Floppy (A
(C

My Documents
Removable Dtsk (D )

open. Then use the

File, Save As command
and in the Save in box,
double-click the FTP site

(E

)

fa Network

J

Docurnerts
Odd Icons

FTP Locebons

Addileocity FTP Locatxos

you want, as shown here.
This should make the

connection to your Web server space, and present you with
the list of folders and files that are there. Double-click the
location at the site you want, type the document name and
click the Save button to, hopefully, complete the operatioi.
In the future, if you need to edit or upcate a Web page. you
can use the Open dialogue box to retrieve the file from your
Web server. Once you have carried out your work you can
save it back again as described above.

Supporting Files
When you save Wet page files from Word 2000 to a Web
server or a location on your hard disc, all their supporting
files, such as graphics. bullets and background images are,
by default, placed in a supporting folder If you move or copy
your Web page to another location, you must also move the
supporting folder so That you maintain all links to your VVeb
page.

As an example, if you save a Web page called Pagel .htm,
its

bullets and othe- graphic files would be stored

in a

'supporting files' folder called "Pagel_files". So if you move
the file Pagel .htm, you must also move the supporting files
folder (Pagel_files) to the new location.
By default, the name of the supporting folder is the name of
the Web page plus an underscore ( ), a period (.), or a
hyphen (-), followed by the word "files".
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You can link or embed all or part of an existing file created
either in an Office application or in any other application that
supports Object Linking and Embedding (OLE). However if
an application does not support OLE, then you must use the
copy/cut and paste commands to copy or move information
from one application to another. In general, you copy, move,
link,

embed, or hyperlink information depending on the

imposed situation, as follows:
Imposed Situation

Method to Adopt

Inserted information will not need updating, or

Copy or move

Application does not support OLE.
Inserted information needs to be automatically
updated in the destination file as changes are
made to the data in the source file, or

Link

Source file will always be available and you
want to minimise the size of the destination
file, or
Source file is to be shared amongst several
users.

Inserted information might need to be updated
but source file might not be always accessible,

Embed

or

Destination files needs to be edited without
having these changes reflected in the source
file.

To jump to a location in a document or Web

Hyperlink

page, or to a file that was created in a different
program.
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Copying or Moving Information
To copy or move information between programs running
under Windows, such as Microsoft applications, is extremely
easy. To move information, use the drag and drop facility,

while to copy information, use the Edit, Copy and Edit,
Paste commands.
To illustrate the technique, you will need to either create an
Excel file, or have such a file on disc. We will copy into Word
our created Excel file Project.xls, considering the following
two possibilities:

Source File Available without Application
Let us assume that you only have the source file Project.xls
on disc. but not the application that created it (that is you
don't have Excel). In such a situation, you can only copy the
contents of the whole file to the destinaticn (in our case
Word). To achieve this, do the following:
Start Word and minimise it on the Taskbar.
Use My Computer (or Explorer) to locate the file whose
contents you want to copy into Word.

Click the filename that you want to copy, hold the
mouse button down and point to Word on the Taskbar
until the application opens.

WorkBooks

j.

asI
Sri 1 111 ;.2
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While still holding the mouse button down, move the
mouse pointer into Word's open document to the exact
point where you would like to insert the contents of
Project.xls.
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Release the mouse button to place the contents of
Project.xls into Word at that point.
1

1
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'Project Analysis: Adept Consultants Ltd.
Income
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400 00
300 00
15( 00
250 00
1,100 00

6

1st Quarter

Do remember, however, that only the active sheet of
the relevant workbook will be copied with this method.
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Source File and Application Available
Assuming that you have both the file and the application that
created it on your computer, you can copy all or part of the
contents of the source file to the destination file. To achieve
this, do the following:
Start Excel and open Project.xls.

Highlight as much information as you would like to
copy and click the copy icon on the Toolbar.
Idoc0000ft F sod Nowa 3 ok
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Start Word and click the Paste icon on the Toolbar.
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Insert an Excel Worksheet in Word
If the 'Insert Excel Worksheet' button, shown here, appears
on your Word Toolbar, you can use it to insert a worksheet of
the required number of rows and columns, by simply clicking
the button and dragging down to the right. As you drag the
mouse, the 'Worksheet' button expands to create the grid of
rows and columns, shown below, in a similar manner to that
of creating rows and columns of tables.
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When you release the mouse button, the worksheet is
inserted in your Word document. You can then insert data
and apply functions to them. To see which functions are
available, use the Insert, Function command.
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Object Linking and Embedding
Object Linking is copying information from one file (the
source file)

to

another file

(the

destination

file)

and

maintaining a connection between the two files. When
information in the source file is changed, then the information
in the destination file is automatically updated Linked data is

stored in the source file, while the file into which you place
the data stores only the location of the source and displays a
representation of the linked data.

For example, you would use Object Linking if you would
want an Excel chart included in, say, a Word document to be

updated whenever you changed the information used to
create the chart in the first place within Excel. In such a case,
the Excel worksheet containing the chart would be referred to

as the source file, while the Word document would be
referred to as the destination file.

Object Embedding is inserting information created in one
file (the source file) into another file (the container file). After
such information has been embedded, the object becomes
part of the container file. When you double-click an
embedded object, it opens in the application .n which it was
created in the first place. You can then edit it in place, and
the original object in the source application remains
unchanged.
Thus,

the

main

differences

between

linking

and

embedding are where the data is stored and how it

is

updated after you place it in your file. Linking saves you disc
space as only one copy of the linked object is kept on disc.
Embedding a logo chosen for your headed paper, saves the
logo with every saved letter!
In what follows, we will discuss how you can link or embed
either an entire file or selected information from an existing
file, and how you can edit an embedded object. Furthermore,
we will examine how to mail merge a letter written in Word
with a list created either in Access, Excel, O.jtlook, or even
Word itself.
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Embedding a New Object
To embed a new object into an application, do the following:

Open the container file, say Word, and click where you
want to embed the new object.

Use the Insert, Picture command, to display the
additional drop -down menu, shown below.

Page Numbers..
Date and Time,.

Symbol...

Index arid Tables..

Hyperlinr ..

at

°IlZ From File...
Lu Auto5hapes

.4 WordArr...

in Chart

From this last drop -down menu action Clip Art, click
the category you want and select a graphic.

As an example, we selected Clip Art (you
could select a different option) and chose
the Animal category from which we selected
the graphic shown here. Clicking the Insert
Clip button on the drop -down menu,
embeds the selected object within Word.
Right -clicking such an embedded object cisplays a
drop -down menu and selecting the Edit Picture option,
opens up the Draw application which we used to add the

perch. Once an embedded picture has been edited, doubleclicking on it opens J p the application used to edit it in the
first place (the Draw application in our case), otherwise it
opens the Format Picture dialogue box. Do try it for yourself.
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Linking or Embedding an Existing File
To embed an existing file

in

its entirety into another

application, do the following:

Open the container file, say Word, and click where you
want to embed the file.

Use the Insert, Object command, to open the Object
dialogue box, shown below, when the Create from File
tab is clicked.
Object
create New

Faiite:frOetifj

Fie mime:

&mese...

I*
hs

r Unk to He
r Displgy as icon

Pewit
Inserts the contents of the fie nto you
document so that you can eat t later using
the application which created the source fie.

OK

1

Cancel

I

To locate the file you want to link or embed, click Browse,
and then select the options you want.

In the File Name box, type the name of the file you
want to link or embed.

To maintain a link to the original file, check the Link to
file box.

Note: To insert graphics files, use the Insert, Picture, From
File command instead of the Insert, Qbject command. This
displays the Insert Picture dialogue box which allows you to
specify within the Look in box the folder and file you want to
insert.
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Linking or Embedding Selected Information
To link or embed selected information from an existing file
created in one applicat on into another, do the following:

Select the information in the source file you want to link
or embed.

Use the Edit, Copy command to copy the selected
information to the Clipboard.

Switch to the ccntainer file or document in which you
want to place the information, and then click where you
want the information to appear.

Use the Edit, Paste Special command to open the
following dialogue box:

Paste Special
Source

Lotus Word Prc 9 Document
E:\Books\Offke 2CCIO Off21(016.1wp,Unk_13

a Paste:

I

Otr
.

,ElellIMEIMMIIMMUND

Cancel

Paste Irk

Dsplay as icon
Result

ruts of the clipboard irto you.
Inserts the cc
document sc that you can edit t using Lotus word Pro

1

9 Document.

To link the information, click the Paste link radio
button, or to embed the information, click the Paste
radio button. In the As box, click the item with the word
'Object' in its name. For example, if you copied the
information from a Lotus Word Pro document, as we
have for this example, the Word Pro Document Object

appears in the M box. Select this object and press
OK.
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Editing an Embedded Object
If the application in which you created an embedded object is
installed on your computer, double-click the object to open it
for editing. Some applications start the original application in
a separate window and then open the object for editing, while
other applications temporarily replace the menus and

toolbars in the current application so that you can edit the
embedded object in place, without switching to another
window.
If the application in which an embedded object was
created is not installed on your computer, convert the object
to the file format of an application you do have. For example,

if

your Word document contains an embedded Microsoft

Works Spreadsheet object and you do not have Works, you
can convert the object to an Excel Workbook format and edit
it in Excel.

Some embedded objects, such as sound and video clips,
when double-clicked start playing their contents, instead of
opening an application for editing. To illustrate this, copy
either the tutor.mpg media file from its folder in the Windows
98 CD or the goodtime.avi video file from its folder in the
Windows 95 CD, into Word using the Copy, Paste Special
command (click the Paste radio button and the Display as
icon box on the displayed dialogue box), and
click OK to paste the required icon. The tutor file
is to be found in the cdsample, videos folder,

while the goodtime file is to be found in the
funstaff, videos, highperf folder. The
former places a Windows Media
Player icon in your document, as
shown here. Double-clicking such an
icon, starts the video.

To edit one of these objects, select
it

and use the Edit {Media Clip

Object},

Edit

command.

What

appears within the curly brackets here, depends on the
selected object; media clip in this case. Of course, unless
you have the facilities required for editing such objects, you
will be unable to do so.
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Mail Merging Lists
There are times when you may want to send the same basic
letter to several different people, or companies. The easiest

way to do this is with a Merge operation. Two files are
prepared; a 'Data' file with the names and addresses, and a
`Form' file, containing the text and format of the letter. The

two files are then merged together to produce a third file
containing an individual letter to each party listed in the
original data file.

Before creating a list of names and addresses for a mail
merge, you need to select the Office application that is most
suited to the task. For a mail merge, you can use a list you
create in Access, Excel, Outlook, or Microsoft Word.
For a long list n which you expect to add, change, or
delete records, and for which you want powerful sorting
and searching capabilities at your disposal, you should
use either Access or Excel, then specify the
appropriate data file in the Word Mail Merge Helper
(see below).

To use the list of names and addresses in your Outlook
Contact List, ycu select this list in the Word Mail Merge
Helper.

For a small to medium size

list

of names and

addresses in which you do not expect to make many
changes, you could elect to create a list in the Word
Mail Merge Helper.

The Word Mail Merger Helper is a dialogue box in which you
specify:

(a) whether you want to create form letters, labels, or
print envelopes,

(b) where your list of names and addresses (data) is to
be found, and

(c) what query options are to be applied to your data list

before the merging process starts. These will be
explained next with illustrated examples.
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We will illustrate the merge procedure by using a memo
created in Word (PC Users1) and a table which can be
created in Word, or already exists either in an electronic book
such as Outlook, in Excel or in an Access table.

No matter which method you choose, first start Word and
open the PC Users1 memo (or your own letter), then provide
two empty lines at the very top of the memo/letter by placing

the insertion pointer at the beginning of the memo and
pressing <Enter> twice. Then select these two empty lines
and choose the Normal paragraph style.

Next, select Tools, Mail Merge which displays the Mail
Merge Helper dialogue box shown below.

Use the &.d

to set q; a inel me, pe Se* by chooteng the Create

button.
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loving beet output
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11111,

steel

I

In this box, you define in three successive steps:
1.

The document to be used,

2.

The source of your data, and

3.

The merging of the two.

Start by clicking the Create button, select the Form Letters
option, and click the Active Window button.
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Next, click the Get Data button which causes a drop -down
menu to display, shown below.

Mail Merge Helper
-he next step in setting ip the mail merge is to spent; a data c.our Choose the Get Data bq to-i.

1 1=f;

Main documert

tat -

creatz,

Merge type: Forel Letters
Main document: D: \My Documents \Docs \PC Usersl.doc

2 r-

4.1-1

Data source

Get D..-ta

clpen D.Aa ',our Ce...
Use Add-ess Book...

-It

Header Opeons

It is from this menu that you can select either to create your
data source (the list of addresses) in Word, open (or import)
an existing list of addresses which might be found in either

Word. Excel, Access, etc., or use a list of contacts in an
electronic address book such as Outlook.

In what follows, we will examine each of these options (in
the same order as the list in the above drop -down menu).
You can, of course, skip the Create an Address List in Word
section, if you already have an existing data list.
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Creating an Address List in Word
Selecting the Create Data Source menu option, displays the
following dialogue box.

Cieate Data Source
A mai merge data source is composed of rows of data. The frst row is cased the
header row. Each of the columns in the header row begins wth a field name.
Word provides commonly used field names r the list below. You car add or remove
field names to customize the header row.
Field name:

headet ray,:

Field

--1110-1
Remove Field Name

FirstName
LestNarne
JobTltle
Company

Move
hS

Addressl

Addr,,,2
-05,111MIEEPPP"

MS Query...

I

OK

Cancel

I

As you can see. Word provides commonly used field names
for your address list. Unwanted field names can be deleted

from the list by selecting them and pressing the Remove
Field Name button. To add your own field name, type it in the
Field Name box and press the Add Field Name button. The

Move buttons to the right of the list can be used to move a
selected field in the list to the top or bottom of the list by
pressing the up-arrow or down-arrow, respectively.

Having compiled the required field names for your list,
pressing the OK button displays a Save As dialogue box, in

which you can name your data

list,

say Address. Word

automatically adds the file extension .doc, and displays the
following warning dialogue box which allows you to either edit
the data source or the main document.
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iciosoll Wood
The data source you ius: created contatis no data records. You cen add rew records
your data source by choosng the Edit Data Source button, or add merge fields b
main document by choosang the Edit Mari Document button.
Edit Main Document

Press the Edit Data Source button if you want to create or
edit your data list. Do ng so displays the following Data Form
dialogue box.

Here you can create a new data list or edit an existing one.
We have typed in one fictitious entry in order to demonstrate
the process, but we have not attempted to change the field
names provided in any way whatsoever.

Having created a Word data list, added to one or edited
one, pressing OK saves your changes to the already existing
filename.
What follows is common to all existing data files, no matter
in which application you chose to create them.
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Getting an Address List
If you have not done so already, open the letter you want to
mail merge, place the cursor in the position you want the
address to appear, and select Tools, Mail Merge in Word.
Then press the Create button in the Mail Merge Helper and
choose Form Letters, Active Window.

Next, click the Get Data button (the 2nd step in the Mail
Merge Helper) which causes a

2 ti

drop -down menu, shown here,
to display.

Data source

et Data

Select the Open Data
Source option, and in the
displayed dialogue box, select
the

drive,

and

click

the

down-arrow on the Files of
type box. From here you can
choose the type of file that holds your address list, which
could be one created in Word or a text editor (or exported in
that form from another application), or an Access or Excel
file.
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For our example we chose the MS Access Database type of
file, which lists the databases on the specified drive and path.
Next, select the database that holds your address data and
click the Open button. Access is then loaded and the tables
within the selected database are listed. Choose the Table
that contains your data and click the OK button.

Microsoft Word now displays a warning message, shown
below, to the effect that no merge fields have been found in
your document.
Microsoft Weed
,..4:8) Word Found no trier ge fields in /our main document. Choose the I dit
bLitton to insert merge held.. m:e your main documenr,

C.,ocqrrierit

j

Ecitt Main Dixymeot

Don't worry about this. as we will rectify this omission, as
follows:

Click the Edit Main Document button on the above
warning box which displays your document with an
additional toolbar below the Formatting bar, as follows:
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Click the Insert Merge Field button on the new
toolbar. This displays the fields in your Customers
table.
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Select in turn, Name, Address, Town, County, and
Post_Code. The first three are placed on the document

on separate lines (by pressing <Enter> after each
selection), while the last two are placed on the same
line, but separated by a space. Finally, type on a new

line the letters FAO: plus a space, and place the
Contact field against it.

The first few lines of your document should now look as
follows (we have typed in the word FAO: on the last line of
the address, before inserting the 'Contact' field.
Merge Red

Of M

Insert Word Add

T O We.

111 orl

.Naste.
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Click the View Merged Data icon, shown to
the right, to see your merged data. Clicking
this icon once more, returns you to the screen
above so that you can edit your work, or add
merge fields.
Click

either

the

Merge

to

New

Document icon or the Merge to
Printer icon to create a new merged
document to file or send the merged
document to the printer.
That's all there is to it. You will possibly find it takes as little
time to do, as it did to read about it!
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Word Macro Basics
A macro is simply a set of instructions made up of a
sequence of keystrokes, mouse selections, or commands
stored in a macro file. After saving, or writing, a macro and
attaching a quick key combination to it, you can run the same
sequence of commands whenever you want. This can save a
lot of time and, especially with repetitive operations, can save
mistakes creeping into your work.

In Word there are two basic ways of creating macros. The
first one is generated by the program itself, recording and
saving a series of keystrokes, or mouse clicks. The second
one involves the use of Word Visual Basic, the programming
language that is common to all Office 200C applications. With

this method, you can write quite complex macro programs
directly into a macro file using the Visual Basic editor.

Recording a Macro
To demonstrate how easy it is to save and name a macro,
we will start with a simplistic one that enhances the word at
the cursor to bold type in italics. Open PC Usersl, place the
cursor in a document word and either double-click the REC
button on the Status bar, shown below, or select the Tools,
Macro, Record New Macro command.

REC
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Either of these, opens the Record Macro dialogue box shown

below. In the Macro name input box, type a name for your
macro (call it Boldltalic), then give your macro a Description
(such as Bold & Italic) and click on the Keyboard button.

Bcdd

It 3loc

M 31-ir 0 recorded 08/10/99 by Noel kantans

In the displayed Customize dialogue box, press a suitable
key stroke combination, such as <Ctrl+Shift+I>, in the Press
new shortcut key input box.
The shortcut key combination will appear in the input box
and immediately below it you will be informed whether this
key combination is currently attached to an internal macro or
not, as shown below.
Cualonue Keyboard

Cnenwda

ris

Ross ueos status ley

Gyred! keys:

Ctsrently assigned to.

wit
Dadaption

Say, chant.. in:
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Most <Ctrl>, or <Shift> keys with a letter or function key
combinations are suitable (the word [unassigned] will appear

under the Currently assigned to: heading) if the chosen
combination of keys is not already assigned to a macro. Our
choice of key strokes results in the message 'Italic', under
the Currently assigned to: heading. This does not matter in
this instance, because both the key combinations <Ctrl+l>
and <Ctrl+Shift+1> are assigned to Italic, so we can use one.
To clear an entry in this text box, press the <BkSp> key.

Next, press the Assign button followed by the Close
button. From this point or, all key strokes and mouse clicks
(but not mouse movements in the editing

area) will be recorded. Tc indicate that the
recorder is on, Word attaches a recorder

/

I

Stop Pause

graphic to the mouse pointer, as shown here.

Word also displays the Stop and Pause
buttons to allow you to stop or pause a macro.

A macro can also be stopped by double-clicking at the REC
button on the Status bar.
While the cursor is still placed in the word to be modified,

use the key strokes, <Ctrl+-> to move to the end of the
current word followed by <Shift+Ctr1+4-> to highlight it, click
the Bold and Italic buttons on the Formatting toolbar, press
<-» to cancel the highlight and click the Stop button on the
Macro Record toolbar. Your macro should now be recorded
and held in memory.

Saving a Macro to Disc
To save your macro to disc, use the File, Save As commaid
and give your macro the name Macro 1 and in the Save as
type box select 'Document Template ('.dot)'. If you quit Word
without saving the template, you will be asked if you want to
save the changes made to the template. Choose the Yes
button to save your macro.

Please note: If your PC is Virus protected, particularly by a
program that stops macros writing to your hard disc, you
must disable it first before you can save this macro.
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Playing Back a Macro
There are four main ways of running a macro. You can use
the playback shortcut keys straight from the keyboard; in our
case

place the cursor in another word and press
<Ctrl+Shift+l>. The word should be enhanced automatically.
If

not, check back that you carried out the instructions

correctly.

The second method is to select the Tools, Macro, Macros

command, then select the macro from the list, as shown
below, and press the Run button.

From this dialogue box you can also Edit, Delete, or select
the Organizer to display a similarly named dialogue box,
shown below, so that you can, amongst other housekeeping
facilities, Rename your macro.
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Attaching Macros/Commands to a Toolbar
The last two methods of activating a macro are to attach it to
a custom button on a tcolbar or a menu, and simply click the
button or the menu option.

To assign a macro to a toolbar, use the Tools, Customize
command, click the Commands tab anc select Macros from

the Categories list of the displayed cialogue box, shown
below.
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Next, click the macro from the Commands list to see its
description and drag :he macro name to any button on one of
the toolbars. The selected macro inserts its name before the
button pointed to on tie toolbar.

To assign this macro to a button on the toolbar, click the
Modify Selection button on the Customize dialogue box,
select the Change Button Image option from the displayed
menu list and choose a button from the palette shown on
your screen (we chose the smiling face), as shown overleaf.

Finally, you can select to display on the toolbar either the
button only by clicking the Text Only (in Menus) or Default
Style option, or both the button and its description by clicking
the Image and Text option.
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Copy Button Image

Customize
Commands

To

I

Reset Button Image

gs

Edit Button Image.
COI
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Change @utton Image s
Defa Style
Text Only (Always)
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Image and Text

Fonts

Begin a Group

AutoTe

t

Assign typerink

Selected command
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Modify Selection

Keyboard...

I

Close

In general, you can create toolbar buttons for commands and
frequently used styles, AutoText entries, and fonts. For more
detail on this subject. look up the 'Add or Remove Toolbar
Buttons' section further on in this chapter.

Removing Macro or Command Buttons
To remove a macro or command button from a toolbar, use
the Tools, Customize command. click the Commands tab
and drag the button representing your macro or command
from its position on the toolbar on to the editirg area of your
document.
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Editing a Macro
You can edit the entries in a macro file by selecting the
Tools, Macro, Macros, command which opens the Macro
dialogue box, shown below, in which you select the macro file
to edit.

Select the macro you want to edit and press the Edit button.
Word loads the file into the normal editing screen and you
treat the macro file exactly the same as any other. The listing
of our Macro 1 file should look as follows:

BoldItalic Macro
Bold 4 Italic - Macro recorded 08/10/99 by Noel I.:enter,'
Selaction.lovell.grtt Unit:aadVord, Count:al

Selection.MoveLeft UnIt:aadVord, Count:ay Extend:ardExtend
Select ion. Font. Sold a mdTogole

Selection.Iont.:tellc - edioggle
Select Ion. Novell .gt-t Unit: ardllord, Count: -1
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If you look at this listing you will see that it would be very easy
to edit the commands in the file. If you do edit it, you should
then save the file with the File, Save Normal command.

Notice the following two aspects in the screen display
above:
(a)

When editing a macro, the Toolbar is replaced by
a Visual Basic Standard toolbar, and

(b)

Macros within Visual Basic are considered to be
'subroutines' that run under an
application, Word 2000 in this case.

It

is

Office

2000

easy to make small changes to macros you have

recorded using the buttons on the Macro Editing bar.
However, if you wanted to create a macro that executed

commands which could not be recorded, such as switching
to a particular folder and displaying the Open dialogue box,
then you must learn to use the Visual Basic programming
language.

To return to your document from a Visual Basic screen,
click the Word icon at the top -left corner of the toolbar.

Getting Help with Macros
There are far too many aspects to macros that we could not
hope to cover in a general book on Word. We, therefore,

suggest you activate the Assistant and ask for help on
'macros', as shown below.
What would you like to do?
Obtain fie Format converrers

Specify fonts to use when
converting files
Troubleshoot file
conversions

the
Search
button, displays the help

Clicking

screen shown on the
this
next
page.
In

composite screen dump,

e Customize Word to work
with converted documents
rf,acr OS

we show both sides of
help screen. Do
spend some time looking

the

up each topic
Qptions
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You will learn a lot. Try it!
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What would you like to do?

What would you lee to do?

al See prevous:..

Troubleshoot recording and
runnng macros

Celete a macro

Create a macro
Run a macro

About macros and Visual Basic
for Applications in right -to -left

documents

Using macros to automate

When I cbck the Refresh
button, a message appears

tasks
Tupplied macros

tAng me my macro changes will
be lost.

V See more...

Troubleshoot macro warnings
end security levels

None of the above, look for
more help on the Web

beach r,

ions

macros

2earch

If you have installed the complete Word 2000 package, then
you will have access to the Word Visual Basic Help by using

the Help menu option once the Visual Basic Editor

is

actioned, as shown below.
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Iwo Environment ophons
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Within the listed help topics, you should find a wea th of
information, showing you how to program your macros and
how to use the various built-in functions.
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Customising Toolbars and Menus
We have already touched on the subject of customising a
Word toolbar when we showed you how to place a macro
button on one of them. What follows is a more detailed
account of how you can customise both toolbars and menus
to your specific requirements, including the creation of your
own toolbar.

Word 2000, as well as all the other components of Office
2000, provide you with 'intelligent' toolbars and menus that
monitor the way you work and make sure that the tools you
use most often are available to you on them. However, if you
want to use some new tool which is not on a displayed
toolbar or menu, you are in trouble - you will have to look for

it amongst a wealth of tools which can be activated in a
number of different ways! What we will try to do here, is to
show you how you could increase your working efficiency, in
the shortest possible time.

The Default Toolbars and Menus
Standard

A

toolbar

can

contain

buttons

with

Formatting

images. menus, or a combination

AutoText

both.

Cipboard

toolbars that you can show and hide as

Control Toolbox
Database
Drawing

Word

includes

many

of

built-in

needed by using the View, Toolbars
command which opens the cascade
menu shown to the left. To activate a

Forms

toolbar, left -click it, which causes a small

Frames

check mark to appear against it. By
default, the Standard and Formatting

Picbse
Reviewing

Web

built-in toolbars are docked side by side
below the menu bar.
You can move toolbars by dragging

Web Tools

the

WordArt

toolbar, shown to the right, or drag LI
the title bar on a floating toolbar to

Tables and Borders
Visual Basic

Customize...

move

handle

on

a

docked

another location. If you drag the toolbar
to the edge of the program window or to a Iccation beside
another docked toolbar, it becomes a docked toolbar.
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As we have seen in earlier chapters, when yoL first start
Word, both active toolbars and short menus display standard
buttons and basic commands. As you work with the program,

the buttons and commands that you use most often are
displayed on the toolbars and short menus. Both toolbars
and menus can be expanded to show more buttons and
commands by simply clicking the t (More Buttons) at the
end of the toolbar, or the I (double -arrow) at the bottom of
the short menu.

To show the full set of buttons on a toolbar, drag the
toolbar to a location other than the edge of the program
window. To see more toolbars than those displayed when
using the View, Toolbars command, use the Tools,
Customize command to open the Customize dialogue box
shown below, but click the Toolbars tab.

To show the full set of menu commands, click the Options
tab of the Customize dialogue box, shown below, then check
and/or uncheck options as required.

EMI

Customize
Toolbars

I

9_ptions

Comrnards

I

Personalized Menus and Toolbars

IIII- .Standard and Formatting toolbars share one row

P Menus show recently used commands fir ;t

P Show full ne-ius after a short delay
Reset my usage &ta
Other
Large icons

P List font name; ir their font
P Show Screenips on toolbars

r

-

Show shot tc it keys in ScreenTips

Menu animations:

22

I
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1_1

Keyboard,..

Close
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Move or Copy Toolbar Buttons
If you wish to move or copy a toolbar button from one toolbar

to another, use the View, Toolbars command and check
both toolbars, so they are visible on your screen. Then do
one of the following:

To move a toolbar button, hold down the <Alt> key and
drag the button to the new location on the same toolbar
or onto another toolbar.
To copy a toolbar button, hold down both the <Ctr14-Alt>
keys and drag the button to the new location.

Add or Remove Toolbar Buttons
To add a button to a toolbar, first display the toolbar in
question, then use the Tools, Customize command to open
Customize dialogue
Commands tab selected.
the

box,

shown

below,

with

Customize
iToolbars

Commands

ategpries:
Edit
View

I

r2pLions

Commands:

L New...
New

Insert
Format

New Web Page

Tools
Table

New E-mail Message

Web
Window and Help
Drawing

D New Blank Document
Open...

Normal.dot
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Then do the following:
In

the Categories box, click a category for the

command you want the button to perform. For
example, click Macros to add a button that runs a
macro, click Styles to add a button that applies a style,
click AutoText to add a button that inserts an AutoText

entry, or click Fonts to add a button that applies a
particular font.

Drag the command or macro you want from the
Commands box to the displayed toolbar.
Note: If you don't see the command you want under a

particular category, click All Commands in the Categories
box.

To quickly add a built-in button to a built-in toolbar, click on
(More Buttons) on a docked toolbar (or click the a (downarrow) in the upper-lert corner of a floatiig toolbar, then click
Add or Remove Buttons and select the check box next to
the button you want tc add.

To remove a button from a displayed toolbar, hold the
<Alt> button down and drag the unwanted button from its

position on the toolbar on to the editing area of your
document. When you remove a built-in toolbar button, the
button is still available in the Customize dialogue box.
However, when you remove a custom toolbar button, t is
permanently deleted. To remove and save a custom toolbar
button for later use, you should create a 'storage toolbar' as
described below.

Create a Custom Toolbar
To create a custom toolbar, carry out the following steps:

Display the toolbars that contain the buttons (whether
custom or built-in buttons) you want to copy, move, or
store in a custom toolbar.

Use the Tools, Customize command, and click the
Toolbars tab of the displayed dialogue box.
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Click the New button to display the screen shown
below.
Lust OADJ.Ze
Toolbars

I Commands

I

motions

I

Toolbar s

Standard

New Toolbar

rr

Toobar name:

13221211
ake toolbar available to:

II-

r

F.

OK

1

I

Cancel

E;

''
;

Keyboard...

1

Clir

In the Toolbar name text box, type the name you
want, and in the Make toolbar available to box, click
the template or document you want to save the toolbar
in, and then click OK.
Finally, click

the Close button. The new toolbar

remains showing on the screen.

You can now use the skills acquired earlier to move and/or
copy buttons to the new toolbar. If the newly created toolbar
is for 'storing' deleted custom-made buttons, then you might
like to hide it by right -clicking it and clearing the check box
next to its name in the shortcut menu.
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Manipulating Menu Commands
Menu commands can be added to or removed from menus in
the same way as buttons can be added to or removed from
toolbars. You could even add menus to a button on a Toolbar.

For example, to add a command or other item to a menu,
do the following:

Use the Tools, Customize command to open the
Customize dialogue box, then click the Commands tab.
In

the Categories box, click a category for the

command.

Drag the command you want from the Commands box
over the menu. When the menu displays a list of menu

options, point to the location where you want the
command to appear on the menu, and then release the
mouse, as shown below.
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If you don't see the command you want under a particular
category, click All Commands in the Categories box.
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To remove a command from a list of menu options. do the
following:

Open the Customize dialogue box (you might have to
move it out of the way of the drop -down menu options
from which you want to remove a command).
Select the menu option you want to remove and drag it
to the editing area of your document, as shown below.

Release the mouse button to delete the unwanted
menu option.

As you can see, manipulating menu options is very similar to
manipulating buttons on toolbars, so we leave it to you to
explore all the available possibilities - have fun!

Restoring Default Toolbars or Menus
To restore the default buttons on toolbars or menu options,
use the Tools, Customize command to open the Customize
dialogue box. Leave the Customize box open (you might
need to move it out of the way), and do one of the following:
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For a toolbar:
Use the Tools, Customize command, and then click
the Toolbars tab.

In the Toolbars box, click the name of the toolbar you
want to reset original buttons and menus on.

Click the Reset button to open the Reset Toolbar
dialogue box.

In the Reset changes text box, click the template or
document that contains the changes you want to reset.

Fora menu:
Use the Tools, Customize command, and then click
the Commands tab.

Click the menu that contains the command you want to
restore. Right -click the menu command, and then click
Reset on the shortcut menu.

Getting Help on Toolbars and Menus
Word 2000 has a wea!th of help screens on toolbars and
menus. To look at some of these, simply activate the Office
Assistant, and search for 'menus'. The Assistant returns the
list of topics shown below.

We suggest you spend
some time looking at
the various help topics.
For example, clicking
the first entry under

`What would you like to
opens
do?',
Microsoft Word

the
Help

screen shown on the
next page.
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Troubleshoot toolbars and menus
What do you need help with?
Make toolbars and menus look like they did in Office 97

I can't find a menu command. toolbar button, or dialoo bo option.
I can't find the Customize command.
J created a custom toolbar and shared it with another person, but it looks different
on their computer.
I want the menus to stop erPandinp automatically.
When I cooled a toolbar my macros weren't coPied.
When I saved my document as a template. my custom toolbars disappeared.

hj

A

That is about it. We hope you have enjoyed reading this book
as much as we have enjoyed writing it. Of course Word 2000

is capable of a lot more than we have discussed here, but
what we have tried to do is to give you enough information so
that you can forge ahead and explore by yourself the rest of
its capabilities.

A glossary is included next, for reference, and in case you
have trouble with any jargon that may have crept in.
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ActiveX

A set of technologies that enables
solware components to interact with

it a networked
another
one
of
the
regardless
environment.
language in which the components
were created.
runs in
mini -program which
another
and
with
conjunction
enhances its functionality.

Add -in

A

Address

A

unique number or name that
identifies a specific computer or user

on a network.

Anonymous FTP

Anonymous

FTP

allows

you

to

connect to a remote computer and
transfer public files back to your local
ccmputer without the need to have a
user ID and password.
Application

Software (program) designed to ca-ry
out certain activity, such as word
Drocessi ng . or data management.

Applet

A program that can be downloaded
over a network and launched on the
Jser's computer.

Archie

Archie is an

Internet service that

allows you to locate files that can be
downloaded via FTP.
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ASP

Active Server Page. File format used
for dynamic Web pages that get their
data from a server based database.

Association

An

identification

of

filename

a

extension to a program. This lets
Windows open the program when its
files are selected.
ASCII

A binary code representation of a
character set. The name stands for
'American
Standard
Code
Information Interchange'.

for

Authoring

The
process of creating
documents or software.

AVI

Audio Video Interleaved. A Windows
multimedia file format for sound and

web

moving pictures.
Backbone

The main transmission lines of the
Internet, running at over 45Mbps.

Backup

To make a back-up copy of a file or a
disc for safekeeping.

Bandwidth

The

range

transmission

of

frequencies a network can use. The
greater

the

bandwidth

the

more

information that can be transferred
over a network.
Banner

An advertising graphic shown on a
Web page.

BASIC

Beginner's
All-purpose
Instruction Code - a
programming language.

BBS

Bulletin Board System, a computer

Symbolic
high-level

equipped with software and telecoms
links

that allow it

to

act

as an

information host for remote computer
systems.
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13

A test of software that is still under
cevelopment, by
using the software.

people

actually

BinHex

A file conversion format that converts
binary files to ASCII text files.

Bitmap

A technique for managing the image
displayed on a computer screen.

Bookmark

A marker inserted at a specific point
a document to which the user may
wish to return for later reference.

Bound control

A control on a database form, report
a
or data access page that is tied
field in an underlying table or query.

Browse

A button in some Windows dialcgue
boxes that lets you view a list of files
and folders
selection.

before

you

make

a

Browser

A program, like the Internet Explorer,
that lets you view Web pages.

Bug

An error in coding or logic that causes
a program to malfunction.

Button

A graphic element in a dialogue box
or toolbar that performs a specified
'unction.

Cache

An area of memory, or disc space,
'eserved for data, which speeds up
downloading.

Card

A removable printed -circuit board that
is plugged into a computer expansion
slot.

CD-ROM

Compact Disc - Read Only Memory;
an optical disc which information may
be read from but not written to.
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CGI

Common Gateway Interlace
convention

for

servers

-

a

to

communicate with local applications
and allow users to provide information

scripts attached to web pages.
usually through forms.
to

Cgi-bin

most common name of a
directory on a web server in which

The

CGI programs are stored.
Chart

A graphical view of data that is used
to visually display trends, patterns,
and comparisons.

Click

To press and release a mouse button
once without moving the mouse.

Client

A computer that has access to
services over a computer network.
The computer providing the services
is a server.

Client application

A Windows

Clipboard

A temporary storage area of memory,

application that can
accept linked, or embedded, objects.

where text and graphics are stored
with the
actions.

cut

and

copy

Command

An instruction given to a computer to
carry out a particular action.

Compressed file

One that is compacted to save server
space and reduce transfer times.
Typical
file
extensions
for
compressed
files
include
.zip
(DOS/Windows) and .tar (UNIX).

Configuration

A general purpose term referring to
the way you have your computer set
up.
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Controls

13

Objects on a form, report, or data
access page that display da:a,
perform actions, or are used -or
decoration.

Cookies

F les stored on your hard drive by
Web
browser
irformation for it to use.
your

that

hold

Processing Unit; the
that
executes
all
irstructions entered into a computer.

CPU

The Central
chip
main

Cyberspace

Criginated by William Gibscn in his
navel 'Neuromancer, now used to
describe the Internet and the or,er
computer networks.

Data access page

A Web page, created by Access, that
has a connection to a database; you

can view, add, eiit, and manipulate
the data in this page.
Database

A collection of data related tc

a

particular topic or purpose.
DBMS

Catabase management system
interface
between
software
database and the user.

Dial -up Connection

-

A
1he

A popular form of Net connection for
home user,
telephone lines.
the

over

standard

permanent connection between
your computer system and the
Internet.

Direct Connection

A

Default

The command,

Desktop

The

device
automatically chosen.

or

op: on

work ng
screen
Windows
tackground, on which you place
icons, folders, etc.
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Device driver

A special file that must be loaded into

memory for Windows to be able to
address a specific
hardware device.

Device name

procedure

or

A logical name used by DOS to
identify a device, such as LPT1 or
COM1 for the parallel or serial printer.

Dialogue box

A window displayed on the screen to
allow the user to enter information.

Directory

An area on disc where information
relating to a group of files is kept.
Also known as a folder.

Disc

A device on which you can store
programs and data.

Disconnect

To detach a drive, port or computer
from a shared device, or to break an
Internet connection.

Document

A file

produced by an application

program. When used in reference to

the Web, a document

is

any file

containing text, media or hyperlinks
that can be transferred from an HTTP
server to a browser.
Domain

A group of devices, servers and
computers on a network.

Domain Name

The name of an Internet

DOS

Disc Operating System. A collection
of small specialised programs that
allow interaction between user and

site, for
example
www.michaelstrang.com,
which allows you to reference Internet
sites without knowing their true
numerical address.

computer.
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quickly press and
mouse button twi:e.

release

Double-click

To

Download

To transfer to your compute' a file, or
data, from another computer.

DPI

Dots Per Inch - a resolution standard
for laser printers.

Drag

To move an object on the screer by
pressing and holding down the left
mouse
mouse.

Drive rame

button

while

moving

13

a

the

The letter followed by a colon which
identifies a floppy or hard disc drive.

EISA

Stancard

Industry

Extended

Architecture, for construction of PCs
with the Intel 32 -bit micro -processor.

Embecded object

Information in a document the-. is

'copied' from its source application.
Selecting

the

object

opens

the

creating application from within the
document.
Engine

Software used by search services.

E-mail

Electronic Mail - A system that allows
computer users to send and receive
messages electronically.

Ethernet

A very common method of retworking
computers in a LAN.

FAQ

Questions - A
the Internet,
common feature
answers to
FAQs are files
commonly asked questions.
Frequently

Asked

on
of

FAT

The File Allocation Table. An area on

disc where information

is

kep: on

which part of the disc a file is located.
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File extension

The suffix following the period in a
filename. Windows uses this to
identify
the
source
application

program. For example .mdb indicates
an Access file.
Filename

The name given to a file. In Windows
95 and above this can be up to 256
characters long.

Filter

A set of criteria that is applied to data
to show a subset of the data.

Firewall

Security measures designed
to
protect a networked system from
unauthorised access.

Floppy disc

A

Folder

An area used to store a group of files,
usually with a common link.

Font

A graphic design representing a set of
characters, numbers and symbols.

Freeware

Software
that
is
downloading and
without charge.

FTP

File Transfer Protocol. The procedure
for connecting to a remote computer

removable
disc
on
information
can
be
magnetically.

which
stored

available
unlimited

for
use

and transferring files.
Function key

One of the series of 10 or 12 keys
marked with the letter F and a
numeral, used for specific operations.

Gateway

A

computer

system

that

allows

otherwise incompatible networks to
communicate with each other.
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GIF

Graphics

Interchange

Format,

13

a

common standard for images on the
Web.

Graphic

A picture or illustration, also called an
image. Formats include GIF, JPEG,
BMP, PCX, and TIFF.

Graphics card

A device that ccntrols the display on
the monitor and other allied functions.

GUI

A Graphic User Interface, such as
Windows 98, the software front-end
meant to provide an attractive and
easy to use interface.

Hard copy

Output on paper.

Hard disc

A device built into the computer for
holding programs and data.

Hardware

The equipment that makes Lp
computer system, excluding
programs or software.

Help

a

the

A Windows system that gives you
instructions and additional information
on using a program.

Helper application

A program allowing you to view
multimedia files that your web
browser cannot handle internally.

Hit

A single request from a web browser
for a single item from a web server.

Home page

The document displayed when you
first open your Web browser, or the
first document you come to at a Web
site.

Host

Computer connected directly to the
Internet that provides services to
other local and/or remote compu-.ers.
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Hotlist

A

Host

A computer acting as an information

list of frequently used
locations and URL addresses.

Web

or communications server.
HTML

HyperText

Markup

format used

in

Language,

the

documents on the

Web.

HTML editor

Authoring tool which assists with the
creation of HTML pages.

HTTP

HyperText Transport Protocol, the
system used to link and transfer
hypertext documents on the Web.

Hyperlink

A segment of text, or an image. that
refers to another document on the
Web, an Intranet or your PC.

Hypermedia

Hypertext extended to include linked
multimedia.

Hypertext

A system that allows documents to be

cross -linked so that the reader can
explore related links, or documents,
by clicking on a highlighted symbol.
Icon

A small graphic image that represents

a function or object. Clicking on an
icon produces an action.
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Image

See graphic.

Insertion point

A flashing bar that shows where typed
text will be entered into a document.

Interface

A device that allows you to connect a
computer to its peripherals.

Internet

The global
networks.

system

of

computer

Glossary of Terms
Intrane:

A

private

network

inside

13

an

organisation using the same kind of
software as the Internet.
ISA

Industry

Standard

Architecture;

a

standard for internal connections in
PCs.

ISDN

Integrated Services Digital Network, a
digital
using
standard
telecom
transmission technology to support
and
video
voice,
communications applications
regular telephone lines.

IP

IP Address

data

aver

Internet Protocol - The rules that
provide basic Internet functions.

Address - every
Internet has a
unique identifying number.
nternet

Protoccl

computer on the
ISP

Internet

Service

Provider

-

A

company that offers access to the
Internet.
Java

programming
object -oriented
Sun
by
language
created
for
developing
Microsystems
applications and applets that are
An

capable of running on any computer,
regardless of the operating system.
JPEGIJPG

Joint Photographic Experts Group, a
popular

cross -platform

format

for

image files. JPEG is best suited for
true colour origiral images.
Kilobyte

(KB); 1024 bytes of information or
storage space.

LAN

Local Area Network - High-speed,
privately -owned network covering a
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limited geographical area, such as an
office or a building.
Laptop

A portable computer small enough to
sit on your lap.

LCD

Liquid Crystal Display.

Links

The hypertext connections between
Web pages.

Local

A resource that is located on your
computer, not linked to it over a
network.

Location

An Internet address.

Log on

To gain access to a network.

MCI

Media Control Interface - a standard
for files and multimedia devices.

Megabyte

(MB); 1024 kilobytes of information or

Megahertz

(MHz); Speed of processor in millions
of cycles per second.

Memory

Part of computer consisting of
storage elements organised into

addressable locations that can hold
data and instructions.
Menu

A

list of

available

options

in

an

application.

Menu bar

The horizontal bar that
names of menus.

MIDI

Musical Instrument Digital Interface enables devices to transmit and
receive sound and music messages.

MIME

Multipurpose

Internet

lists

the

Mail

Extensions, a messaging standard
that allows Internet users to exchange
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e-mail messages enhanced
graphics, video and voice.

13

with

MIPS

Million Instructions Per Second;
measures speed of a system.

Modem

Modulator -demodulator
Short
for
devices. An electronic device that lets
communicate
computers
electronically.

Monitor

The display device connected to your
PC, also called a screen.

Mouse

A device used to manipulate a pointer
around your display and activate
processes by pressing buttons.

M PEG

Motion Picture Experts Group - a
video file format offering excellent
quality in a relatively small file.

MS-DOS

Microsoft's implementation of
Disc Operating System for PCs.

Multimedia

The use of photographs, music and
sound and movie
presentation.

images

the

in

a

Multi -tasking

Performing more than one operation
at the same time.

Network

Two or more computers connected
together to share resources.

Netwo-k server

Central computer which stores files
for several linked computers.

Node

Any single computer connected to a
network.

ODBC

Open DataBase Connectivity
standard protocol
information in a
server.

-

A

for accessing
SQL database
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OLE

Object Linking and Embedding - A
technology

for

transferring

and

sharing information among software
applications.
Online

Having access to the Internet.

On-line Service

Services such as America On-line
and CompuServe that provide content
to
subscribers
and
usually
connections to the Internet.

Operating system

Software that runs a computer.

Page

An HTML document, or Web site.

Password

A unique character string used to gain

access to a network, program, or
mailbox.
PATH

The location of a file in the directory
tree.

Peripheral

Any device attached to a PC.

Perl

A popular language for programming
CGI applications.

PIF file

Program information file - gives
information to Windows about an
MS-DOS application.

Pixel

A picture element on screen; the
smallest

element

that

can

be

independently assigned colour and
intensity.
Plug -and -play

Hardware which can be plugged into
a PC and be used immediately
without configuration.

POP

Post Office Protocol

-

a method of

storing and returning e-mail.
Port

The place where information goes
into

232

or out of a computer,

e.g. a
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13

modem might be connected to the
serial port.
PPP

Point -to -Point Protocol - One of two

methods (see SL P) for using special
software to establish a temporary
direct connection to the Internet over
regular phone lines.
Print queue

A list of print jobs waiting to he sent to
a printer.

Program

A set of instructions which cause a
computer to perform tasks.

Protocol

A set of rules or standards that define

how computers communicate with
each other.
Query

The set of keywords and operators
sent by a user to a search engine, or
a database searcn request.

Queue

A list of e-mail messages waiting to
be sent over the Internet.

RAM

The
Memory.
Access
Random
computer's volatile memcry. Data
held in it is lost when power is
switched off.

Real mode

MS-DOS mode, typically used to run
programs, such as MS-DOS games,
that will not run under Windows.

Resou -ce

A directory, or printer, that car be
shared over a network.

Robot

A Web agent :hat visits sites,

by

requesting documents from them. for
the purposes of indexing for search
engines. Also known as Wanderers,
Crawlers, or Spiders.
ROM

Read

Only

Memory.

A

non-volatile menory. Data is written
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into this memory at manufacture and
is not affected by power loss.
Scroll bar

A bar that appears at the right side or
bottom edge of a window.

Search

Submit a query to a search engine.

Search engine

A program that heps users find
information across the Internet.

Serial interface

An interface that traisfers data as
individual bits.

Server

A computer system that manages
delivers information
computers.
and

Shared resource

for client

Any device, program or file that

is

available to network users.
Shareware

Software that is available on public
networks and bulletin boards. Users
are expected to pay a nominal
amount to the software developer.

Signature file

An ASCII text file, maintained within
e-mail programs, That contains text
for your signature.

Site

A place on the Internet. Every Web
page has a locatioi where it resides
which is called its site.

SLIP

Serial

Line

Internet

Protocol,

a

method of Internet connection that
enables computers to use phone
lines and a modem to connect to the
Internet without havinc to connect to
a host.

SMTP

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
protocol

dictatinc

how

-

a

e-mail

messages are exchanged over the
Internet.
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Socket

An endpoint for sending and receiving
data between computers.

Software

The programs and instructions that

13

control your PC.
Spamm ng

Sending the same message to
large

number

mailing

of

lists

a

or

newsgroups. Also to overload a Web
page with excessive keywords in an
attempt to
ranking.

get

a

search

better

Spider

See robot.

Spooler

Software which handles transfer of
information to a sore to be used by a
peripheral device.

SQL

Structured Query Language,
with relational databases.

SSL

Secure Sockets Layer, the stancard
transmission

used

protocol

security

developed by Netscape, which has
been put into the public domain.
Subscribe

To become a member of.

Surfing

The process of looking around the
Internet.

SVGA

Super Video Graphics Array: it has all

the VGA modes but with 256.

or

more, colours.
Swap file

An area of your hard disc used to
store temporary operating files, also
known as virtual memory.

Sysop

Opera*.or
System
for
responsible

-

the

A

pe son
physical

operations of a computer system or
network resource.
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System disc

A disc containing files to enable a PC
to start up.

T1

An Internet leased line that carries up
to

1.536 million
(1.536Mbps).

T3

bits

per second

An Internet leased line that carries up
to 45
million bits per second
(45Mbps).

TCP/IP

Transmission
Control
Protocol/
Internet Protocol, combined protocols
that perform the transfer of data
between
two
computers.
TCP
monitors and ensures the correct
transfer of data. IP receives the data,
breaks it up into packets, and sends it
to a network within the Internet.

Telnet

A program which allows people to
remotely
networks.

use

computers

across

Text file

An unformatted file of text characters
saved in ASCII format.

Thread

An

TIFF

Tag Image File Format - a popular

ongoing
message -based
conversation on a single subject.

graphic image file format.
Tool

Software program used to support
Web site creation and management.

Toolbar

A bar containing icons giving quick
access to commands.

Toggle

To turn an action on and off with the
same switch.

TrueType fonts

Fonts that can be scaled to any size
and print as they show on the screen.
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UNC

13

Universal Naming Convention - A
convention for files that provides a
machine

means

independent

of

particJarly
useful in Web based applications.

locating the file that
UNIX

is

multi-user computer
operating system that is run by many
computers that are connected t: the
Multitasking,

Internet.

Upload/Download

The process of transferring files
are
Files
computers.
between
uploaded from your computer to
from
downloaded
and
another
another computer to your own.

URL

Uniform

the
Locator,
Resource
addressing system used on the Web,
containing information about the

method of access, the server to be
accessed and the path of the le to
be accessed.
Usenet

Informal network of computers that
allow the posting and reading of
messages in newsgroups that focus
on specific topics.

User ID

The unique identifier, usually used in
conjunction with a password, which
identifies you on a computer.

Virtual Reality

Simulations of real or imaginary
flat
a
on
rendered
worlds,
but
screen
two-dimensional
appearing three-dimensional.

Virus

A

malicious program,

downloaded

from a web site or disc, desigred to
wipe out
computer.

information

on

your
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W3C

The World Wide Web Consortium
that
is
steering
development for the Web.

WAIS

Wide Area Information Server,
Net -wide

specific
databases.

WAV

standards
a

system for looking up
information
in
Internet

Waveform Audio (.wav) - a common
audio file format for DOS/Windows
computers.

Web

A

Web Page

An HTML document that is accessible
on the Web.

Webmaster

One whose job it is to manage a web

network
of
hypertext -based
multimedia
information
servers.
Browsers are used to view any
information on the Web.

site.
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WINSOCK

A

Wizard

A

Microsoft
provides the
services.

Windows file that
interface to TCP/IP

Microsoft tool that asks you
questions and then creates an object
depending on your answers.

Index
A

Access database
Accessing
Control Panel
date and time
menus
Activating commands
Active
printer
window
Adding
buttons
movies and sound
page theme
Add/Remove
programs
toolbar buttons
Address
book
list

Aligning
outline levels
paragraphs
text
Alignment
buttons
commands
pointers
Animate command
Annotations
Application
command button
icons
starting
Arrow
Assembling long doc's

199
5

86
26
26
72
20
58
177
176

Attaching
file to e-mail
macro to toolbar
Auto
backLp
capticn
correct
format
number
shapes
summarise
text
update

165
205
50
8

7, 12
7, 9
103

'16
10

29
86

B
5

212
166
196
142
79

79
79
79
36
106
7, 87
20
20
19

139
151

Backspace key
Backup copy
Blocks o' text
Bold

Border button
Boxes
dialogue
list

text
Breaks
page
paracraph
Built-in templates
Bullet
buttons
insert
Buttons
assign macro
command
font
minimise

57
50
59
78
24
32
33
106, 111

29, 66
79

43, 93
24
.9,85

205
20
24
2C. 21
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Index

on Formatting bar 22, 24
on Standard toolbar
23
on Status bar
25
outline
144
restore
20, 21
Start
style
tab setting

What's this?

C
Carriage return
find & replace
hard
Centre
align button
aligned tabs

command
Changing
active window
character format
column format
default options
font
menu commands
page layout
paper size
paragraph styles
paper source
text
view(s)
Character
font
formatting
Chart
arrows
create
data
enhancement
text box
types
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3, 19
43
89
39

65
65
79
89
79

20
96
104

47, 50
65

215
49
47
43

49
63
20, 44
65
96
139
135
135
139
139
137

Check
boxes
34
grammar
7, 69
spelling
7, 10, 67
synonyms
68
Clean screen
9, 46
Clip Art / Gallery
189
Clipboard
12
Close
button
20, 21
document
55
file
55
window
20, 21
Column width
126
Columns
104
Comments
7
Command buttons
21
Commands shortcut
31
Communication ports
72
Context sensitive help
37
Control Panel
5, 157
Copy
blocks of text
61
command
31, 58
information
184
text button
23
toolbar buttons
212
Correcting text
7, 57
Creating
address list
196
backup copy
50
bulleted list button
85
bulleted lists
85
charts
8, 135
custom toolbar
213
document template
93
drawing
8, 117
footer
101
footnote
103
glossary
7
header
101

Index

index
macro

146
201
55
52

new docum't button
new folder
outline
141
paragraph styles 43,91
style
table

91

8,124

146
table of contents
text boxes
106,111
172
Web pages
Current

date
font
font size
paragraph style
point size
ruler
style

Cursor movement
Custom toolbar
Customising
Assistant
menus
toolbars

86
24

24,76
43
24
20
90
42
213
17

210
210

Cut

command
text button

D
Date insert
Decimal tabs
Decrease indent
Default
display
menus
options
printer
style box
toolbar buttons
toolbars

31, 58
58

86
89
81

20
210

47,50
72
43
20

210

view
Define style
Delete
files
key
text

50
91

148
57
62
143
36
67
44

Demote paragraph
Dialogue boxes
Dictionaries
Display modes
Document
annotation
87
41
basics
67
checking
55
closing
command button
20
61
copying
editing
57
e-mail
158
99
enhancements
formatting
75
navigation
42
opening button
56
preview
74
properties
54
printing
71
51
save command
44
screen displays
styles
90
templates
93
views
2:', 44
Double line spacing
80
Drag & Drop
hyperlinks
170
7, 61, 62
text
Draw
115
button
8
table commands
Drawing
117
create
117
edit
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Index

layered objects
text box
Tool
toolbar

118
115
115
116

E

Edit

command
copy/cut/paste
document
find
go to
macro
table
undo
Editing
documents
drawing
embedded objects
hyperlinks
macros
E-mail
button
documents
header buttons
signatures
Embedding
file
objects
Embolding command
Endnotes
Enhancements
Enlarged view
Entering text
Equation editor
Eraser tool
Excel worksheet
Explorer
Expressions

242

28
58
57

34,63
42
207
131

63,75
57
117
192
170

207
155
23

14, 158
162
163

190

9,189
78
103
78

44,46
41

119
8

185
168
127

F

File

attachment
close
command
delete

165
55

26, 28
148
28
148
53
148

exit
find
location

management
menu
names
new
open
page setup
preview
print
properties
save
save as

26, 28
52

34, 55, 57
32, 55
47
74
71

72
50, 51
51

save as Web page
send to
transfer protocol
types
Web page view
Find
file
help

Find & Replace
Font box
Fonts
Footers
Footnotes
Format
command
text box
theme
Formatting
bar
borders
buttons

173
158
1

52
172

10, 148
37
25, 63
78, 96
76
101

103

29
111

92

20, 22, 24
23
24

Index

characters
columns
documents
features
toolbar
page tabs
paragraphs
quick keys
styles
tables
tabs
text
toolbar
Formulae
Frame
creation
layering
Frames
FTP

Full screen mode
Functions in tables

75
104
75
96
24
89
83
79
90
133
89
75
24
127
8

118
105

1,180
46
130

G
Getting address list
198
25,42
Go To command
Grammar checker 7,11,69
134
Graph
H

Handles (text boxes)
Hanging indents

107
82

Hard
2
disc space
66
page break
2
Hardware requirements
101
Headers
9, 43
Headings styles
Help
command
31
index
38
macros
208

menu

37

toolbars and menus 217
Highlight text
78
Horizortal scroll bar
20
HTML
differences
178
file format
1,153
11,167
Hypertext links
Hyphens
12,98

Import graphic
Increase indent
Indentation
buttons
Index creation
Insert
annotations
bullets
characters
charts
command
comments
date and time
equation
Excel worksheet
footnotes
formula
graphs
hyperlinks
hyphens
mode
objects
page break
page layout
page numbers
picture
subdocument
symbols
table
text boxes

112
81
81

24
146
87
85
97
134
29
87
86
120
187

7,103
127
134

23,167
98
58

119,134
66
49
99

112,189
151

97,104
123
106

243

Index

Insertion point
20. 23
Installing Office 2000
3
IntelliSense
7
Internet Web pages
171

help
playback
record
remove

ISP

run

Italicise command
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